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Abstract
This work investigates the effects of fibre content and fibre orientation on the mechanical
performances of flax fibre-reinforced polypropylene composites (FFPCs) along with fracture
characteristics, particularly for unidirectional (UD) beam-like specimens. This work also
investigates the effects of fibre content, fibre orientation and frequency on the dynamic
behaviour of UD beam test specimens of FFPCs. Laminates of various fibre contents and
orientations were manufactured by a vacuum bagging process, their static and dynamic
properties are then obtained using various mechanical (tensile, flexural and impact (Charpy
impact and drop weight impact)) and dynamic (dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) and
impact hammer technique (IHT)) analyses, respectively. The mechanical properties of the
composites are strongly affected by fibre orientation with respect to the loading direction; for
example, the tensile modulus decreases from 20 GPa to 3.45 GPa at an off-axis angle of 30°
for a fibre volume fraction of 0.40. The largest mechanical properties (tensile, flexural and
Charpy impact strength) are found in the case of 0° fibre orientation. For composites with fibre
volume fractions in the range 0.31-0.50, tensile moduli are in the range 16-21 GPa and tensile
strengths are in the range 125-173 MPa, while flexural moduli and strengths are in the ranges
12-15 GPa and 96-121 MPa, respectively, making them suitable for structural applications.
The maximum impact strength of 52 kJ/m2 is observed for a fibre orientation of 0° and volume
fraction of 0.50 in the case of in-plane impact load (i.e., Charpy impact), whereas the
composites with 30° and 45° fibre orientations have the maximum energy absorption of about
17 J on average in the case of out-of-plane impact load (i.e., drop weight impact). The
measured tensile moduli are compared with the predicted tensile moduli and a reasonable
agreement is seen up to a fibre volume fraction of 0.40. The obtained results also suggest that
the flax fibre composites are comparable to glass fibre composites especially in terms of
specific stiffness.
The dynamic characteristics were found from vibration measurements of beam test specimens
using DMA and IHT to frequencies of 100 Hz and 1000 Hz, respectively. The frequency
response of a sample was measured and the response at resonance was used to estimate the
natural frequency and loss factor. The single-degree-of-freedom circle-fit method and the
Newton’s divided differences formula were used to estimate the natural frequencies as well as
the loss factors. The damping estimates were also investigated using a “carpet” plot.
Experiments were subsequently conducted on a range of samples with different fibre volume
fractions and orientations. The results show significant variations in natural frequencies and
loss factors according to the variations in fibre orientation. Samples with 45°, 60° and 90°
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fibre orientations exhibit approximately the same natural frequencies. Composites with
differing fibre orientations exhibit different loss factors for the various modes of vibration, and
the maximum loss factor is obtained for the case of 45° fibre orientation, with the loss factor
generally lying in the range of 2-7%. It was found that the loss factor increases with increasing
frequency and decreases slightly with increasing fibre content. It was shown that the effect of
twisting on damping is more significant (153% higher) than the bending. Numerical estimates
of the response, and in particular the natural frequencies, were made using a Mechanical
APDL (ANSYS parametric design language) finite element model, with the beam being
discretised into a number of shell elements. If the fibre angle is 0° or 90° with respect to the
beam axis, then, for an impact on the centreline, the motions are predominantly bending. For
other fibre orientations, the impact induces both bending and torsion. The outcomes from this
study indicate that flax fibre-reinforced composite could be a commercially viable material for
applications in which noise and vibration are significant issues and where a significant amount
of damping is required with a combination of high impact energy absorption and stiffness.
The thesis concludes with suggestions for further research in the future, based on the findings
of this study.
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Chapter 1.

Introduction

The use of natural fibres as reinforcements is growing increasingly for structural applications
(e.g., vehicle chassis, aircraft airframe, bridges, ballistics and load-bearing members used in
construction (slabs, hand railing, parquet flooring and window frame sections)) and nonstructural applications (fracture toughness, vibration damping and energy harvesting/storage).
However, natural fibre-based composites have so far only limited success in structural
applications [1], even though the high cellulose content (about 70% and cellulose has a tensile
stiffness of 138 GPa and strength of >2GPa [2]) is a promising feature for the use of natural
fibres in load-bearing applications. In contrast, the current application of natural fibre
composites is largely limited to use in non-structural parts with randomly-oriented fibres in the
automotive and construction industry [3-5]. In the resulting non-structural composites, the
mechanical properties are dominated by the polymer matrix, rather than the strong and stiff
fibres. Moreover, applications are mainly driven by the lower price and environmental
concerns rather than the reinforcing effect of the fibres [6, 7]. Hence, there is a desire to raise
industrial interest in the use of natural fibres (e.g., flax fibres) in load-bearing applications as a
natural substitute to synthetic fibres (e.g., glass fibres).
The alignment of the fibres (i.e., fibre orientation) in composites is important to make them
suitable as structural materials. Natural fibres are discontinuous, and they are readily available
from the textile industry in the forms of yarns/rovings and then aligned fabrics, which implies
a continuous product with highly controlled fibre orientation. Therefore, by applying aligned
(or UD (unidirectional)) natural fibre fabrics as reinforcement for a composite, the full
potential of natural fibres (e.g., flax) can be realised, and form the essential foundation at
which the potential of natural fibres in structural applications can be identified.
In general, estimating the tensile properties of a uniaxial composite is adequate to know the
reinforcing contribution of natural fibres. However, the structure may not only experience
uniaxial loads but also off-axis loads. In fact, the mechanical characteristics of UD flax/PP
composites under off-axis loads have been infrequently studied. If FFPCs (flax fibrereinforced polypropylene composites) are to be seriously considered for structural
applications, their response to off-axis loads needs to be thoroughly investigated and
documented in an array of different loading conditions (e.g., tension, bending and impact).
The performances of a natural fibre composite are usually based on their mechanical
properties such as tensile, flexural, compression, shear and impact. These properties are
essential to establish the material performance in various content conditions. However, next to
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the demand for mechanical properties, composites materials are often subjected to vibration in
various engineering applications, which lead to further demands for good dynamic behaviour
(e.g., high vibration damping).
In some areas, for example, the automotive industry (electric/hybrid cars), aerospace and
sport, reduction in the mass of a structure is becoming increasingly important and desirable, as
it relates directly to cost, performance and better fuel efficiency. However, reduction of mass
can cause a structure to be more vulnerable to audible noise and vibration. To attenuate the
vibrations to a desirable level, damping materials may be added to a structure to dissipate
vibrational energy. Furthermore, increased environmental consciousness, the reduction of
available non-renewable sources and the problems inherent to the disposal of waste materials,
have all led to a growing interest in the use of natural fibre-based composites for such
purposes.
One particular advantage of using reinforcing agents such as natural fibres in composites is
their multi-scale structure. These natural fibres are composed of elementary fibres bonded by a
pectin matrix, where each of the elementary fibres can be considered as a composite structure.
This structure consists of stiff cellulose microfibrils reinforced in a hemicellulose and lignin
matrix [8]. These fibres are viscoelastic and hierarchical in nature which contributes to the
dissipation of energy [9, 10]. Polymers also behave similar to viscoelastic materials and show
high damping when compared to metallic materials [11]. Viscoelastic materials have the
inherent ability to dissipate energy via converting vibration energy into heat energy during
mechanical deformation [12].
Therefore, the embedding of natural fibres into polymeric matrix materials can have
multifunctional capabilities [13] such as vibration control, energy dissipation and heat
dissipation along with a high stiffness to weight ratio. They can potentially be used in aircraft,
aerospace, sporting goods and military applications, where a combination of structural
functions such as load-bearing and other non-structural functions such as vibration damping
and fracture toughness is of importance.
In the past decade, dynamic characterisation of FFPCs has been predominantly carried out
using dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) at frequencies of up to 200 Hz [14] or at various
temperatures with a specific frequency less than or equal to 100 Hz [9, 10, 15-23]. However,
using this analysis it is not possible to extract the comprehensive dynamic behaviour of a
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composite structure, particularly at higher frequencies, such as the audible frequency range
from 20 to 20,000 Hz.
Therefore, this doctoral research focuses on the evaluation of dynamic characteristics of
FFPCs at a higher frequency range. These dynamic characteristics are vital to the effective
design and use of such composite materials. The characterisations are carried out considering
different fibre compositions and fibre orientations of bio-based fibres such as flax fibres.

1.1 Objectives and Scope of Research
The overall objectives of this research are:
 To manufacture FFPCs based on continuous UD reinforcement (i.e., flax fibre fabric)
embedded in a thermoplastic matrix (i.e., polypropylene (PP)), in a range of fibre
compositions and orientations. A vacuum bagging process was used to manufacture the
composites.
 To investigate the mechanical behaviour (tensile, flexural and impact) and fracture
characteristics of UD composites subjected to off-axis loads (at various angles (0°, 30°,
45°, 60° and 90°) to the fibre direction).
 To identify fracture modes and the associated morphologies of fracture surfaces under
different loading and testing conditions using an environmental scanning electron
microscope (ESEM).
 To compare the theoretically predicted tensile moduli with the measured tensile
moduli.
 To estimate the dynamic behaviour (i.e., loss factor, natural frequency and bending
stiffness) of FFPCs using DMA at a lower frequency range (up to 100 Hz) and IHT
(impact hammer technique) at a higher frequency range (up to 1000 Hz), respectively.
 To measure the effects of various parameters such as fibre content, fibre orientation
and frequency on the dynamic characteristics of FFPCs. This is an attempt to establish
which factors have the most influence on vibration damping.
 To predict the natural frequencies using Mechanical APDL (ANSYS parametric design
language) and compare with the measured natural frequencies.
 To compare tensile, flexural, impact and damping properties of FFPCs with glass fibre
composites. This is to evaluate the potential of flax fibres as a natural alternative to the
synthetic glass fibres for structural and non-structural applications.
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1.2 Organisation of the Thesis
This thesis presents static and dynamic aspects on the potential use of natural fibres as
reinforcements in polymer composites. The thesis consists of 6 chapters.
This chapter (i.e., Chapter one) gives a general introduction to the subject in addition to the
objectives and outline of the thesis.
Chapter two provides an overview of the relevant literature to date, and forms a basis to
understand the context of this work. The review includes natural fibre (i.e., flax), physical and
chemical structure of flax, the effect of various parameters on mechanical properties and
mechanical properties of flax fibre composites. This chapter also reviews vibration damping,
damping mechanisms and influence of various parameters on damping in FFPCs.
Chapter three details the materials and manufacturing technique used for this research. It also
describes the specifications, detailed information of characterisation techniques and
measurement procedures. Furthermore, the thermal properties of the neat polymer matrix are
also described in this chapter. This chapter serves as a reference for the experimental methods,
while the results are provided and discussed in the subsequent chapters.
Chapter four presents the analytical model (periodic microstructure model) to predict the
tensile moduli of composite samples, which are used for comparisons with the measured
tensile moduli. The input properties for simulation of a composite beam are also predicted
through this model, as shown in Chapter 5. This chapter then demonstrates and discusses the
measurement of tensile and flexural properties of flax/PP composites followed by impact
properties. The composites moduli, strengths and energy absorption are compared with those
of the neat PP samples. The comparison of mechanical properties of flax/PP is also made with
glass fibre composites. This chapter is to provide an insight into the load-carrying and energy
absorption capabilities of flax/PP composites. The results are also to understand a composite
sample better for structural/non-structural applications in terms of stiffness, strength and
fracture toughness, and vibration damping (discussed in the following chapter). In addition,
failure modes of the fracture samples are analysed using an ESEM.
Chapter five begins with results obtained from the dynamic tests using DMA (i.e., up to 100
Hz) and then IHT (i.e., up to 1000 Hz). The effects of various fibre contents, fibre orientations,
and frequencies are investigated experimentally to identify the parameters having significant
influence on damping. The quality of the damping estimates is shown from the “carpet” plot.
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Some attempts are made to determine the contribution of individual bending and twisting
modes and thus to detect the most highly contributing mode to damping. Bending stiffness is
also described. A comparative study is made between tensile, flexural, DMA and IHT
measurements in terms of stiffness, and between DMA and IHT measurements in terms of
damping. Furthermore, this chapter presents the predicted natural frequencies of a composite
beam using Mechanical APDL and the comparisons between the predicted and measured
natural frequencies. The modes shapes of composite beams obtained from the simulation are
then discussed.
Chapter six presents the overall conclusions from the results in this thesis and gives
recommendations for possible future work. Finally, a summary of main achievements of this
work is given.
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Chapter 2.

Literature Review

2.1 Introduction
The literature review on FFPCs is outlined into two parts. The static aspects (i.e., tensile,
flexural and impact properties) are reviewed in the first part and the dynamic aspect (i.e.,
damping property) in the second part. This chapter begins with a background of natural fibres
especially flax. The physical and chemical structure of flax are then reviewed along with the
various critical factors affecting the mechanical properties of natural fibre composites.
Furthermore, the flax fibre composites are reviewed in terms of tensile, flexural and impact
properties. In the subsequent section, vibration damping and damping mechanisms in FFPCs
are reviewed. Following this, more detailed information on various parameters that influence
the vibration damping of FFPCs is provided. After this, the review of dynamic behaviour of
FFPCs is presented. Each part is concluded with some concluding remarks. In essence, this
chapter serves as a relevant background and literature review which forms the framework of
this research.

2.2 Natural Fibres
Natural fibres are becoming increasingly common as reinforcements in polymer composites.
The reduction of available non-renewable resources and the growing concerns for
environmental sustainability, have led to a growing interest in the development of renewable
and sustainable natural fibre-based composites. The natural fibres have also potential to
replace traditional synthetic fibres (e.g., glass fibres) in load-bearing composite components
[24]. In addition, natural fibre composites can show other non-structural functions which
include high vibration absorption capability [25-27] and fracture toughness [28]. Natural fibres
offer several other important advantages such as wide availability, low weight, low cost, low
energy consumption, high specific stiffness and strength, biodegradable and eco-friendly in
nature [29-38]; all these have made natural fibres viable alternatives to conventional
reinforcements [29, 30].
One of the main reasons for the increasing interest in natural fibres is their low specific density
(1.25-1.50 g/cm3) as compared to the density (about 2.6 g/cm3) of glass fibres [30, 39, 40]; that
is, natural fibres are lighter than glass fibres. Another reason for replacing glass fibres is cost;
the cost of glass fibre is around 1200-1800 US$/tonne, whereas, the cost is 200-1000
US$/tonne for natural fibre [41]. Natural fibres can be used with both thermoplastics and
thermosets as reinforcements [42, 43]. Because of these characteristics, the use of natural
6
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fibres (for instance, flax, hemp, sisal and kenaf) with the combination of polymeric matrices
(for example, polypropylene (PP), polyethylene and polystyrene) is very encouraging.
However, natural fibres have some disadvantages including the poor wettability, poor
fibre/matrix adhesion, high moisture absorption (leads to fibre swelling), lower durability and
high variability of properties [24, 44, 45].
One of the major areas of growing usages of FFPCs can be found in the automotive sector,
particularly for interior applications [46], for instance, door panels, seat back and instrument
panel. The growth of using natural fibres in the automotive parts is estimated to increase by
54% each year [26]. Other applications of natural fibre (e.g., flax) composites are in sporting
goods such as tennis racket, surfboard, fishing rod, bamboo-flax bike and ski poles [27].
A number of natural fibres are commercially available, such as flax, hemp, jute, ramie and
kenaf. Flax, hemp and ramie fibres have the highest specific Young’s moduli and tensile
strengths among the cellulose-based natural fibres [24]. The high-quality long flax yarns are
available in fabric form [47]. There is also inherent vibration absorption capability of flax fibre
in addition to its high specific stiffness. Flax is therefore preferred in the present study.
2.2.1 Flax
Flax is one of the most frequently used bio-fibres. Among the various natural fibres, it has
high mechanical properties comparable to glass fibres [48, 49] and high vibration absorption
capability [25, 27]. Flax fibres also offer the excellent combination of low cost, light weight
and high stiffness for applications [24, 48, 50], such as infrastructures, automobiles and
consumer products. They have the ability to provide increased stiffness and damping at lower
cost and density than glass fibres. Generally, the stiffness and strength of flax fibres are lower
than those of glass fibres, as shown in Table 2.1. However, when the density of flax fibres is
taken into consideration (almost 2 times lower than glass fibres), then flax fibres are
comparable to glass fibres in terms of specific stiffness. In addition, high-quality flax fibres
are available in large volumes. The largest producer of flax fibres is Europe where more than
150,000 tonnes (80% of the world’s annual production) of scutched flax fibres are produced
per year. The lower environmental impact (for instance, the requirement of energy (about 10
MJ/kg) for producing scutched flax fibres is 1/5 of the energy (about 50 MJ/kg) of glass
fibres) is another positive aspect of flax [27].
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Table 2.1 Mechanical properties of flax and E-glass fibres [27, 50].

Fibre

Density
(gcm-3)

1.4-1.5
Flax
E-glass 2.5-2.59

Stiffness
(GPa)

Tensile
strength
(MPa)

Specific
stiffness
(GPa/gcm-3)

Specific
tensile
strength
(MPa/gcm-3)

Failure
strain
(%)

55-75
70-74

800-1500
2000-2400

38-52
27-29

550-1030
780-940

1.2-3.3
1.8-4.8

2.2.2 Physical and Chemical Structure of Flax
Knowing the physical and chemical structure of natural fibres is important to comprehend
their effect on the static and dynamic properties. Flax fibres show multi-scale structure, as
shown in Figure 2.1. These natural fibres are composed of elementary fibres bonded by a
pectin matrix, where each of the elementary fibres can be considered as a composite structure.
The length of the individual elementary fibres varies from 20 to 60 mm. The bond between
elementary fibres is poor and decrease the strength of the fibres [51]. A flax fibre composes of
cellulose, hemicellulose, wax, lignin and pectin in various quantities, as shown in Table 2.2.
The variation in the proportions of the constituents of flax fibres are owing to the environment
(soil quality, rain, temperature), plant maturity and retting process [52]. Cellulose,
hemicellulose and lignin are the main constituents which determine the physical properties of
the fibres. Cellulose (70% of the total chemical composition) is the stiffest constituent in the
fibre. It has the outstanding tensile stiffness of 138 GPa and strength of about 2 GPa [2]. This
enables flax to be widely considered as reinforcement in composites. However, cellulose is a
semicrystalline polysaccharide with a greater number of hydroxyl groups providing
hydrophilicity of natural fibres. Consequently, the addition of hydrophilic natural fibres in
hydrophobic matrices leads to a very poor fibre/matrix interfaces and poor resistance to
moisture [53]. Flax fibres show a moisture content of 8 to 12% by weight [50]. Generally, the
wax content in flax fibres influences the fibre wettability and adhesion behaviour, and lignin
and pectin perform as bonding agents [54]. The multi-scale structure also contains a lumen
cavity (size of 1-10 μm [55]) at the centre of the fibre. The cavity is 3-4% of the crosssectional area of an elementary fibre [55]. Moreover, as their microstructure is complex which
includes weakly bonded elementary fibres and microfibrils embedded in an amorphous matrix
inside the elementary fibres, flax fibres show high vibration damping capability [27]. It is,
therefore, evident that the chemical parameters of natural fibres significantly influence their
properties.
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Figure 2.1 The typical structure of an elementary fibre [56].
Table 2.2 Chemical compositions of flax fibres from different sources.
Cellulose
(wt%)

Hemicellulose
(wt%)

Pectin
(wt%)

Lignin
(wt%)

Wax
(wt%)

71-75
62-72
64.1
73.8
71-78

18.6-20.6
18.6-20.7
16.7
13.7
18.6-20.6

2.2
2.3
1.8
–
2.3

2.2
2-5
2
2.9
2.2

1.7
1.5-1.7
1.5
–
1.7

Moisture
content
(wt%)
10
8-12
10
7.9
7

Reference
[57]
[50]
[58]
[59]
[41, 60-62]

2.3 Polymer Matrix
A thermoplastic is chosen as a matrix material. Thermoplastics are increasingly being used in
preference to thermosets for industrially fabricated natural fibre composites [4]. There is a
diminishing trend of using thermosets and increasing trend of using thermoplastics as matrices
in the automotive industry [43, 63, 64]. This is mainly due to the faster processing (i.e., no
additional time for curing), cleaner process of fabrication (i.e., no toxic by-products due to dry
systems), easier cycling and lower cost (for mass production) of thermoplastics than its
counterparts [2]. However, there are a number of disadvantages of thermoplastics, which are
their high viscosity, high melting temperature and low polarity [2]. Among the thermoplastic
polymers (e.g., polypropylene, polyethylene and polystyrene), polypropylene is the most
widely used in natural fibre composites due to its low density, good mechanical properties,
relatively high-temperature resistance, excellent processability and good impact resistance. In
addition, it is an attractive choice for vibration damping due to its glass transition temperature
being below room temperature [11]. Polypropylene shows the nature of free volume,
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amorphous and high flexibility of molecules below the glass transition temperature. It also
undergoes molecular deformation and can dissipate vibrational energy [65]. Polypropylene has
a loss factor of 0.06 [66, 67] (similar to that found in this study) which is higher than widelyused thermosets (e.g., epoxy, loss factor of 0.015 [68, 69]). Moreover, PP has great potential
for composite materials as it can be processed using traditional technologies, for example,
extrusion, vacuum bagging, compression and injection moulding. The matrix protects the
fibres from environmental and chemical attack, and corrosion in addition to the stress transfer
from fibre to fibre.

2.4 Effect of Various Parameters on Mechanical Properties
2.4.1 Fibre Weight/Volume Fraction
The amount of fibre has a significant effect on the mechanical performance of a FFPC in
addition to the properties of its constituents. Generally, enhancement in properties (e.g., tensile
and flexural modulus/strength, and impact strength) can be achieved with an increase in the
amount of fibre [70]. In fact, some studies have shown that this is the case for FFPCs,
specifically using aligned reinforcements [34, 51, 71]. Nonetheless, there is a maximum fibre
loading above which the properties of a composite can be worsened. This is owing to the
severe increase in porosity which arises due to the poor impregnation and wettability [71-73]
or the increase in fibre to fibre interactions [34, 74, 75] resulting in ineffective stress transfer
at the fibre/matrix interfaces. This ineffective stress transfer causes premature failure of a
composite because of the increased shear stresses across the planes parallel to the fibre axis
[76]. However, in general, composites have been seen to have a maximum stiffness and
strength up to fibre contents of 55-65% by weight [72, 77] and 40-50% by weight [24],
respectively, after having a reasonable interfacial strength between fibres and matrix. Hence,
this study investigates weight fractions of about 0.40, 0.50 and 0.60 of flax fibre.
2.4.2 Fibre Aspect Ratio
The critical fibre length (lc) and fibre aspect ratio (l/d) are important factors which affect the
mechanical performance of a composite. The matrix transfers the load into a fibre via shear
stress between fibre and matrix. In a short fibre composite, the tensile stresses are zero at the
ends of the fibre and rise across the fibre length, as shown in Figure 2.2. Hence, the length of a
fibre needs to be greater than the critical fibre length (lc) so that the fibre can have the ability
to break into pieces in the case of tensile load [78, 79]. The critical fibre length (lc) for bast
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fibres (such as flax, hemp, jute and kenaf) is reportedly in the range of 0.2-3 mm. The length
and aspect ratios of flax fibre are in the range of 5-900 mm and 100-2000, respectively [2, 24].
However, the injection moulded samples can have fibre lengths of 0.1-1.2 mm and aspect
ratios < 20 [80]. While natural fibres are naturally discontinuous, fibres employed in the
production of rovings/yarns have lengths > 25 mm [81, 82]. Yan et al. [48] reported that fibre
length of flax is in the range between 10 and 30 mm. In this study, yarns are used in fabric
form and thus the reinforcements have high aspect ratios and are much longer than the critical
fibre length.
Fibre

Matrix

(a)

Fibre load

(b)

Fibre length
Figure 2.2 The process of load transfer in a (a) long fibre-reinforced composite and (b) short
fibre-reinforced composite [83].
2.4.3 Fibre/Matrix Interface
The mechanical properties of a composite are influenced by the interfacial bonding between
fibre and matrix. The interfacial bonding needs to be good to obtain the optimum mechanical
properties as the interface transfers the stresses between fibres and matrix. The hydrophobic
and hydrophilic natures of matrices and fibres, respectively, often lead to limited interaction
between them. This results in poor interfacial bonding limiting the mechanical performance of
the composites. However, physical and chemical treatments can increase the interfacial
strength. The purpose of physical approaches such as corona, plasma or ultraviolet is to
increase the roughness of the fibre surface and/or clean the fibre surface by removing
extraneous matter (e.g., oils and waxes), thus increasing the mechanical interlocking with the
polymer matrix [84]. In chemical approaches, alkali, acetyl, silane, isocyanate, maleic
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anhydride-grafted polymers and so on used as a coupling agent or compatibiliser, between the
fibre and matrix. For example, Arbelaiz et al. [85] reported that matrix modification (using
maleic anhydride-polypropylene (MAPP), vinyltrimethoxy silane (VTMO) and maleic
anhydride (MA)) leads to better mechanical performance (tensile and flexural) than fibre
surface modification (using MAPP, VTMO, MA and alkalisation) for flax fibre/PP and hybrid
E-glass-flax fibre/PP composites. In another study, Arbelaiz et al. [86] also showed that
modification via MAPP as a compatibiliser significantly improves the tensile strength of short
flax fibre/PP composites. The effect of various maleated coupling agents showed an
improvement (60% increase in tensile and flexural strengths with an optimum content of
coupling agent) on randomly-oriented short flax fibre/PP composites [87]. Other authors in the
studies [53, 81, 88-92] have also shown that mechanical properties (tensile and flexural) can
be improved using chemical treatments (via acetylation, alkalisation, phytagel, zein,
alkalisation, maleic acid anhydride modified PP and silane, respectively) on the flax fibres.
However, the modification leads to a reduction in impact performance of the composites [24,
28, 29, 53, 88]. The decrease in impact strength was inferred to an improved fibre/matrix
adhesion resulting in shorter fibre/yarn pull-out lengths [88, 93].
Improved mechanical properties of FFPCs can, therefore, be obtained using various chemical
treatments. However, it is possible to manufacture FFPCs without any treatment using a
suitable reinforcement form (such as yarns or rovings) as well as high fibre loadings [94, 95].
Moreover, if the length of fibres is 10 times greater than the critical fibre length, which implies
that, if fibres are long, then enhancement to the interfacial shear strength via various
treatments have insignificant effect on the performance [70]. The focus should on the
optimisation of fibre length rather than interfacial bond strength [96]. When FFPCs are
considered for structural applications, long fibres (typically lengths > 30 mm) are preferred
and therefore the usage of fibre surface treatment is not necessary [2]. In fact, fibre surface
treatment can be costly (e.g., silanes) and/or poisonous (e.g., isocyanates), thus may lose the
low expensive environmentally friendly aspect of natural fibres [2] and improvements on
interfacial properties can reduce the impact strength [24, 28, 29, 53, 88] and vibration damping
[97]. Therefore, no treatment for improving interfacial bonding between fibres and matrix is
used in this study.
2.4.4 Fibre Orientation
The maximum mechanical properties of a composite can be gained when fibre orientation acts
along the direction of the applied load [98]. These properties decrease as the fibre orientation
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increases relative to the applied load. In addition, aligned fibre-based composites show higher
mechanical properties than randomly-oriented fibre composites. For example, aligned flax/PP
composite (Vf = 0.43) [95] showed about 206% and 340% higher tensile modulus and strength,
respectively, than randomly-oriented flax/PP composite (Vf = 0.40) [99]. It is often hard to
have alignment with discontinuous natural fibres as compared to the continuous synthetic
fibres. However, the continuous natural fibre yarns can be produced via spinning using
traditional textile machine. Even though, some degree of twisting can be induced in fibres
during the spinning process.
2.4.5 Manufacturing
To date, various manufacturing techniques (e.g., compression moulding, injection moulding,
vacuum bagging, prepregging with autoclave consolidation and resin transfer moulding) have
been developed to produce composites. Shah [2] reported that prepregging (with autoclave
consolidation) is the most appropriate to manufacture FFPCs with optimum mechanical
properties. Compression moulding, resin transfer moulding and vacuum infusion produce
FFPCs with reasonable specific properties, while hand layup technique can produce composite
with moderate properties. The poorest mechanical properties can be found in injection
moulded samples. However, prepregging and vacuum infusion technologies usually employ
thermosets. When choosing a manufacturing technique, the parameters including the desired
properties, size and shape of the composites, the properties of raw materials and
manufacturing cost all should be taken into account [100-103]. The size of a composite is
considered as a dominating factor for the production of a composite. Compression moulding
available at CACM (the Centre for Advanced Composite Materials) can produce maximum
sample sizes of 400 mm x 400 mm, while vacuum bagging technique allows for the
manufacture of large, high quality and lower cost composite parts [83]. The maximum sample
length of 450 mm is aimed at for the dynamic characterisations in this study. Moreover, the
samples produced by vacuum bagging showed higher vibration damping than the compression
moulded samples [23]. With this one of the main objectives (i.e., high vibration damping) in
mind, this study employs vacuum bagging technique for manufacturing the FFPCs.
2.4.6 Porosity
Porosity is inevitable for any produced composite parts and has an influence on the
mechanical properties of composites. It was shown that porosity in FFPCs increases with fibre
content. The porosity of flax/PP composites was increased from 4 to 8% by volume when fibre
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loading increased from 56 to 72% by weight [95]. It is caused by the luminal cavities and
other hollow features within fibres/yarns, low wettability of fibres, low compactability of
natural fibres and presence of air during processing [72].
2.4.7 Effect of Moisture and Temperature
The moisture content can have a negative effect on the mechanical performance of FFPCs. In
general, the Young’s modulus decreases and strength increases with an increase in the
moisture content, while strength decreases when temperature increases [24]. The water
absorption was measured to be 7-12% (at 65% relative humidity) of flax fibres as compared to
the dried flax fibres due to its chemical compositions [104] (see Table 2.2), resulted in
swelling and decrease of stiffness [27, 105]. The percentage of moisture uptake increases as
the fibre content increases due to the high cellulose and voids contents [106, 107]. The
reduction in tensile modulus for hemp fibre-reinforced samples as compared to the dry
samples was between 61-97% [106]. With an increase in relative humidity from 30% to 90%,
the reduction in static and dynamic moduli of flax fibres composites was 35.4% and 19.4%,
respectively [108]. Angelove et al. [28] were found to have an improvement of about 25% in
flexural properties (modulus and strength) of the dried samples compared to the samples
without drying. Other authors [105] also showed that flexural modulus and strength of flax
fibre/unsaturated polyester composites reduce 25% and 18%, respectively, at 100% relative
humidity as compared to the non-humid condition. However, water uptake increases the
damping and reduces the bending moduli of flax fibre/epoxy composites, as stated in [109]. A
similar observation was reported by Berges et al. [110]. Flax fabrics were dried in this study
prior to manufacture flax/PP composites.
2.4.8 Effect of Other Factors
Natural fibres have highly different properties even for the same type. The variation in
properties can be attributed to the variation in fibre microstructural compositions (see Table
2.2) which determine the fibre quality. However, the fibre microstructural compositions are
influenced by natural growth conditions (type of species, growing location, weather, soil and
crop farming), fibre extraction (maturity (size and shape of lumen, porosity and microfibrils
angle), type of retting, decortication process and carding condition), fibre location in
plant(different cross-section of fibres at different points) and processing of fibre (e.g., yarns
from fibres and then fabrics from yarns) [2, 111]. Apart from fibre structure and property of
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the fibres, measurement conditions such as gauge length and strain rate in addition to the
moisture and temperature, have effects on the properties of natural fibre composites.

2.5 Fibre-reinforced Polymer Composites
A fibre-reinforced composite material is comprised of stiff fibres embedded in a continuous
matrix material. In this configuration, a composite material can produce multiple structural
functions such as high strength, high stiffness, high fracture toughness and high damping [13,
112], which cannot be obtained with either of the constituents acting alone, by retaining
physical and chemical identities of fibres and matrix. Fibres play the primary role for bearing
loads, whereas the matrix keeps fibre in the desired location and orientation, and acts as a load
transfer media between fibre and matrix [113].
2.5.1 Mechanical Behaviour of Flax Fibre-reinforced Composites
A number of studies have been published on the mechanical performances (tensile, flexural
and impact) of flax fibre composites. Flax fibres as reinforcement have been used not only in
the form of monofilament but also a large variety of other forms such as mats, rovings, yarns
and fabrics in composites. For instance, Barkoula et al. [114] studied the effect of fibre content
and manufacturing technique on the mechanical properties of randomly-oriented flax fibre mat
(fibre length of around 25 mm for compression moulding and chopped fibre length of
approximately 10 mm for injection moulding) composites using polyhydroxybutyrate and its
copolymer with hydroxyvalerate as matrices. The stiffness of the composite materials
increased with the fibre contents (20, 30 and 40% by volume), whereas the composite strength
was decreased slightly upon fibre addition. The addition of flax reduced the tensile strain at
break of the composites as fibres constrained the elongation of the matrix. However, no
significant effect of processing methods (i.e., compression moulding and injection moulding)
on the tensile properties (i.e., stiffness, strength and strain at break) of the composites was
seen. Singleton et al. [115] also found that tensile modulus and strength increase with an
increase in the fibre volume fractions (0%, 10%, 18%, 20% and 30%) in the case of
flax/HDPE composites. However, the tensile strain at failure of the flax/HDPE composite
decreased when the fibre volume fraction increased. Rodri´guez et al. [45] found that woven
jute mat/unsaturated polyester composites show higher flexural modulus and strength because
of higher wettability of the fibres by the unsaturated polyester than do flax and sisal fibres.
The tensile modulus and strength in the longitudinal direction (θ = 0°, which implies the angle
between fibre and load directions is 0°) are 20 to 40% and 12 to 40%, respectively, higher than
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the transverse direction (θ = 90°) of needle punched flax/PP mat composites, as stated in
[116], while the tensile strain at break was slightly higher in the transverse direction as
compared to the longitudinal direction.
Goutianos et al. [94] showed that UD (unidirectional) knitted flax fabric/epoxy composites (Vf
≈ 0.28) have tensile modulus and strength of 15 GPa and 160 MPa, respectively, and flexural
modulus and strength of 16 GPa and 190 MPa, respectively, using a hand layup technique
(with consolidation under vacuum). Flax fibre composites based on long flax fibre
reinforcement showed an improvement (by a factor of 3 to 4) in mechanical properties
compared to non-woven (also known as mat) flax composites.
Zhang and Miao [117] studied the effect of flax fibre/PP commingled yarn structures (20, 35
and 50% by weight) on the mechanical properties of composites. The samples contained
twistless natural fibre wrapped by a PP filament showed a significant increase in flexural
modulus (from 11.0 GPa to 17.6 GPa) over the twisted yarn structure. This improvement was
due to the improved fibre alignment of yarn structure, and fibre distribution and packing in
laminates. In another study, Angelov et al. [28] reported the influence of pultrusion of a
flax/PP commingled yarn, and they found that the pultruded samples exhibit lower flexural
properties than the compression moulded samples. This was due to a higher quality of
impregnation of flax by PP in the compression moulded samples than the pultruded samples.
Charlet et al. [55] studied the effect of fibre volume fraction and fibre location on the tensile
properties of UD flax fibre/epoxy composites (θ = 0° and Vf = 0.12-0.47). The bottom, middle
and top location of the fibres are given in Figure 2.3. The tensile modulus and strength were
increased quasi-linearly with increasing fibre volume fraction, while the ultimate strain
remained approximately constant after reaching fibre content of 15% by volume. The
composites contained the fibres located in bottom showed the lowest stiffness and strength
compared to the samples reinforced with the fibres located either in top or middle. However,
the samples contained the middle fibres exhibit the highest properties. This is due to the fact
that they show the highest content of cellulose (act as reinforcement) and a higher amount of
cellulose leads to an increase in stiffness [2].
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Figure 2.3 Three locations of fibres in the oriented tows of 800 mm long [55].
Oksman [51] studied the mechanical properties of traditionally retted UD flax/epoxy and UD
Arcticflax/epoxy composites. The high-quality Arcticflax/epoxy composite (θ = 0° and Vf =
0.47) showed a tensile modulus of about 40 GPa and tensile strength of 280 MPa, while
Heijenrath et al. [118] showed that composites made of UD flax/epoxy composite (θ = 0° and
Vf = 0.50) have the stiffness of 24 GPa and strength of 325 MPa. Madson and Lilholt [95] also
reported that UD monofilament flax yarn/PP composites (θ = 0°) have tensile modulus and
strength in the range 27-29 GPa and 251-321 MPa, respectively, for fibre volume fractions of
0.41-0.55. The presence of fibres resulted in significantly higher tensile modulus (by a factor
of 5.9 (19.6/3.4 GPa)) and tensile strength (by a factor of 5.5 (339/62 MPa)) for the UD flax
yarn/polylactic acid (PLA) composites (θ = 0° and Vf = 0.44) than that of neat PLA samples
[119]. The flexural modulus and strength also followed the similar trend with increases by
factors of 7 (26/3.4 GPa) and 4 (363/90 MPa), respectively, when compared to that of neat
PLA sample [119]. In another study, Nassiopoulos and Njuguna [120] also reported the
stiffness (13 GPa) and the strength (72 MPa) of commingled flax fabric/PLA composite (Vf =
0.40).
One of the weaknesses of FFPCs is impact strength [42] as compared to synthetic fibre (i.e.,
glass fibre) composites. The highest Charpy impact strength of 115 kJ/m2 was found for UD
pultruded flax/PP composites in the literature, whereas compression moulded samples showed
an impact strength of 27 kJ/m2 [28]. Such a significant difference in impact strength was
owing to the poor impregnation of fibres by the matrix for the pultruded samples. The poor
impregnation resulted in poor flexural properties (e.g., modulus/strength (6 GPa/70 MPa)).
However, the flexural properties were improved by about 15%, but decreased the Charpy
impact strength to about 35 kJ/m2 after improving the impregnation quality. The Izod impact
strength of 751 J/m was observed for the needle punched flax/PP compression moulded
samples (Wf = 0.50) in the longitudinal direction (i.e., θ = 0°) [116]. While the Izod impact
strength (880 J/m) of the compression moulded flax yarn/PLA composite (θ = 0° and Wf =
0.49) [119] was superior to the needle punched flax/PP composite. The inclusion of flax mat
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increased the Charpy impact strength of the composite significantly compared to the neat highdensity polyethylene, while the largest impact strength occurred when the fibre volume
fraction of about 0.15 [115]. The fibre content rather than the reinforcement architecture
dominates the fracture toughness of a composite, as shown by Liu and Hughes [121]. The flax
mat composites showed the higher impact energy absorption than the woven jute/unsaturated
polyester and sisal mat/unsaturated polyester composites, because of the presence of effective
energy dissipation mechanisms, such as fibre pull-out and fibre splitting [45]. The injection
moulded samples showed the lower impact strength than the compression moulded samples
due to the shorter fibre lengths [114].
A Comparison with Glass Fibre Composites
Flax fibre mat/PLA composite has a specific stiffness which was reported to be similar to the
glass fibre mat/unsaturated polyester composites, while specific strength was 20% higher in
the latter [122]. The specific tensile strength of the UD flax/PLA (252 MPa/gcm-3) and UD
flax-paper/PLA (217 MPa/gcm-3) composites (θ = 0°) were also similar to the woven glass
fabrics/epoxy (227–278 MPa/gcm-3) composite, as shown by Couture et al. [119]. Flexural
stiffness was also reported to be nearly similar for flax (harakeke, New Zealand flax)/epoxy
composites to glass CSM (chopped strand mat)/epoxy at the same fibre content, but the
flexural strength was about 67% of the glass CSM/epoxy composites [123]. The composites
reinforced with natural fibres (jute, sisal and flax mats) compared well with composites
reinforced with glass fibre mat in terms of modulus and cost, but not in strength and impact
strength as well as water absorption [45]. However, this study investigates the potential of UD
flax/PP composites to replace the UD glass fibre composites in terms of stiffness, strength,
impact strength and damping.

2.6 Fibre Orientation Relative to the Loading Direction
The previously reported mechanical properties (such as tensile, flexural and impact) of aligned
natural fibre composites are mostly based on tests in the axial direction (i.e., the fibre
direction). Composites in structural applications are often subjected to different off-axis
loadings. Off-axis loads have a substantial detrimental effect on their mechanical properties
due to the anisotropic nature of the composites. Therefore, to characterise properties of the
composite material as a whole requires tests in off-axis directions to be used for structural
applications.
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Ntenga et al. [124] examined the influence of five off-axis angles (15°, 30°, 45°, 60° and 75°)
other than 0° and 90°, to investigate both axial and off-axis tensile stiffness of UD sisal/epoxy
composites. Madsen et al. [71] measured the tensile stiffness, strength and strain at break of
UD hemp/PET composites in a range of directions such as 0°, 10°, 20°, 30°, 45°, 60° and 90°.
They observed that the tensile properties (stiffness and strength) decrease significantly with an
increase in the loading angle.
There are some studies where tensile and flexural properties (modulus and strength in both the
longitudinal and transverse directions) of UD flax/epoxy [81, 90], tensile properties (modulus
and strength in both the longitudinal and transverse directions) of textile monofilament flax
yarn/polypropylene [95] and tensile properties (modulus and strain in the transverse direction)
of UD flax/orthophthalic polyester [125] composites are reported. However, there is no
complete study on accessible refereed journals and dissertations, where tensile, flexural and
impact properties of continuous aligned flax/PP composites are estimated for a range of
loading angles. Hence, in this study, all composite laminates are tested in the axial direction
(0°) and in the transverse direction (90°), three more laminates (30°, 45° and 60°) are
fabricated to measure the intermediate off-axis properties in terms of tensile, flexural and
impact properties.

2.7 Concluding Remarks
Bast fibres such as flax fibres are more appropriate for this study because of their superior
mechanical properties and high dynamic behaviour which arise from their chemical
compositions and hierarchical microstructure. Natural fibres are not continuous, hence,
continuous UD reinforcements in the form of yarns in a fabric are to ensure the maximum
fibre length (or aspect ratios) and high level of alignment. These are also to maximise the
stiffness and strength of the composites. Increasing the fibre weight/volume fraction is highly
desirable for improving the composite properties. This study examines the composites with
fibre weight fractions of 0.40, 0.50 and 0.60. The use of PP as a matrix material is also
recommended due to its good mechanical properties in addition to the high vibration damping
capability. The samples fabrication via vacuum bagging is desirable to obtain reasonable
stiffness along with high vibration damping. The laminates are required to test using various
fibre orientations (0°, 30°, 45°, 60° and 90°) with an array of mechanical (tensile, flexural and
impact) analyses.
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In the last part, the static aspects of FFPCs are reviewed, while the dynamic aspects are in the
part below. In particular, the dynamic behaviour such as damping of FFPCs is reviewed.

2.8 Vibration Damping
The essential dynamic characteristics of a structure are determined by damping along with
mass and stiffness. While mass and stiffness are associated with storage of kinetic and strain
energy, damping relates to the dissipation of mechanical energy usually by conversion into
other forms of energy [126-128] such as heat that occurs within materials due to the
deformations which are imposed on them [127, 129]. Damping in essence influences
vibrational motions around the natural frequencies of a system. With an increase of vibration
damping in a system one can find that free and transient vibrations decay faster, vibration
amplitudes of structures at resonances and amplitudes of self-excited vibrations are lower
[130]. This dissipation may originate from microstructural defects (for example, grain
boundaries and impurities), thermoelastic effects occurred by local temperature gradients
resulting from non-uniform stresses, dislocation motion in metals and chain motion in
polymers [129, 131, 132].

2.9 Damping of Polymer (Viscoelastic) Materials
Viscoelastic materials have been used for a long time for increasing damping in structures.
These materials can simultaneously store and dissipate mechanical energy. This is due to the
nature of their long molecular chains which offer a combination of elasticity and viscosity
[133]. The damping occurs from the recovery of these chains after deformation [134], and
damping of these types of materials depends strongly on frequency and temperature due to the
direct relationship between material temperature and molecular motion. Viscoelastic materials
such as polymers can be used with the combination of fibres to provide desirable properties
such as damping, strength, durability, thermal stability and so on over the selected temperature
and frequency ranges [132].

2.10 Damping Mechanisms
Vibration damping mechanism in polymers has been investigated comprehensively [135-137].
However, damping mechanisms in FFPCs vary from those in conventional materials [138,
139] such as polymers, metals and alloys. Damping in FFPCs is attributed to a number of
sources:
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1. The viscoelastic nature of matrix and/or reinforcement materials [20, 37, 140-142].
This effect is substantial in composites with a polymer matrix [143].
2. Damping due to interface. Interface is the region next to fibre surface, which occurs
along the fibre length when embedded in bulk matrix [69, 144]. The nature (weak,
ideal or strong) of the interface accordingly affects the mechanical properties and in
consequence the damping of the composites [142]. The interface contributes
substantially to the damping [145-147]. However, improvement in adhesion or
interface bonding between matrix and reinforcement decreases the damping [142,
148].
3. Damping at cracks, delaminations and damaged fibres [149]. Composites with
interfacial slip show larger damping compared to composites without slip [150, 151].
4. Loss of energy due to friction which can be generated from the slip in the unbonded
regions [152]. The structure of natural fibres stimulates intrinsic dissipation of
energy through different friction mechanisms such as intra-cell wall friction
(between the cellulose microfibrils and the hemicellulose/lignin matrix), and intercell wall friction (between the cell walls). Dissipation of energy also improves
through friction between the fibres within the yarns and friction between the yarns
[9, 10, 16].
5. Damping due to the inherent porous nature of natural fibres [139].
6. Viscoplastic damping at high stress and strain shows non-linear damping at high
amplitude of vibrations. As a consequence of high amplitude of vibrations, the
contribution of plasticity to damping becomes higher than the other dissipation
sources [153]. Non-linearity of damping can be ascribed to plastic deformation
beyond certain critical level, which most materials experience [154-156].

2.11 Influence of Various Parameters on Vibration Damping
2.11.1 Fibre Weight/Volume Fraction
An increase (30%, 40% and 50% by weight) in fibre content leads to a slight increase in
damping of short sisal fibre (3 mm and 4 mm) polyester composites and the maximum
damping was found at a fibre content of 50% by weight [139], while another study [157]
showed that the loss factor decreases slightly with increasing fibre volume fractions (0.35,
0.45, 0.60) of UD E-glass/epoxy composites. However, this study showed that there is no
significant difference in loss factors amongst the samples with fibre weight fractions of 0.40,
0.50 and 0.60.
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2.11.2 Fibre Aspect Ratio
The fibre aspect ratio (l/d) has an effect on the damping of composite materials. For example,
Finegan et al. [66] reported that damping increases with decreasing fibre aspect ratio of carbon
nanofibre/PP composites. Surez et al. [158] and Gibson et al. [159] also showed a similar trend
both experimentally and analytically. A composite beam (glass/epoxy) with small diameter
fibres produced better damping compared to composites with larger diameter fibres. This is
because there is larger interface area for smaller diameter fibres, which leads to a larger energy
dissipation [160]. The presence of short fibres generates a large amount of fibre/matrix
interfaces where more energy dissipation occurs, as stated by Etaati et al. [14]. In another
study, Subramanian et al. [67] reported that the short glass/PP composites showed higher
damping than long glass fibre/PP composites due to the presence of more fibre ends and
fibre/matrix interfaces. However, varying the fibre orientation has more significant effect
increasing the damping than varying fibre aspect ratio [139, 158].
2.11.3 Fibre Orientation
Hadi and Ashton [157] considered beam samples of UD E-glass/epoxy using fibre orientations
of 0°, 30°, 45°, 60° and 90°, and found the maximum damping at a fibre orientation of 30°.
This is attributed to the total strain energy which is dominated by in-plane shear strain energy,
and the highest strain energy is at this fibre orientation [161]. However, the optimum angle for
the maximum damping depends on the type of constituents materials [161]. In another study,
Gao et al. [162] considered fibre orientations from 0° to 90° with increments of 15° and found
that carbon fibre/epoxy composite beam have the highest damping at a fibre orientation of 45°.
They also reported that natural frequencies decrease when the fibre orientation increases.
Experimental results shown by Crema et al. [163] that fibre oriented randomly possess higher
damping than those of longitudinal and transverse orientations of short glass fibre/PP
composite beams.
2.11.4 Fibre/Matrix Interface
The influence of the interface in FFPCs exhibits similar results as synthetic fibre composites.
An increase in the interface bonding between fibres and matrix leads to a reduction of
damping as the mobility of molecular chains at the interface decreases [97, 164]. Chua [165]
also commented that composite samples (UD glass fibre/polyester) with poor interface
bonding between fibres and matrix tend to dissipate more energy as compared to the samples
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with good interface bonding. A similar trend was reported by other researchers [20, 143, 166187]. The addition of compatibilisers such as MAPP and maleic anhydride-grafted
polyethylene octane promotes better adhesion between fibres and matrix resulting in less
damping, as shown by Etaati et al. [14]. Other authors in the studies [188-191] were also
observed the same trend using the alkali treatment on the fibre surface, whereas the studies
[192, 193] reported the same trend after performing treatment using furfuryl alcohol and
maleic anhydride-grafted polyethylene, respectively.
2.11.5 Effect of Frequency
The damping of UD E-glass/epoxy composite beams are independent in the frequency range
of 100-600 Hz and then show a slight increase above 600 Hz, as reported by Hadi and Ashton
[157], whereas Mahi et al. [194] showed that the damping of UD E-glass/epoxy composite
beams increase (21 to 27% for different fibre orientations) with frequency in the range of 50600 Hz, which is inconsistent with previously reported results [157]. This study also examined
the effect of frequency on damping of FFPCs and an increase in damping was observed with
increasing frequency.
2.11.6 Effect of Bending and Twisting
Berthelot [195] reported the damping of beams (UD E-glass fibres/epoxy and UD Kevlar
fibres/epoxy). The effect of beam twisting increased the damping of 0° and 90° fibre oriented
samples. This is associated with the increase of in-plane shear deformation of the samples.
However, damping was reduced because of the decreased in-plane shear deformation for
intermediate fibre orientations (15°, 30°, 45°, 60° and 75°), while for bending modes, high
damping of composite beams was seen for these fibre orientations. This is due to the beam
bending deformation which acts in the direction transverse to the fibres and in-plane shearing
[195, 196]. In another study, Hwang and Gibson [197] stated that the impact of in-plane shear
deformation on damping is maximum at 0° fibre orientation. The damping of the transverse
bending was slightly higher than those of the longitudinal bending for carbon fibre/epoxy and
glass fibre/epoxy composite beams. The damping was much higher in twisting (as more
twisting energy dissipation was occurred) mode than the damping in the bending mode [198].
This study also investigated the contribution of individual bending and twisting modes of a
flax/PP composite beam (Vf = 0.50 and θ = 0°), and the higher damping was observed in the
twisting mode than the bending mode.
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2.11.7 Effect of Temperature and Moisture
Temperature and moisture have an effect on the dynamic behaviour of a composite.
Subramanian et al. [67] reported that the damping of neat PP, short glass fibre/PP and long
glass fibre/PP samples increase with increasing temperature; this behaviour is because of the
matrix softening which results in increased molecular mobility at elevated temperature. Hence,
the drop in storage modulus and increase in damping are obtained [67, 132]. Natural frequency
decreases and damping increases with increasing temperature, as reported in references [199,
200]. A study by Rath and Sahu [201] also showed that the natural frequencies of the
specimen reduce with an increase in the temperature and moisture due to the reduction of
stiffness, whereas the damping increases with increasing moisture [202, 203].
2.11.8 Effect of Other Factors
At low amplitude of vibration, there was seen to be no significant variation in damping due to
the effect of air, and accuracy of the testing procedure was not affected by air damping [204].
The influence of aerodynamic damping was also mentioned in references [128, 194, 205-207],
and air damping arises because of both air viscosity and inertia effects. Adams and Bacon
[208] observed that the influence of air damping is substantial as the amplitude of vibration
increases, particularly for the low damping materials. A similar effect was observed by Mahi
et al. [194].

2.12 Dynamic Behaviour of Natural Fibre-reinforced Composites
Although relatively little work has been done in this field, experimental results from previous
literature [9, 10, 15-23] have led to indications about the dynamic characteristics of FFPCs
using DMA. For example, Duc et al. [9, 10] measured the damping of flax, carbon and glass
fibre-reinforced epoxy composites and showed that flax fibre composites possess a higher
damping than do glass and carbon fibre composites. Wielage et al. [15] also found that the loss
factors of flax and hemp fibre-reinforced PP composites are greater than those of glass fibre
composites. The loss factors increase with the twist angle of the flax yarns and the crimp in the
flax fabrics; this is due to increasing intra-yarn and inter-yarn friction, respectively, as stated
in [9, 16]. Idicula et al. [17] studied the effect of fibre volume fraction on the damping of short
banana-sisal hybrid fibre-reinforced polyester composites and found that composites with a
fibre volume fraction of 0.40 display the maximum damping. Joseph et al. [18] and Nair et al.
[19] reported that the incorporation of short sisal fibre reduces the loss factors of the
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composites when compared with the polypropylene and polystyrene samples, respectively.
Low frequencies results indicate less damping of the banana fibre-reinforced polyester
composites compared to measurements at higher frequencies, as described by Pothan et al.
[20]. In another study, Guen et al. [21] reported that the damping of polyol-treated flax fibrereinforced epoxy composites is higher than that of non-treated flax fibre composites.
In the aforementioned references (i.e., [9, 10, 15-23]), DMA tests were generally conducted at
various temperatures with a specific frequency less than or equal to 100 Hz. Etaati et al. [14]
performed measurements on short hemp fibre-reinforced PP composites with excitation
frequencies of up to 200 Hz. The maximum loss factor was found for 30% by weight hemp
fibre composites, and the damping exhibited a slight dependence on the frequency below 30
Hz. However, it is necessary to investigate a broader frequency range to characterise the
dynamic behaviour of a material, in particular, the stiffness and loss factor, as audible
frequencies range from 20 to 20,000 Hz. In order to reduce noise and vibration in transport,
FFPCs can be considered as potentially useful materials for interior application. In vehicles,
for example, frequencies of up to a few kHz are often important, and the frequency range from
100-1000 Hz is particularly significant in causing fatigue for both driver and passengers [209].
This range also includes much of the energy associated with internally and externally radiated
noise in transport such as cars and trains. Hence, the ability to add damping over a wider
frequency range is important, and this provides the motivation in this study to measure
damping over a wider frequency range of up to 1000 Hz.
Some studies [22, 23, 139] have estimated the natural frequencies and loss factors of FFPCs.
Landro and Lorenzo [22, 23] examined the dynamic behaviour of natural fibre mat (flax, kenaf
and hemp fibres were used in the mat, 50% by weight) reinforced PP composites at
frequencies of up to 4 kHz. An increase in damping with frequency was seen. They also
showed that the vacuum bagged samples (lower compaction level) produced higher damping
than the compression moulded samples (higher compaction level). The material was largely
composed of voids and the fibres were partially bonded to the matrix at lower compaction
level [23]. Indeed, the stiffness of such composites would be lower than the compression
moulded samples. Kumar et al. [139] reported only the first three natural frequencies and the
loss factors associated with short sisal and banana fibre-reinforced polyester composites for
various fibre lengths (3 mm, 4 mm and 5 mm) and contents (30%, 40% and 50% by weight).
They demonstrated that the natural frequencies of the composites are not affected significantly
by variations in fibre length. For a constant fibre length (3 mm), two kinds of damping trends
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were observed with an increase in banana and sisal fibre contents in the case of the first mode:
for the former, damping decreases; for the latter, it increases. In those studies (i.e., [22, 23,
139]), the estimation of loss factor was carried out using the half-power bandwidth method,
also known as the peak-picking method. This method produces an overestimation of damping;
this is due to the assumption that only a single mode contributes to the response around each
resonance frequency. However, off-resonant modes can contribute a significant amount to the
total response at any resonance. The damping estimation errors can be up to 20% or more for a
multiple-degree-of-freedom (MDoF) system [210] depending on the mode number, modal
overlap and damping. On the other hand, the single-degree-of-freedom (SDoF) circle-fit
method (CFM) [211] (see Section 3.10.1) significantly improves the accuracy of damping
estimation compared to the half-power bandwidth method, as it considers the frequency range
in the close vicinity of a natural frequency. This approach is particularly accurate when the
modal overlap is less than one. In this approach, the total contribution of all the off-resonant
modes is assumed to vary very slowly over the narrow frequency band around a specific
resonance. It also provides more robust estimates of loss factor because a number of estimates
can be found from responses at different frequencies around each resonance and then
averaged. In addition, for both techniques, the frequency response is typically measured using
a digital spectral analyser with a given frequency resolution which may also lead to
inaccuracies. Thus, this study estimates natural frequencies and loss factors using the SDoF
CFM [211] and the Newton’s divided differences formula (NDDF) [212, 213]. These methods
are described in Section 3.10.1.
One further problem associated with experimental measurements reported in the literature [14,
22, 23, 109, 139, 214] is that in those studies accelerometers were attached to the specimens.
However, the accelerometer and its lead add mass and damping to the structure and affect the
estimates of natural frequencies and loss factors. Therefore, in this work, a non-contacting
transducer, namely, a laser vibrometer is used.
To date, a number of researches have been carried out on the vibration damping of FFPCs, but
few studies have been conducted to ascertain the structural damping levels of FFPCs over a
broader frequency range. The present study is, therefore, an attempt to measure the dynamic
characteristics of FFPCs over a broader frequency range. The dynamic characterisation
concerns various composite beams of different lengths with three different volume fractions
and five different orientations of flax fibre. The quality of the damping estimates from the
“carpet” plots is also investigated. The potential applications are to reduce audible noise and
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vibration in weight-critical transportations (e.g., automobile, aircraft and yacht), and sports
and leisure (e.g., rackets, bicycle frames and skis).

2.13 Concluding Remarks
Dynamic characterisation over a broader frequency range is desirable. Fibre orientation has a
significant influence on damping. Therefore, the effect of aligned flax/PP samples with a range
of fibre orientations (e.g., 0°, 30°, 45°, 60° and 90°) as well as the contribution of individual
bending and twisting modes on damping are required to be investigated. The SDoF CFM [211]
and NDDF [212, 213] are used in this study to provide accurate estimates of both natural
frequency and loss factor.
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Chapter 3.

Materials, Manufacturing and

Characterisation Techniques
3.1 Introduction
This chapter acts as a reference for information on the experimental methodologies used
throughout this work. This chapter provides the details of materials, manufacturing process
and characterisation techniques used in this research. The first section introduces raw materials
(i.e., neat PP and flax fabric), followed by the thermal properties of the matrix, and a
fabrication method such as vacuum bagging technique. The measurement procedures for static
and dynamic characteristics are subsequently described together with the information of
equipment used. The technique to assess the internal structure of a composite after failure is
also presented. Finally, the single-degree-of-freedom (SDoF) circle-fit method (CFM) [211]
and the Newton’s divided differences formula (NDDF) [212, 213] are described, which are
used to estimate the natural frequencies and loss factors of FFPCs (flax fibre-reinforced
polypropylene composites).

3.2 Materials
3.2.1 Polymer Sheets
Sheets of polypropylene random copolymer (MOPLEN RP241G) as shown in Figure 3.1, with
a thickness of 0.38 mm were used as matrix material. The polypropylene sheets were produced
by Lyondell Basell Industries and supplied by Field International Ltd., Auckland, New
Zealand. The melting temperature of PP typically varies from 160°C to 170°C. The properties
of PP are listed in Table 3.1.

Figure 3.1 Polypropylene sheets [215].
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Table 3.1 Mechanical and physical properties of polypropylene as per manufacturer’s
datasheet.
Material
Grade
Density (g/cm3)
Tensile strength (MPa)
Flexural modulus (MPa)
Notched Izod impact strength (23°C, KJ/m2)
Falling weight impact strength (23°C, J)
Heat deflection temperature (°C)
Melt flow rate (230°C/2.16 kg) (g/10 min)
Melting temperature (°C)

PP
Moplen RP241G
0.90
28
1050
18
12
68
1.50
145

3.2.2 Natural Fibre Fabrics
Unidirectional flax fabrics (FlaxPly UD180) with a nominal specific weight of 180 g/m2 and
density of 1.42 g/cm3 were used as reinforcement. The flax fabric (42.5 yarns/cm (warp) and 3
yarns/cm (weft)) was supplied by Lineo, Meulebeke, Belgium. The weight distribution of flax
fabric in the warp and weft directions was 95.5% and 4.5%, respectively, according to the
manufacturer’s datasheet. The role of weft (or fill) yarns is to keep the warp yarns together. A
micrograph of the flax fabric is shown in Figure 3.2.

Fill yarn
Warp yarn

Figure 3.2 Unidirectional stitched flax fabric.
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3.3 Thermal Properties of Neat PP
Thermal analysis is very important for determining the optimum processing temperature for
polymer composites. The melting temperature (Tm) of neat PP was obtained using the
differential scanning calorimeter (DSC, TA instruments, model: Q1000).
The test was performed for each sample of about 9 mg from 0° to 200°C, using a heating rate
of 10°C/min. The sample was placed in an aluminium pan and equilibrated at 0°C for 5
minutes before the test procedure commenced. Figure 3.3 shows the DSC trace of the neat PP
used for the matrix in flax/PP composites, illustrating a melting point at 143.58°C. The lower
melting temperature as compared to the typical melting temperature (i.e., 160°C-170°C) is due
to the presence of ethylene (as the comonomer) in the random copolymer polypropylene.
However, it is close to the melting temperature of 145°C according to the manufacturer
datasheet (see Table 3.1). There is an initial dip in the DSC trace, which is due to the
compositional heterogeneity and crystal morphology of the polymer [216]. One can estimate
that the processing temperature has to be at least 40°C above the melting temperature of the
polymer in order to have the lowest viscosity [217]. However, the degradation of flax fibres
starts above 200°C with the degradation of the hemicellulose [218, 219]. Therefore, the
consolidation temperature of 190°C was chosen to avoid the degradation of the flax fibres.

0

Heat flow (W/g)

-0.2
-0.4
-0.6
-0.8

Initial dip

-1
T = 143.58 °C
m

0

20

40

60

80
100
120
Temperature (°C)

140

160

180

200

Figure 3.3 A DSC curve of neat PP.
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3.4 Physical Characterisation
Fibre Weight and Volume Fractions
The fibre weight fraction (Wf) of a composite was estimated using the ratio of the weight of
the flax fabric and the neat PP according to
Wf =

wf

(3.1)

w f + wm

where w is the weight, while the subscripts f and m denote fibre and matrix, respectively.
The flax fibre density (1.42 g/cm3) was obtained from a previous study [220], and the matrix
density is taken from Table 3.1. The fibre volume fraction (Vf) of the manufactured composites
is given by
Vf =

wf ρ f

w f ρ f + (1 − w f

)

ρm

(3.2)

where ρ is the density.
Void Fraction
Optical microscopic images of the cross-section (~3 mm x 6 mm) of flax/PP samples were
captured using micro-computed tomography (micro-CT). These images were then analysed
using the image analysis software ImageJ [221] to determine the percentage of voids. In this
analysis, the image was converted to a binary image, and thus the fibre and matrix, and the
voids converted to white and black pixels, respectively. After this, the image was analysed
using built-in software tools, which estimated the total number of voids and their overall area
fractions. The mean void fraction and standard deviation obtained from three specimens of
each fibre volume fraction were reported.

3.5 Manufacturing of Panels
3.5.1 Flax-Polypropylene Composite Panels
Flax fabrics were dried for 24 hours at 70°C in a vacuum dryer (Squaroid duo-vac vacuum
oven) to reduce the moisture content. Vacuum bagging technique (see Figure 3.4) was used to
manufacture the composite samples. This technique uses atmospheric pressure (acts uniformly
over the laminate) for holding the laminate in place during the cure cycle. The consolidation
temperature of 190°C was applied, and this temperature was estimated based on the DSC
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curve of PP (see Figure 3.3). Dry flax fabrics and PP sheets were interleaved by a hand lay-up
process and placed on an aluminium plate. Then, a peel ply was used to separate the breather
from the laminate, and the breather was employed to ensure all the air inside the vacuum bag
could be drawn into a vacuum port. After sealing the material stack, the air was evacuated
from inside the vacuum bag using a vacuum pump. The mould was subsequently placed inside
the Elecfurn (FAC 100) oven and heated to a temperature of 190°C for 1 hour. After this, the
mould was cooled to a room temperature of around 24°C. The temperature-pressure cycle
(cycle 1) was applied according to reference [222]. The size of the panels was nominally 600
mm x 500 mm, with a target thickness of 3 mm and target fibre volume fractions of 0.31, 0.40
and 0.50. The number of layers of PP sheet and flax fabric used for different fibre volume
fractions are shown in Table 3.2. It is to be noted that no additives were added for better
adhesion between the matrix and reinforcement.
To vacuum pump
Vacuum bag
Breather fabric
Peel ply
Laminate
Sealant tape
Aluminium plate
Figure 3.4 Vacuum bagging technique.
Table 3.2 Number of layers of PP and flax fabric, nominal fibre weight fractions, fibre volume
fractions and thicknesses of composite panels.
Layers
of
PP
6
5
4

Layers
of
flax
8
10
12

Nominal fibre
weight fraction, Wf

Nominal fibre
volume fraction, Vf

0.40
0.50
0.60

0.31
0.40
0.50

Nominal
thickness
(mm)
3.03
3.00
3.28

3.5.2 Polypropylene Panels
For comparison with the respective flax/PP samples, neat PP samples were also manufactured.
Sheets of PP were stacked to produce panels (600 mm x 500 mm) of PP with a target thickness
of 3 mm.
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3.6 Mechanical Characterisation Techniques
3.6.1 Tensile Test
The tensile properties of FFPCs were determined using an Instron universal testing machine
(Instron 5567, UK) with a 30 kN load cell according to ASTM D638-10. A mechanical
extensometer (model 2630-112) was used with a nominal gauge length of 50 mm to measure
the strain. A crosshead speed of 5 mm/min was applied. The properties of at least five
specimens were averaged for each sample as per the standard. Noted that all tests (i.e., tensile,
flexural and impact) in this study were conducted at an ambient temperature of about 21°C.
Samples were cut by a CNC (computer numerical control) machine to prepare standard dogbone shaped test specimens (Type I) in accordance with dimensions specified in the standard.
The modulus measurement was performed by the Instron Bluehill material testing software
using the slope of a chord in the strain range of 0.05%-0.25%, as specified in ASTM D638.
The mechanical extensometer was attached to the specimen for measuring the strain. An
example of the experimental setup can be seen in Figure 3.5. As all the samples failed via
brittle fracture, there was no obvious point of yield, and any yield strengths calculated by the
Bluehill software were either identical to the ultimate tensile strength, or obviously were in
error.

Figure 3.5 Tensile test setup showing specimen held by grips and extensometer attached to the
specimen.
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3.6.2 Flexural Test
Flexural properties were measured by three-point bend test in accordance with ASTM D76010 using an Instron 5567 with a 10 kN load cell. An experimental setup is shown in Figure 3.6.
The support span length and crosshead speed (procedure A in the standard) were calculated
based on the specimen thickness. The specimens were cut from the composite panels with the
dimension of 75 mm x 12.7 mm x the thickness of the sample using an automatic saw. The
flexural strength was estimated at 5% strain as per the standard. The average value and
standard error obtained from at least five test specimens were reported.

Figure 3.6 Test setup showing a three-point bend test.
3.6.3 Impact Tests
3.6.3.1 Charpy Impact Test
Tests were performed as per ASTM D6110-10 using a CEAST Charpy Pendulum Impact
Tester for estimating the impact strength of FFPCs. An impact hammer having an initial
energy of 5.5 J was used. Ten specimens (each specimen size: 125 mm x 12.7 mm x thickness)
were considered for each composite sample, and the mean results were then reported. Prior to
testing, a V-shaped notch in each specimen was produced with an angle of 45° ± 5°, and a
radius of 0.25 ± 0.05 mm at the apex of the angle by a CEAST razor notching machine. This
was to induce a stress concentration which promoted a brittle fracture. A Charpy Impact Tester
with a pendulum is illustrated in Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7 Charpy impact test setup.
3.6.3.2 Drop Weight Impact Test
Drop weight impact tests were carried out by an Imatek IM10T-20 Drop Weight Impact Tester
as per ASTM D7136-15. Laminates of size 150 mm x 100 mm were placed on a rectangular
fixture. The specimens were then tightly clamped at both ends using four toggle clamps, as
shown in Figure 3.8. The fixture contains a rectangular aperture in the centre with dimensions
125 mm x 75 mm. These dimensions indicate the effective impact area of the sample during
the impact test. The test was performed using a steel hemispherical tip striker with a diameter
of 16 ± 0.1 mm and a mass of 1.22 kg. The striker was attached to a titanium impactor (mass
of 8.53 kg) equipped with a 60 kN Kistler force sensor to measure the impact force. The
specimens were tested at an impact energy of 35 J which was sufficient to perforate them. The
impactor was released from a constant height of 209 mm which produces an impact velocity of
2.02 m/s during the impact event. The impact test history including peak impact force, crack
initiation energy and crack propagation energy were obtained. Noted that varying boundary
conditions or clamps (e.g., toggle clamp, ring clamp) and effective impact areas affects the
impact energy absorption of the samples [223].
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Striker

Toggle
clamp

Figure 3.8 Drop weight impact test setup showing striker and toggle clamps.

3.7 Morphological Characterisation
To check the effect of the fibre orientation and distribution, morphological characterisation is
very important. An ESEM (environmental scanning electron microscope) (FEI Quanta 200F,
USA, see Figure 3.9 (b)) was used for studying the morphology of the tensile and impact
fracture samples.
3.7.1 Environmental Scanning Electron Microscope
Morphologies of fracture cross-sections after tensile and Charpy impact tests were investigated
using the ESEM. Cross-sections were used to get an accurate representation of the internal
microstructure of specimens. The pieces of the specimens were mounted on aluminium stubs
or brass bits. All specimens were then coated for approximately 20 minutes with a very thin
layer of fine platinum by a compact rotary-pumped sputter coater (Q150R S, Quorum
Technologies, UK, see Figure 3.9 (a)) in order to aid electron conductance. After this, the
ESEM micrographs of the specimens were captured.
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(b)
(a)
Figure 3.9 (a) A sputter coater with the specimens after coating to observe under an ESEM and
(b) an ESEM.

3.8 Dynamic Characterisation Techniques
3.8.1 Dynamic Mechanical Analysis
Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) was performed using dynamic mechanical analyser (TA
Instruments, model: Q800). The tests were conducted in the single cantilever mode to
characterise the response of composite samples under flexural vibration (see Figure 3.10).
Specimens of size 35 mm x 12.70 mm x thickness of the material were used throughout. A
single frequency sweep test was made over a frequency range of 0.01 to 200 Hz. The
experiment held the sample at a temperature of about 21°C and performs a frequency sweep at
a constant strain of 0.05%. Three specimens for each test were used to ensure consistency in
results. Storage modulus and loss factor were then obtained. Although the measurements were
carried out up to frequencies of 200 Hz, the measurements between 100 Hz and 200 Hz were
not shown due to their inaccuracies. The data for analysis were considered from 5 to 100 Hz.
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Figure 3.10 A DMA test setup.
3.8.2 Impact Hammer Technique
An impact hammer technique (IHT) was used to measure the frequency response of FFPCs at
an ambient temperature of about 21°C. One end of the composite beam was clamped to a fixed
support and the other end was free to vibrate, as illustrated in Figure 3.11. The excitation was
provided by an impact hammer (PCB model: 086E80) with a soft tip at a distance of 5 mm
from the free end of the beam, and the beam response was measured by a laser vibrometer
(Polytec model: PDV-100) at a distance of 20 mm from the free end of the beam. The
excitation and response signals were then processed by a spectrum analyser which gave the
frequency response functions. Subsequent data processing were performed in MATLAB
[224].
Corresponding to each fibre composition, beams (450 mm x 20 mm x the thickness of the
material) with fibre orientations of 0°, 30°, 45°, 60° and 90° were cut from the panels using an
automatic saw. The estimation of natural frequencies and loss factors was made on composite
beams of lengths 300, 350 and 400 mm with different fibre volume fractions and orientations.
Estimates of effective bending stiffness and loss factor were made at resonances, and results
were reported for beams of differing lengths to provide a range of resonance frequencies.
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Laser vibrometer

Impulse hammer
Composite specimen

Dynamic signal analyser
Figure 3.11 Schematic diagram of experimental setup for an IHT.

3.9 Measures of Damping
There is a variety of definitions and ways of measuring vibration damping. However, for light
damping, the various definitions are related to each other by [225]
η=

ψ
δ
E ′′
∆W
λα
= Q − 1 = = tan φ ≈ φ =
= 2ζ =
=
2π
π
E′
2π W
π

(3.3)

where η is the loss factor (or damping), ψ is the specific damping capacity, Q is the quality
factor, δ is the logarithmic decrement, φ is the phase angle by which stress leads strain in a
cyclic motion, E′′ is the loss modulus, E′ is the storage modulus, ζ is the viscous damping
ratio (or viscous damping factor), ∆W is the energy loss per cycle, W is the maximum
elastic stored energy, λ is the wavelength of elastic waves and α is the attenuation. In this
study, results are presented in terms of loss factor (or damping) (η ) .

3.10 Damping Measurement Methods
After measuring the frequency response of a structure, the next step in the analysis of this
measurement is the extraction of the modal parameters such as natural frequency and loss
factor. A broad range of techniques has been developed over the past decade to extract the
modal parameters. The most widely-used classification for these techniques is mainly based on
frequency response and time response methods [212]. These are listed below.
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I - Frequency response methods
 Peak-picking method
 Circle-fit method
 Inverse frequency response function (FRF) method
 Maximum quadrature component method
 Dobson’s method
 Goyder’s method
 Rational fraction polynomials
II - Time response methods
 Complex exponential method
 Least-squares complex exponential method
 Polyreference complex exponential method
 Ibrahim time domain method
 Random decrement method
 Eigensystem realisation algorithm method
The circle-fit method (CFM) is, however, chosen in this work for extracting dynamic
behaviour from the measured data. This is because the natural frequencies are well-separated
in the measured data. An overview of this method is illustrated as outlined in [211, 212, 226].
3.10.1 Circle-fit Method
The CFM is one of the most widely known SDoF modal analysis methods. It is particularly
suitable for structures with well-separated resonances. It is based on the fact that the Nyquist
plot of the FRF of an SDoF system approximates an arc of a circle in a narrow frequency band
around each resonance. The SDoF assumption is that if one considers only a frequency range
in the close vicinity of a natural frequency of a multi-degree-of-freedom (MDoF) system, then
the FRF is dominated by the term corresponding to the mode under examination. The
collective contribution of all other modes remains nearly constant throughout the considered
frequency range [227]. In mathematical terms
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α jk (ω ) =

Aj
Fk

=

−ω 2φ (j r )φk( r )

ω (1 + iη r ) − ω
2
r

2

+ B (jkr )

(3.4)

and

B

(r )
jk

=

N

∑

s =1, s ≠ r

−ω 2φ (j s )φk( s )

ω s2 (1 + iη s ) − ω 2

(3.5)

where α jk is the accelerance, A j is the acceleration response at the point j, Fk is the
amplitude of applied force at the excitation point k, ωr is the natural frequency of mode r, ω
is the frequency, ηr is the loss factor of mode r, φ (j r ) is the amplitude of the rth mode shape at
the response point j, φk( r ) is the amplitude of the rth mode shape at the excitation point k and

B (jkr ) is the sum of the contributions of all the off-resonant modes.
In general, this assumption is often found to be good, and the CFM works very well for many
situations, even for highly complicated structures [212] as long as the modes are wellseparated. A typical example is shown in Figure 3.12. A particular resonance is chosen from
the frequency response of a MDoF system (Figure 3.12 (a)), and the data in a narrow
frequency range are plotted in the complex plane (Figure 3.12 (b)). The next step is to fit a
circle to those data using a least-squares error fit and the circle is known as modal circle. In
practice, a digital spectral analyser is used and FRF estimates are found at uniformly spaced
discrete frequencies. The measured frequencies are indicated by the cross-marks in Figure
3.12 (b).
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Figure 3.12 A typical example of (a) an FRF and (b) modal circle: θ is the angle between the
radii joining the data point at frequency ω and the natural frequency ωr , γ is the angle
between the data point at frequency ω and the real accelerance axis and x are the measured
data points at discrete frequencies.
Fitting a Circle
For fitting a circle to the accelerance data, the real and imaginary parts of the accelerance as a
set of ( x j , y j ) data pairs are considered in the complex plane. A circle which best fits these
data i.e., for which the error
n

( (

e1 = ∑ ro −
j =1

( x j − x0 ) + ( y j − y0 )
2

2

))

2

(3.6)

is minimised, where ( x0 , y0 ) are the coordinates of the centre of the fitted circle and r0 is the
radius of this circle. However, this equation does not give an explicit calculation of x0 , yo and

r0 , and an iterative procedure is necessary, which can be time consuming. This difficulty can
be overcome using a new error function

(

e2 = ∑ r − ( ( x j − x0 ) + ( y j − y0 )
n

j =1

2
0

2

2

))

2

(3.7)

Rearranging this equation gives
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e2 = ∑ ( c − ( x 2j + ax j + by j + y 2j ) )
n

2

(3.8)

j =1

where
a = −2 x0 , b = −2 y0 , c = r02 − x02 − y02

(3.9)

Minimisation of e2 with respect to the new parameters a , b and c leads to

 ∑ x 2j

∑ x j y j
 −∑ x j


∑x y
∑y
−∑ y
j

j

2
j

j

− ∑ x j   a   − (∑ x 3j + ∑ x j y 2j ) 



− ∑ y j   b  =  − ( ∑ y 3j + ∑ y j x 2j ) 
n   c   ∑ x 2j + ∑ y 2j 

(3.10)

where the summations extend to the n points considered for the fit. The values of a , b and c
can be estimated from the matrix inversion
2
a   ∑ x j
b  =  x y
  ∑ j j
 c   − ∑ x j

∑x y
∑y
−∑ y
j

j

2
j

j

−∑ x j 

−∑ y j 
n 

−1

 − ( ∑ x 3j + ∑ x j y 2j ) 

3
2 
 −(∑ y j + ∑ y j x j ) 
 ∑ x 2j + ∑ y 2j 



(3.11)

The values of x0 , y0 and r0 can then be found from

a
b
x0 = − , y0 = − , r0 = c + x02 + y02
2
2

(3.12)

The resulting values of x0 , y0 and r0 represent the best circle that fits the data ( x j , y j )
according to the error function e2 .
Determining Natural Frequency
The extraction of the required modal parameters (i.e., natural frequency and loss factor)
follows from the fitted modal circle (see Figure 3.12 (b)). From Figure 3.12 (b)

tan

Re {α (ω )} ω r2 − ω 2
θ
= tan ( 90 o − γ ) =
=
2
ω r2η r
Im {α (ω )}

(3.13)

from which

θ

ω 2 = ω r2  1 − η r tan 
2


(3.14)

Differentiating this expression with respect to θ gives
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d (ω 2 )
dθ

  ω 2 
−ω η r  1 −   
  ωr  


=
2
2η r

2

2
r

(3.15)

The reciprocal of this quantity reaches a maximum value when

ω = ωr [211]. The natural

frequency can accurately be estimated as that frequency at which the rate of change of phase
of the frequency response is a maximum. However, in this study, the location of the natural
frequency on the modal circle is estimated using the NDDF as [212, 213]

f ( v ) = f ( vo ) + ( v − v0 ) f ( v0 , v1 ) + ( v − v0 )( v − v1 ) f ( v0 , v1 , v2 )
+.... + (v − v0 )(v − v1 )....(v − vn ) f (v0 , v1 ,....vn )

(3.16)

where

f ( v0 , v1 ,...., vn ) =

f ( v0 , v1 ,...., vn −1 ) − f ( v1 , v2 ,...., vn )
v0 − v n

(3.17)

For this purpose, v represents the square of the frequency i.e., v = ω 2 , f (v ) is the phase angle

θ i.e., f ( v ) = θ . Taking into consideration four data points on the modal circle, two points
immediately before the natural frequency and two points immediately after the natural
frequency, Equation (3.16) then becomes

θ = θ 0 + (ω 2 − ω 02 )(θ 0 , θ1 ) + (ω 2 − ω 02 )(ω 2 − ω12 )(θ 0 , θ1 , θ 2 )
+ (ω 2 − ω 02 )(ω 2 − ω12 )(ω 2 − ω 22 )(θ 0 , θ1 , θ 2 , θ 3 )

(3.18)

where

θ 0 − θ1
ω02 − ω12
(θ , θ ) − (θ1 , θ 2 )
(θ 0 , θ1 , θ 2 ) = 0 12
ω 0 − ω 22
(θ , θ , θ ) − (θ1 , θ 2 , θ 3 )
(θ 0 , θ1 , θ 2 , θ 3 ) = 0 1 2 2
ω 0 − ω32
(θ 0 , θ1 ) =

(3.19)

Differentiating Equation (3.18) twice with respect to ω 2 gives
d 2θ

d (ω

)

2 2

(

)

= 2(θ 0 , θ1 , θ 2 ) + 6ω 2 − 2 (ω 02 + ω12 + ω 22 ) (θ 0 , θ1 , θ 2 , θ 3 )

The natural frequency can be found when

d 2θ

d (ω 2 )

2

(3.20)

= 0 , which yields
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1

1
(θ ,θ ,θ )  2
ωr =  (ω02 + ω12 + ω22 ) − 0 1 2 
(θ0 ,θ1,θ2 ,θ3 ) 
3

(3.21)

Determination of Loss Factor
Once the natural frequency ( ωr ) is determined, the loss factor can then be estimated from any
two data points on the modal circle, typically one below the natural frequency (ωb ) and another
above the natural frequency (ωa ) , as shown in Figure 3.13.

Figure 3.13 Estimation of loss factor from the modal circle.
The following expressions can be written according to Equation (3.13)
2
2
 θa  ωa − ωr
tan   = 2
 2  ωr ηr

(3.22)

2
2
 θ  ω −ω
tan  b  = r 2 b
 2  ωr ηr

(3.23)

Rearranging these two equations gives

ηr =

ωa2 − ωb2

θ
θ

ωr2  tan  a 2  + tan  b 2  



 

Indeed, it is possible to estimate loss factor ( ηr ) for any possible combination of

(3.24)

ωa and ωb .

By selecting a number of measured data points, an array of loss factors can then be calculated
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corresponding to the estimate found from each pair of data points. These form a damping plot
[211, 226], commonly known as damping “carpet” plot. An illustrative example is shown in
Figure 3.14. Ideally, all estimated loss factors should be identical, as shown in Figure 3.14 (a).
However, any systematic variation (e.g., Figure 3.14 (b)) of the surface of this plot is caused
by some sort of noise or error in the experimental data or its analysis or in the presumed
behaviour of the test structure [211].

(b)
(a)
Figure 3.14 Damping “carpet” plot with (a) identical ηr and (b) non-identical ηr estimates.

3.11 Bending Stiffness of a Beam
The flexural vibration of a uniform beam can be obtained from the Euler-Bernoulli equation.
For clamped-free boundary conditions, the solution gives the effective bending stiffness ( EI )
corresponding to each measured natural frequency as [228-230]

EI =

4π 2 ρ Al 4 f r 2
kn 4

(3.25)

where l is the length of the beam, f r is the natural frequency for mode r, kn is a constant
based on the boundary conditions. For clamped-free boundary conditions, k1 = 1.8751, k2 =
1

4.6941, k3 = 7.8548 and  n −  π for n > 3 [229]. Equation (3.25) is applicable to isotropic
2


materials, where E is the Young’s modulus of the beam, I is the moment of inertia, ρ is
the density of the beam, A is the cross-sectional area. However, in this study, EI gives the
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total effective bending stiffness of composite materials for each mode of the vibration
response, while ρ A represents the mass per unit length.

3.12 Concluding Remarks
This chapter detailed the static characterisation techniques (i.e., tensile, flexural and impact) of
FFPCs. The results obtained through these techniques are shown and discussed in the
following chapter. The dynamic characterisation techniques (i.e., DMA and IHT) along with a
damping measurement method were also described. The subsequent results are provided and
discussed in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 4.

Static Characteristics of Composites

4.1 Introduction
This chapter begins with the void content analysis followed by the analytical model (periodic
microstructure model) for predicting the engineering elastic constants. Mechanical properties
such as tensile, flexural and impact properties of neat PP and flax/PP samples are then
discussed. Comparisons between FFPCs (flax fibre-reinforced polymer composites) and
GFPCs (glass fibre-reinforced polymer composites) are made in terms of mechanical
properties. Comparisons are also made between the predicted tensile moduli and the measured
tensile moduli of FFPCs. This chapter aims to provide the load bearing capability along with
fracture toughness of composites for designing effective FFPCs for various applications. In
addition, morphological characterisation is also demonstrated to identify failure mechanisms
under different testing conditions. This study is helpful to draw some conclusions prior to the
dynamic characterisation in the next Chapter. Furthermore, this work gives some insights into
stiffness and toughness of composites.

4.2 Orientation in Unidirectional FFPCs
Figure 4.1 shows the tensile samples loaded with the fibre axis inclined at various angles (0°,
30°, 45°, 60° and 90°) to the testing direction. The fibre orientations correspond to the defined
angles in the figure (Figure 4.1 (a)), and the orientation of fibre axis can be clearly identified
from the texture of sample surfaces (see Figure 4.1 (b)). Importantly, these off-axis
orientations play a major role in determining the mechanical properties of composites.
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(a)
Figure 4.1 (a) Tensile samples with the fibre axis inclined at different angles to the testing
direction and (b) fibre orientation (clear view).

4.3 Physical Characterisation
4.3.1 Void Content
The void contents with different fibre volume fractions are shown in Figure 4.2. The void
fraction increases as the fibre volume fraction increases. A similar trend was reported by
Madsen and Lilholt [95] and Lee et al. [73] in the case of flax yarns/PP and jute fibres/PP
composites, respectively. This increase is expected because of the increase in the fibre surface
area with fibre volume fraction. The void content was found to be in the range of 1.60-3.42%.
This is comparable to glass fibre composites (1-3%). Generally, for aerospace applications, a
void content of approximately 1% is acceptable while for other applications, such as
automotive and marine, composites can have void content of up to 5% [231].
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Figure 4.2 Void content of flax/PP composites.
Figure 4.3 shows examples of the presence of voids in composites of different fibre volume
fractions. Voids are seen in the matrix and matrix/fibre interface, within the yarn (intra-yarn
void) and between adjacent yarns (inter-yarn void). They are caused by the luminal cavities
and other hollow features within fibres/yarns, low wettability and compressibility of plant
fibres and presence of air during processing [72]. The twisted structure (Figure 3.2) of the flax
yarns results in tightened structure. This structure hinders matrix impregnation and thus leads
to voids. In addition, the rough surface of the flax fibre may contribute to void formation.
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Figure 4.3 Micro-CT cross-section images of flax/PP composites showing the void in the
matrix and matrix/fibre interface, the intra-yarn and inter-yarn voids.

4.4 Prediction of Engineering Elastic Constants
A micromechanics approach is chosen to predict the engineering elastic constants. This offers
freedom to design the composite structure by changing constituents, fibre volume fraction and
fibre orientation without necessitating a new experiment. The micromechanical analysis is
carried out using the periodic microstructure model [83, 232-235] to show the predicted tensile
moduli in comparison to measured tensile moduli. The required input properties for the
simulation of a composite beam (see Section 5.6, Chapter 5) are also predicted through this
model.
4.4.1 Elastic Constants of Constituents
It is necessary to know the constituents’ Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio to predict the
elastic properties of the laminates. For both analytical and finite element analyses, the material
elastic properties are calculated using the constituents’ properties, as shown in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1 Constituents’ properties used in analytical and finite element models.
Young’s
modulus
(GPa)
52.28
1.10

Materials
Flax fibre
PP

Poisson's
ratio

Density
(g/cm3)

Reference

0.19
0.30

1.42
0.90

[220]
[220]

4.4.2 Elastic Constants of Laminates
As the laminate is only unidirectional in this study, the laminate has been considered as a
single lamina of an orthotropic material. A unidirectional lamina can also be considered as
transversely isotropic, which means that [234, 236, 237]
E2 = E3 , ν 12 = ν 13 , G12 = G13 , G23 =

E2
2(1 + ν 23 )

(4.1)

where E is the elastic modulus, ν is the Poisson’s ratio, G is the shear modulus and 1, 2, 3
represent the longitudinal, transverse and out-of-plane directions, respectively, for the
orthotropic material. The engineering elastic constants ( E1 , E2 , E3 , ν 12 , ν13 , ν 23 , G12 , G13
and G23 ) are predicted using the periodic microstructure model, and a full description of this
method can be found in references [83, 232-235]. The following equations are used to evaluate
the stiffness tensor of unidirectional composites via MATLAB [224] (see Appendix A for
MATLAB code)

C11 = λm + 2µ m −
C12 = λm +

V f S32 2S6 S3 aS3 S62 − S72 aS6 + bS7 a 2 − b2
( − 2 −
+
+
+
)
D µm2
µm g µ m c µm2 g 2
µm gc
4c 2

S3
S − S7 a + b
− 6
−
)
D 2cµ m 2cµm g 4c 2

Vf b

(

C22 = λm + 2µm −

Vf
D

(−

aS3
aS6
a2 − b2
+
+
)
2µm c 2µm gc
4c 2

aS7
ba + b 2
C23 = λm + (
−
)
D 2 µm gc
4c 2
Vf

C44 = λm − V f [−

2 S3
4S7
+ ( µ m − µ f ) −1 +
]−1
µm
µm (2 − 2ν m )

C66 = µm − V f [−

S3
+ ( µ m − µ f ) −1 ]−1
µm

(4.2)

where C11 , C12 , C22 , C23 , C44 and C66 are the stiffness tensor (or independent elastic
constant), λ is the Lame constant, µ = G is the shear modulus, V is the volume fraction, ν is
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the Poisson’s ratio and the subscripts m and f stand for matrix and fibre, respectively. D , a ,

b , c , g , S3 , S 6 and S 7 can be found by
D=

aS 32 aS 6 S3 a (S62 − S72 ) S 3 (b 2 − a 2 )
−
+
+
2 µ m2 c µ m2 gc
2 µ m2 g 2 c
2µmc 2

S 6 ( a 2 − b 2 ) + S7 ( ab + b 2 ) ( a 3 − 2b 3 − 3ab 2 )
+
+
2 µ m gc 2
8c 3

(4.3)

a = µ f − µ m − 2 µ f ν m + 2 µ mν f
b = µ f ν f − µ mν m + 2 µ mν mν f − 2 µ f ν mν f`
c = ( µ m − µ f )( µ f − µ m + µ f ν f − µ mν m + 2 µ mν f − 2 µ f ν m

(4.4)

+2 µ mν mν f − 2 µ f ν mν f )
g = ( 2 − 2ν m )
S 3 = 0.49247 − 0.47603V f − 0.02748V f 2
S 6 = 0.36844 − 0.14944V f − 0.27152V f 2

(4.5)

S 7 = 0.12346 − 0.32035V f + 0.23517V f 2
The values of µ and λ can be obtained from

µ f = Gf =

Ef
2(1 + ν f )

Em
µ m = Gm =
2(1 + ν m )

(4.6)

and

λm =

Emν m
(1 + ν m )(1 − 2ν m )

(4.7)

As the composite is transversely isotropic, only five engineering elastic constants are required.
These can then be estimated from
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E1 = C11 −
E2 =

2C122
C22 + C23

(2C11C22 + 2C11C23 − 4C122 )(C22 − C23 + 2C44 )
3C11C22 + C11C23 + 2C11C44 − 4C122

ν 12 = ν 13 =
ν 23 =

C12
C22 + C23

(4.8)

C11C22 + 3C11C23 − 2C11C44 − 4C122
3C11C22 + C11C23 + 2C11C44 − 4C122

G12 = G13 = C66
G23 =

C22 C23 C44
−
+
= E2 / 2(1 + ν 23 )
4
4
2

Lastly, the effective engineering elastic constants of an angle ply lamina where unidirectional
fibres are aligned at an angle θ with the X direction [236, 238] (see Figure 4.4) can be
estimated from
1
1
1 2ν 12
1
= cos 4 θ + (
−
) sin 2 θ cos 2 θ + sin 4 θ
Ex E1
G12
E1
E2
1
1
1 2ν 12
1
= sin 4 θ + (
−
) sin 2 θ cos 2 θ + cos 4 θ
E y E1
G12
E1
E2

ν
1
1
1
ν xy = Ex [ 12 (sin 4 θ + cos 4 θ ) − ( + −
) sin 2 θ cos 2 θ ]
E1
E1 E2 G12
1
2
2 4ν 12
1
1
= 2( +
+
−
) sin 2 θ cos 2 θ +
(sin 4 θ + cos 4 θ )
Gxy
E1 E2
E1 G12
G12

(4.9)

where Ex is the effective elastic modulus in the X direction i.e., testing direction, E y is the
effective elastic modulus in the Y direction i.e., transverse to the testing direction, ν xy is the
major Poisson’s ratio in-plane X-Y and Gxy is the shear modulus in-plane X-Y.

Figure 4.4 An angle-ply lamina in the X-Y axes (where material axes 1-2).
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The values of engineering elastic constants for 0° fibre oriented samples are shown in Table
5.3 and used as input data for simulating a composite beam (see Section 5.6, Chapter 5). Noted
that all predicted and measured engineering elastic constants are effective engineering elastic
constants, as mentioned throughout the thesis. The predicted tensile moduli are also shown in
Table 4.3 to compare with the measured tensile moduli.

4.5 Mechanical Characteristics
4.5.1 Tensile Properties
Tensile moduli and strengths of flax/PP composites along with neat PP are shown in Figure
4.5 and Figure 4.6. The tensile modulus of composites increases with fibre content for all fibre
orientations up to a fibre volume fraction of 0.40 and then it is seen to decrease with the
inclusion of more fibres except for the 0° fibre orientation. As the fibre volume fraction
increases, the tensile strength for a 0° fibre orientation increases while for other fibre
orientations it drops slightly. This variation in trend is perhaps due to the higher dependency
of stiffness on composite strength rather than interfacial strength. This is also because all the
fibres are able to contribute to the composite stiffness and carry the load in case of samples
with a 0° fibre orientation. Moreover, with increasing fibre content, the strength can reduce
(modulus may still increase) due to the presence of more fibre/matrix interfacial areas where
incompatibility of hydrophobic PP and hydrophilic fibres plays an important role. However,
the degree of fibre/matrix compatibility can be improved using coupling agents or
chemical/physical treatments [239].
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Figure 4.5 Tensile modulus for neat PP and flax/PP samples of different fibre volume fractions
and orientations.
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Figure 4.6 Tensile strength for neat PP and flax/PP samples of different fibre volume fractions
and orientations.
It is observed from Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 that the tensile modulus and strength of
composites drop significantly between 0° and 30°. However, there is little variation in
composite modulus and strength between 45° and 90°. This trend is similar to that stated by
other authors [240, 241]. The tensile properties of the specimens are highly influenced by the
fibre orientation (with respect to the loading direction); for instance, tensile modulus and
strength are reduced from 16.66 GPa to 3.36 GPa and 125 MPa to 29 MPa, respectively, at an
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off-axis angle of 30° (Vf = 0.31). The decrease in composite modulus and strength by
increasing fibre orientation is due to the decrease in the contribution of fibres in carrying the
applied load. Respectively, the tensile modulus and strength of composites loaded in the 0°
fibre orientation (Vf = 0.40) are 13.70 and 8.50 times higher than the tensile modulus and
strength of 90° fibre orientation (Vf = 0.40). The minimum tensile properties are found for a
90° fibre orientation, where the properties are dominated by the matrix material rather than the
fibres as the fibres lie perpendicular to the direction of the applied load.
The maximum tensile modulus (20.44 GPa) and strength (173.08 MPa) of the samples were,
however, observed for a fibre volume fraction and orientation of 0.50 and 0°, respectively,
while the neat PP shows a tensile modulus and strength of 1.11 GPa and 27.06 MPa,
respectively. Obviously, such a significant improvement in composite tensile properties occurs
due to the effective stress transfer between fibres and PP at this particular fibre orientation.
The specimens with a 0° fibre orientation also offer a minimum chance of shear failure
(discussed in Section 4.5.2) and thus provide a better load carrying capability in comparison
with other fibre orientations. The tensile modulus and strength of neat PP are found to be in
the range of 0.95-1.77 GPa and 26-41.4 MPa, respectively, as quoted in the literature [242].
Generally, a composite shows a maximum stiffness up to fibre contents of 55-65 weight% [72,
77] and strength peaks with fibre contents of 40-50 weight% [24] if a reasonable interfacial
strength between fibres and matrix is ensured (in this study, 31% by volume ≈ 40% by weight,
40% by volume ≈ 50% by weight and 50% by volume ≈ 60% by weight). The specimens with
a fibre orientation of 0° (Vf = 0.50) show the highest tensile modulus and strength. However,
similar behaviour in terms of modulus and strength is not observed for the rest of fibre
orientations. This can be because no conventional coupling agents or any chemical
modifications are used. Hence, the interfacial strength between the fibre and the matrix is poor
which results in low tensile properties of the resulting polymer based composites.
Natural fibres are used in this study as yarns where the individual fibres are bonded together
with lignin and/or pectin, and yarns have lower mechanical properties than individual fibres
due to low bonding strength between the individual fibres [116]. Another negative impact of
yarns is that fibre tightens within the yarns due to twisting and thus makes resin impregnation
difficult [243]. Fibres are twisted to some degree as shown in Figure 3.2. Therefore, fibres are
not perfectly aligned to the direction of the applied load and thus contribute negatively to the
mechanical properties of the resultant composites. Gill [244] mentioned that even an
insignificant percentage of twisting within the fibres is detrimental because the twisted fibres
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cannot contribute fully to the strength but provide an irregular distribution of matrix. A twist
angle of 20° can decrease the stiffness by 50% in case of flax fibre composites (θ = 0°) [104]
as fibres are not aligned to the loading direction.
Homogeneous distribution and dispersion of fibres in the polymer matrix are very important to
the mechanical properties. In Figure 4.7 (a), there are many fibres which are not fully bonded
to the matrix material, adversely affecting the mechanical properties of the composites.
Furthermore, porosity can also contribute towards lower tensile properties as it increases with
increasing fibre content (see Figure 4.2). It was found in an earlier study that porosity can
reach 4% by volume for a fibre content of 60% by weight [95]. The rough surface and the
twisted structure of the flax yarns are responsible for creating the porosity. The location of
these can be between the fibre/matrix interface, between the flax yarns or inside the yarns
[245].
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Figure 4.7 (a) Poor impregnation of a yarn by the matrix, (b) poor adhesion between flax
fibres and PP and (c) voids in a matrix-rich region.
For a high fibre volume fraction (Vf = 0.50), as more fibre to fibre interaction occurs (see
Figure 4.8 (a-b)), the result is a reduction in tensile properties. In addition to this, the surfaces
of the fibres are clean (Figure 4.7 (a)) and in some instances there are small gaps between
fibres and matrix (Figure 4.7 (b)), which is evidence of insufficient fibre wetting. This is
perhaps because PP is not sufficient to entirely wet the 12 layers of flax fabrics in the
composite (see Table 3.2). This results in poor fibre/matrix adhesion and thus leads to the
reduction in tensile properties at high fibre loading. Moreover, inadequate adhesion between
flax fibres and matrix stimulates small crack formation at the interface and non-uniform stress
transfer due to fibre accumulation within the matrix [246]. The ESEM images in Figure 4.8 (cd) also reveal a long gap suggesting poor bonding between flax fibres and PP, and it has some
deleterious impact on the mechanical properties.
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Figure 4.8 The ESEM images of tensile fracture samples: (a), (b) showing fibre-fibre contact
for a fibre volume fraction and orientation of 0.50 and 45°, respectively, and (c), (d) showing a
long gap for a fibre volume fraction and orientation of 0.40 and 45°, respectively, at two
different magnifications.
4.5.2 Failure Strains and Failure Modes
Figure 4.9 shows stress-strain curves for flax/PP composite samples of various fibre volume
fractions and orientations. These curves display the overall changes in tensile modulus and
strength of the samples with increasing fibre volume fraction and orientation. The curves are
shifted downwards as fibre orientation increases, indicating that the tensile properties
decrease.
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Figure 4.9 Representative stress-strain curves of flax/PP composite samples with different
fibre volume fractions and orientations.
The stress-strain curves can be defined roughly into three zones. All specimens within the
initial region up to 0.25% strain show almost a linear relationship between stress and strain,
during which the estimation of modulus is performed. After that, the curves in the second
region demonstrate a non-linear behaviour before reaching the maximum tensile stress. When
the maximum stress is reached, the curves present a decreasing trend which has been
considered as the third region. In this regard, the trends of the curves do not seem to be similar
for all fibre orientations. For 0° fibre orientation, in particular, the post-peak curves go down
very quickly while not increasing in strains. This means that the specimens break into two
pieces once the maximum stress is reached. In contrast, for composites with fibre orientations
of 30°, 45°, 60° and 90°, the post-peak curves drop with a continuous increase in strains; this
exhibits a ductile behaviour before breakage of the specimens. This is perhaps because the
specimens are broken into pieces after reaching the maximum stresses, while some fibres are
not broken into two pieces, withstanding the applied stresses to some degree.
The tensile strains at break of the composites are summarised in Figure 4.10. The tensile
strains at failure decrease with increasing fibre volume fraction. Other authors also reported
the same trend in their studies [115, 247]. This is perhaps because of the embrittlement effect
as it increases with increasing fibre content. In addition, an increase in the fibre content leads
to more fibre/matrix interfaces. Therefore, crack propagation becomes easier and the failure
strain becomes smaller for high fibre content [125]. The specimens with a 30° fibre orientation
demonstrate higher tensile strain, and the maximum strain at failure of 21.17% is observed for
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a fibre volume fraction and orientation of 0.31 and 30°, respectively. In another study,
Mortazavian and Fatemi [248] observed that tensile strain at break is higher for 45° than 0°
and 90° samples in case of glass fibre/polybutylene terephthalate composites. The authors did
not consider any other fibre orientations. This is because of the strain limit of fibres, and fibres
are aligned with the direction of loading in case of a 0° oriented sample; hence, the low
capability of fibres in straining creates a low ductility of the composite [248]. With the
increase of fibre orientation relative to the test direction (i.e., θ = 0°), the failure is more
influenced by the matrix and interfacial properties. Therefore, for composites with fibre
orientations of 30°, 45°, 60° and 90°, matrix straining is more influential as compared to 0°.
The deformed matrix has more room to elongate between fibres and in the loading direction
[248] for 30° specimen in comparison to 45°, 60° and 90° specimens. Thus, the high tendency
of the 30° specimen to show a ductile behaviour leads to higher failure strain.
In the case of 30° fibre orientation, the tensile strain at break decreases by 130% (21.17% to
9.2%) when the fibre volume fraction increases from 0.31 to 0.50. Composites loaded in the
on-axis orientation (0°) have a minimum failure strain, while composites loaded in the off-axis
orientation (30°) have a maximum failure strain irrespective of the fibre volume fraction and
orientation. The failure strain drops significantly at fibre loadings of 31% and 40% by volume
between 30° and 90°. The decrease is slight at a fibre loading of 50% by volume.
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Figure 4.10 Tensile strain at break for flax/PP samples of different fibre volume fractions and
orientations.
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Figure 4.11 shows examples of tensile fracture of flax/PP composite specimens. The
specimens appear to be entirely detached into two pieces with an exception of some unbroken
fibres between them. The samples with a 0° fibre orientation failed near the grip, whereas for
other fibre orientations (30°, 45°, 60° and 90°), the composite samples failed parallel to the
fibre direction within the gauge length. The reason for failure near the grip (outside of the
gauge length) is possibly due to the stresses generated by the gripping forces. However, tensile
moduli for 0° fibre oriented samples are reported as they show good agreement with the
predictions, as discussed in Section 4.5.4. Indeed, the tensile moduli are estimated in the strain
range of 0.05 to 0.25% which is considerably earlier than failure strain (0.80 to 0.92%) of the
samples (θ = 0°). The tensile strength for a 0° fibre orientation may not be accurate as the
samples failed outside the gauge length.

Figure 4.11 Tensile fracture samples of different fibre volume fractions and orientations. Left
(Vf = 0.31), middle (Vf = 0.40), right (Vf = 0.50) and 0°, 30°, 45°, 60° and 90° from left to right
for each image.
As Figure 4.12 (a-d) illustrate, fibre pull-out is the dominant failure mode, especially for
samples with a 0° fibre orientation. It is difficult to see the matrix material as fibre pull-out is
much longer, and numerous fibre pull-outs (see Figure 4.12 (d)) indicate even worse adhesion
between flax fibres and PP in the case of fibre content of 50% than 31% by volume. Moreover,
the pulled-out fibres show that fibre surfaces are mostly free of the residual matrix; which is
also evidence of poor adhesion between fibres and matrix.
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Figure 4.12 Tensile fracture surface images: (a), (b) showing fibre pull-out for a fibre volume
fraction and orientation of 0.31 and 0°, respectively, at two different magnifications and (c),
(d) showing fibre pull-out for fibre volume fractions of 0.40 and 0.50, respectively, with a 0°
fibre orientation.
The ESEM micrograph in Figure 4.13 (a) also shows the serrated fracture and non-uniform
surface because of fibre-dominated failure in case of a 0° fibre oriented sample. The matrix
cleavage and fibres breakage at varying lengths are attributable to longitudinal (i.e., 0°) tensile
fracture of the composite [249].
When the fibre orientation is changed from 0° to off-axis angles (30°, 45°, 60° and 90°), the
samples fail easily along the fibre/matrix interfaces as the interfaces are relatively weak. These
are the consequences of fibre/matrix interfacial failure, matrix shear failure and matrix tensile
rupture [250]. Morey and Wool [251] pointed out that if the fibre/matrix interfacial strength is
poor, failure occurs at the interface due to shear stresses [251]. Other authors have also
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reported that the interlaminar shear stresses and then transverse tensile stresses become more
dominant as fibre orientation increases [252]. Figure 4.13 (b-c) confirm the matrix lacerations
which indicate some shear fracture [249] for off-axis loading angles. Some matrix cleavage
(see Figure 4.13 (d)) is also observed because of the transverse tensile fracture of the matrix
[249]. However, matrix lacerations are seen in matrix-rich zones, suggesting some shear
fracture. Hence, while stress-strain curves show composites with off-axis loading angles
possess a ductile behaviour before fracture; the ESEM studies of tensile fracture samples
indicate tensile failures occur due to debonding, fibre pull-out and breakage, weak fibre/matrix
interface and brittle fracture of the matrix.
(a)
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Matrix cleavage

Fibre fracture

Matrix cleavage
Matrix lacerations

(c)

(d)
Matrix lacerations

Matrix cleavage

Matrix lacerations

Figure 4.13 Tensile fracture surfaces of flax/PP composites with fibre orientations of (a) 0°,
(b) 30°, (c) 45° and (d) 90°.
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4.5.3 Tensile Properties of Flax/PP Composites: A Comparative Study
With natural fibre composites, there are large variations in the parameters (e.g., fibre volume
fraction, fibre orientation, fibre aspect ratio, fibre stiffness, matrix type (thermoplastic or
thermoset)) and manufacturing techniques (e.g., compression moulding, injection moulding,
vacuum bagging, prepregging with autoclave consolidation and resin transfer moulding). In
addition, a number of variables such as testing speed, gauge length, temperature and moisture
content have an influence on the measured properties, which are not often reported in the
literature. These make comparisons of the manufactured flax/PP composites less
straightforward to E-glass fibre and other natural fibre (i.e., short/long flax fibre) composites
available in the literature. The comparisons are made based on the above considerations. These
will be applicable throughout all comparisons of FFPCs with GFPCs and other natural fibre
composites.
Table 4.2 shows the comparison of tensile properties of the manufactured flax/PP composites
with those found in the literature for E-glass/PP and flax/PP composites. Unidirectional (UD)
E-glass/PP composites (θ = 0°) outperform unidirectional flax/PP composites (θ = 0°) in terms
of tensile stiffness and strength. The tensile modulus and strength of E-glass composites (Vf =
0.35 and θ = 0°) are 26.5 GPa and 700 MPa, respectively, as reported by Gil [253]. These
values are significantly higher than the tensile modulus (16.66 GPa) and strength (125.39
MPa), respectively, of flax/PP composites (Vf = 0.31 and θ = 0). The superior properties of
aligned GFPCs as compared to aligned FFPCs are not only because of the higher properties of
E-glass fibres as compared to flax fibres (see Table 2.1), but also because of the differences in
their structure. Aligned GFPCs employ continuous fibres that have an almost perfect
alignment, whereas FFPCs employ yarns that have discontinuous fibres which are in some
degree twisted. However, an advantage of flax fibres in comparison to E-glass fibres is that its
density is lower (about half (≈55%) lower) (see Table 2.1), and thus natural fibre composites
are 30-40% lighter than GFPCs at the same fibre content [94]. Hence, the specific properties
of the composites are important; especially specific tensile modulus and strength are often
taken into consideration as the material selection process for structures subjected to tensile
load [254].
The specific tensile modulus and strength of E-glass fibre composites (Vf = 0.35 and θ = 0°)
are 17.43 GPa/gcm-3 and 461 MPa/gcm-3, respectively. On the other hand, flax/PP composites
(Vf = 0.31 and θ = 0°) demonstrate the specific tensile modulus and strength of 15.72
GPa/gcm-3 and 118.29 MPa/gcm-3, respectively (noted that the differences in fibre volume
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fraction and manufacturing technique). This demonstrates that the specific tensile modulus of
aligned flax fibre composites can be equivalent to E-glass fibre composites, but the specific
tensile strength is considerably lower (≈26%) than that of E-glass. The poor specific tensile
strength could be because of the lower strength of flax fibres in comparison to glass fibres, as
shown in Table 2.1. However, the specific stiffness of flax composites clearly shows that flax
has the potential to be used in load bearing structures and a possible replacement to E-glass in
stiffness-critical applications. As the flax fibres are lighter than the E-glass fibres, natural
fibres can offer a lightweight and stiff alternative option to E-glass fibres at the same fibre
volume fraction.
It can also be pointed out that the specific tensile strength (118-150 MPa/gcm-3) of flax fibre
composites (θ = 0°) is higher than E-glass mat composites (≈24 MPa/gcm-3). Even, for 30°
fibre orientation (Vf = 0.31), the specific strength (28.10 MPa/gcm-3) of flax fibre composite is
better compared to E-glass mat composites.
The tensile modulus and strength of flax/PP samples (Vf = 0.43 and θ = 0°) as shown by
Madsen and Lilholt [95] outperform the studied samples with a fibre volume fraction of 0.50
(θ = 0°). The possible reasons for the lower value obtained in this study as compared to the
literature are: 1) the former were manufactured using compression moulding which is a better
manufacturing technique as compared to vacuum bagging. This is because of the presence of
more void content in the case of samples which are manufactured by vacuum bagging [70]. 2)
The properties can vary a lot depending on the natural origin of fibres, which implies an
inherently large variation in fibre properties. The textile monofilament flax yarn (density of
1.56 gcm-3, supplied by Linificio E Canapificio Nazionale, Italy) was used for the former; on
the other hand, flax fabric (density of 1.42 gcm-3, supplied by Lineo, Belgium) was used in
this study. Furthermore, for the former, the samples were humidity conditioned. Some
variation may also be added by the processing of fibres, structural morphology and chemical
composition of fibres.
The tensile properties of UD FFPCs (Vf = 0.40 and θ = 0°) are about 2.5 times higher (this
study) than short randomly-oriented flax fibre composites (Vf = 0.40), as observed in the
literature [99]. This is due to high fibre aspect ratios and good fibre alignment, which enhance
the degree of reinforcement efficiency, although the flax fibres are twisted to some degree
within the yarns (see Figure 3.2).
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Table 4.2 A comparison of tensile properties of the manufactured flax/PP composites with E-glass/PP and flax/PP composites found in the literature.

Manufacturing
technique

Fibre
Composite
orientation

Fibre
contenta (%)

Density
(gcm-3)

Tensile
modulus
(GPa)

Specific
tensile
modulus
(GPa/gcm-3)

Tensile
strength
(MPa)

Specific
tensile
strength
(MPa/gcm-3)

Reference

1.06
Flax/PP
0°
31 v ≈ 40 wt
16.66
15.72
125.39
118.29
This study
1.10
Flax/PP
0°
40 v ≈ 50 wt
19.99
18.17
144.76
131.60
This study
Vacuum bagging
1.15
Flax/PP
0°
50 v ≈ 60 wt
20.44
17.77
173.08
150.50
This study
1.06-1.15 1.12-3.45
Flax/PP
30°-90°
31-50 v
0.97-3.17
15.53-29.78 13.50-28.09 This study
1.14
Compression moulding
Flax/PP
0°
43 v
26.90
23.60
251.10
220.26
[95]
Flax/PP
Random
1.10
Compression moulding
40 v
8.80
8
57
52
[99]
Injection moulding
Flax/PP
Random
40 wt
1.08-1.16 1.86-2.43
1.72-2.15 20.67-34.70 19.14-30.36
[86]
0°
1.52
Compression moulding E-glass/PP
35 v
26.5
17.43
700
461
[253]
b
CSM
1.41
Compression moulding E-glass/PP
30 v
7.02
4.98
33.74
23.93
[255]
a
Note that the specific properties have been calculated using the composite density ( ρ c = ρ f V f + ρ mVm ) if fibre volume fraction (V f ) is mentioned in the
literature or ρ c = ( ρ f ρ m ) / ( ρ f + W f ( ρ m − ρ f )) if fibre weight fraction (W f ) is mentioned in the literature.
b

CSM = Chopped strand mat
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4.5.4 A Comparison between the Measured and Predicted Tensile Moduli
Table 4.3 shows the measured and predicted tensile moduli for flax/PP composites of different
fibre contents and orientations. There is an increasing difference between the measured and
predicted moduli with increasing fibre volume fraction. The ESEM analysis of tensile fracture
specimens confirms that there is a poor adhesion between flax fibre and PP (see Figure 4.7
(b)). This is believed to be a likely reason for the variation between the measured and
predicted data. The difference is also because of the twisting of fibres (see Figure 4.14), thus
fibres are not perfectly aligned to the loading direction. The presence of twisting has various
detrimental effects such as hindrance in resin impregnation, the decrease in wettability, the
increase in the intra-yarn void formation and a considerable decrease in tensile properties, like
off-axis composites, because of the increased fibre orientation (see Figure 4.14) from the
loading direction [94, 243, 256]. In addition, the variation is due to voids in the composite (see
Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.7 (c)). Fibres are considered as a transversely isotropic and cylindrical
in cross-section in this prediction. However, fibres do not show circular or cylindrical crosssections rather exhibit a large variation [257, 258]. The ESEM image shown in Figure 4.7 (b)
confirms the non-uniformity of the fibres. Furthermore, the deviation may come from the
Young’s modulus of flax fibre which is obtained from the literature [220] for predictions. This
input parameter may not be so accurate because flax fibre shows a large variation in its
Young’s modulus (see Table 2.1). These are the possible reasons for over-predictions of the
composite stiffness.
The analytical results show the minimum modulus to be at an angle of 60°, whereas the
measured results show that the minimum modulus occurs at an angle of 90°. The measured
results show a reasonable agreement with the theoretical predictions up to a fibre volume
fraction of 0.40. After that, the greater variability of measurement of the moduli of the
composites is seen with increasing fibre loading, particularly noticeable at a fibre volume
fraction of V f = 0.50 . This is believed to be attributable to the twisting of fibres, more fibre to
fibre interaction, poor adhesion between flax fibre and PP, and insufficient impregnation of the
yarns by PP during the manufacturing of composites.
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Table 4.3 The measured and predicted tensile moduli of flax/PP composite samples.

Materials

Flax/PP (V f = 0.31)

Flax/PP (V f = 0.40)

Flax/PP (V f = 0.50)

Fibre orientation
(θ )
0
30
45
60
90
0
30
45
60
90
0
30
45
60
90

Tensile modulus
(GPa)
(Measured ±
standard deviation)
16.66±0.23
3.36±0.08
2.00±0.03
1.61±0.03
1.43±0.02
19.99±0.65
3.45±0.27
2.10±0.02
1.75±0.04
1.46±0.03
20.44±0.29
2.91±0.11
1.83±0.10
1.53±0.04
1.12±0.04

Tensile modulus
(GPa)
(Theoretical)

% Error

16.97
3.38
2.23
1.94
2.02
21.58
4.12
2.71
2.36
2.44
26.69
5.21
3.43
2.98
3.08

-1.58
-0.63
-10.59
-17.42
-29.46
-7.37
-16.38
-22.69
-25.85
-40.28
-23.44
-44.25
-46.79
-48.75
-63.57

θ

Figure 4.14 Twisted fibres are located helically around the yarn axis.
4.5.5 Flexural Properties
Figure 4.15 and Figure 4.16 illustrate the flexural properties of neat PP and flax/PP samples
containing different fibre contents and orientations. As the orientation of fibres is varied from
0° to 90°, flexural properties of the composite samples demonstrate a decreasing trend in their
moduli and strengths like the tensile properties. The flexural moduli are found to be higher for
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composites with a fibre volume fraction of 0.40 than those of other fibre volume fractions’
composites apart from 0° fibre orientation. This inconsistency may be because all fibres are
able to contribute to the composite modulus during the flexural loading in case of 0° fibre
oriented samples. Likewise, the tensile properties of composites, the flexural properties drop
significantly for increasing angle between 0° and 30°. However, the flexural moduli do not
exhibit large variations between 45° and 90°. The lowest flexural properties are measured for
the samples with a 90° fibre orientation, which is similar to the previous findings of the lowest
tensile properties at an angle of 90°.
Generally, the addition of fibres increases the flexural moduli of composites, and the 0° fibre
oriented sample shows the highest increase in its properties. With the addition of 40% flax
fibres by volume (θ = 0°), the flexural modulus and strength are raised by 1126% (from 1.07
GPa to 13.12 GPa) and 243% (from 33.50 MPa to 114.80 MPa), respectively, over the neat PP
sample. This reveals an increase in rigidity of the neat matrix material with the incorporation
of fibres. The embedding of more fibres into PP does not have a significant effect on the
flexural moduli and strengths, particularly for the samples with fibre orientations of 30°, 45°,
60° and 90°, which is a sign of poor adhesion between flax fibres and PP. As a result, the
stress could not transfer effectively from the PP to the stronger fibres. There is a strong
dependence between the impregnation quality and mechanical properties of the material. It is
seen that the impregnation of flax fibres by PP is not good as fibres are as yarns, and effects
are more severe when more fibres are added. Consequently, an increasing amount of flax
fibres does not contribute to raising the flexural moduli or strengths.
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16

Neat PP
Flax/PP (Vf = 0.31)

Flexural modulus (GPa)

14

Flax/PP (Vf = 0.40)
Flax/PP (Vf = 0.50)

12
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6
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2
0

Neat PP

0°

30°
45°
Fibre orientation

60°

90°

Figure 4.15 Flexural modulus for neat PP and flax/PP samples of different fibre volume
fractions and orientations.
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Flax/PP (Vf = 0.31)
Flax/PP (Vf = 0.40)

Flexural strength (MPa)
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Flax/PP (Vf = 0.50)

100
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Neat PP

0°

30°
45°
Fibre orientation
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90°

Figure 4.16 Flexural strength for neat PP and flax/PP samples of different fibre volume
fractions and orientations.
Figure 4.17 (a-b) show the compression and tensile sides, respectively, of the flexural fracture
samples. There is no significant damage except the curvature of all composite samples.
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(b)
(a)
Figure 4.17 Typical flexural fracture samples: (a) Side of applied load and (b) opposite side of
applied load.
4.5.6 Flexural Properties of Flax/PP Composites: A Comparative Study
Table 4.4 presents the comparison of flexural properties of the manufactured flax/PP
composites with E-glass/PP and flax/PP composites available in the literature. The specific
flexural modulus and strength of E-glass/PP composite (Vf = 0.35 and θ = 0°) are 15.87
GPa/gcm-3 and 276.67 MPa/gcm-3, respectively [259]. On the other hand, in this study, flax/PP
composite (Vf = 0.31 and θ = 0°) shows the specific flexural modulus and strength of 11.55
GPa/gcm-3 and 90.47 MPa/gcm-3, respectively. The specific modulus and strength of the
flax/PP composite are 73% and 33% of modulus and strength, respectively, of the E-glass/PP
composite (notably, the differences in the fibre volume fraction and manufacturing technique).
This gives an indication that the flexural strength of flax/ PP composites cannot compare well
with that of E-glass/PP as similar to the tensile strength. Again, this is probably because of
comparatively lower mechanical strength of flax fibres in comparison to glass fibres (see
Table 2.1). However, the specific flexural modulus and strength of aligned flax/PP composite
(Vf = 0.31 and θ = 0°) are 3 and 2.1 times higher than the specific modulus (3.84 GPa/gcm-3)
and strength (42.55 MPa/gcm-3), respectively, of glass fibre mat composite (Vf = 0.30).
Compared to randomly-oriented short flax fibre reinforced composite (Vf = 0.40) [99], UD
flax/PP composite (Vf = 0.40 and θ = 0°) demonstrates improvements of 93% and 48% in
flexural modulus and strength, respectively.
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Table 4.4 A comparison of flexural properties of the manufactured flax/PP composites with E-glass/PP and flax/PP composites found in the literature.

Manufacturing
technique

Composite

Fibre
orientation

Flax/PP
Flax/PP
Vacuum bagging
Flax/PP
Flax/PP
b
Compression moulding Flax/MAA-PP
Flax/PP
Compression moulding
Injection moulding
Flax/PP
E-glass/PP
Compression moulding
E-glass/PP
Compression moulding
a
Noted that the specific properties have been

0°
0°
0°
30°-90°
0°
Random
Random
0°
CSMc
calculated

Fibre
contenta (%)

Density
(gcm-3)

Flexural
modulus
(GPa)

Specific
flexural
modulus
(GPa/gcm-3)

Flexural
strength
(MPa)

Specific
flexural
strength
(MPa/gcm-3)

Reference

1.06
31 v ≈ 40 wt
12.24
11.55
95.90
90.47
This study
1.10
40 v ≈ 50 wt
13.12
11.93
114.80
104.36
This study
1.15
50 v ≈ 60 wt
14.48
12.59
121.10
105.30
This study
1.06-1.15 1.07-3.96
31-50 v
0.93-3.74
20.4-63.50
17.74-59.91 This study
1.02
21.6 v
10.75
10.54
122.50
120.10
[91]
1.10
40 v
6.80
6.18
77.65
70.59
[99]
1.08
40-60 wt
5.50-8.22
5.09-7.08
38.82-43.52
33.47-4.30
[86]
1.50
35 v
23.8
15.87
415
276.67
[259]
1.41
30 v
5.41
3.84
60.00
42.55
[255]
using the composite density ( ρ c = ρ f V f + ρ mVm ) if fibre volume fraction (V f ) is mentioned in the

literature or ρ c = ( ρ f ρ m ) / ( ρ f + W f ( ρ m − ρ f )) if fibre weight fraction (W f ) is mentioned in the literature.
b
c

MAA-PP = Maleic acid anhydride modified polypropylene

CSM = Chopped strand mat
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4.5.7 Impact Properties
The impact properties of neat PP and flax/PP samples were measured using the Charpy and
drop weight impact tests. The Charpy impact test measures the energy necessary to propagate
failure of a specimen, whereas the drop weight impact test provides more detailed parameters
including crack initiation energy in addition to crack propagation energy. The tests were
carried out at an impact energy which caused complete failure of the specimens.
4.5.7.1 Impact Property Using Charpy Impact
Figure 4.18 shows the impact strength (energy absorbed/cross-sectional area (width of the
specimen under the notch (10.16 mm) x thickness)) of neat PP and flax/PP samples with
various fibre contents and orientations. In this test, a 45° V-shaped notch is machined to
induce a high-stress concentration which minimises the energy needed for crack initiation. The
total measured energy required for breakage of the samples is then in essence the energy
required for propagation of failure. However, the specimen without the notch provides higher
impact strength [260].

60

Neat PP
Flax/PP (Vf = 0.31)
Flax/PP (Vf = 0.40)

Impact strength (kJ/m2)

50

Flax/PP (Vf = 0.50)

40
30
20
10
0

Neat PP

0°

30°
45°
Fibre orientation

60°

90°

Figure 4.18 The Charpy impact strength of neat PP and flax/PP samples.
The impact strengths of flax-reinforced PP composites increase almost linearly with fibre
volume fraction. Gloria et al. [261] have also observed a similar linear increase in impact
strength with fibre content using UD palf fibre/polyester composites. The maximum impact
strength of 52 kJ/m2 is observed at a fibre volume fraction of 0.50, which is approximately 2
times higher than that of neat PP (29 kJ/m2). Neat PP has an impact strength of 71.10 J/m (this
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data has been divided by the specimen width (10.16 mm) under the notch only to get the same
units as in the literature) which is found in the range of 21.4-267 J/m [242].
An increase in impact strength is attributed to the fact that as more flax layers are added, more
impact strength is obtained. This observation agrees well with the works done by Elbadry and
Hamada [262], Farley and Jones [263], Lee et al. [264] and Zuhudi [216] using jute fibres
reinforced polyester, carbon fibres reinforced epoxy, denim fabrics reinforced poly(lactic acid)
and bamboo fabrics reinforced PP composite samples, respectively. It was also reported in
earlier studies that natural fibres enhance the impact behaviour of PP, particularly when long
fibres are used [116, 265]. The energy absorption of composites with a fibre content of 50%
by volume appears to be higher than that of 40% by volume. Nevertheless, this increase is not
significantly larger than the standard deviation of the measurements. Impact strength depends
on the interplay and interfacial adhesion between fibres and matrix. The impact strength of
flax/PP samples is in agreement with the observation of Van den Oever et al. [266] that the
impact strength increases with decreasing fibre internal bonding and adhesion between fibres
and resin, which is contrary to the trend of the tensile and flexural properties. This is in
contradict with the determination of Yahaya et al. [267] where impact strength increases with
good adhesion between fibres and resin.
As the angle between the longitudinal and fibre axes increases, the impact strength reduces
considerably. Agarwal and Narang [240] reported the same trend using glass fibres/epoxy
composites. However, the rate of drop in impact strengths decreases like the tensile and
flexural properties when the angle between them is greater than 30°, where it is seen that the
impact strength of composite materials is roughly the same as the impact strength of neat PP.
The impact strength then appears to be less than that of neat PP with increasing fibre
orientation. This is owing to fibres generating stress concentrations, but cannot restrict the
spreading of crack effectively [240].
The minimum impact strength is observed at a fibre orientation of 90°, while the maximum
impact strength is at 0°. The length of the fracture path at the fibre/matrix interface decreases
with increasing fibre angle, particularly after reaching a fibre orientation of 30° (see Figure
4.19). Although the length of fracture path is almost the same for 0° and 90° fibre orientations,
breakage of all fibres is required for the 0° fibre oriented samples in addition to making the
fracture path, resulting in higher energy absorption.
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Figure 4.19 shows the samples after the Charpy impact tests, and this gives an overview of the
fractures obtained for different fibre contents and orientations. The fracture surface is inclined
to the loading direction by the same angle as the fibres other than 0° fibre orientation. The 0°
fibre oriented sample fails mainly due to fibre breakage and fibre pull-out, as shown in Figure
4.20, whereas composites with fibre orientations of 30°, 45°, 60° and 90° fail at the
fibre/matrix interface parallel to the direction of fibres (see Figure 4.19). The whitening
phenomenon is observed for a 0° fibre orientation, whereas such phenomenon is not observed
for other fibre orientations. This is perhaps because of the breakage of all fibres and matrix in
the direction of impact load by the striker.

Figure 4.19 The Charpy impact fracture samples. Left (Vf = 0.31), middle (Vf = 0.40), right (Vf
= 0.50) and 0°, 30°, 45°, 60° and 90° from left to right for each image.
4.5.7.2 Energy Absorption Mechanisms
The specimens after the Charpy impact test were examined under an ESEM to identify the
different mechanisms of energy absorption. The specimens with differently oriented fibres are
fully separated into two pieces, and the crack propagates in the fibre direction except for the
specimens with a 0° fibre arrangement, as shown in Figure 4.19.
The fracture surfaces demonstrated that longitudinal fibre pull-out is the dominant mechanism
for failure mode, particularly for 0° fibre oriented samples, as shown in Figure 4.20 (a-d).
Some transverse fibre pull-out is also seen, for example, at a 45° fibre orientation (Figure 4.21
(a-b)). Fibre pull-out would be expected as the interfacial bonding between the fibre and the
matrix is weak, and this contributes considerably to the total energy absorption. Other
researchers also mentioned that fibre pull-out is the important energy dissipation mechanism
in long fibre-reinforced composites [268-271].
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The fibre/matrix debonding occurs as cracks propagate along the direction of fibres. An
increase in the impact strength with the fibre content can be ascribed to the higher energy
dissipation at the fibre/matrix interface in order to detach the fibres from the matrix [272]. The
gaps in Figure 4.21 (c-d) show a relatively poor fibre/matrix interfacial bonding of the
composite samples. This suggests that some of the impact energy is absorbed through this
mechanism. It is also well known that a poor interfacial adhesion promotes energy absorption
[264, 273].
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.20 The Charpy impact fracture surface images: (a), (b) showing fibre pull-out for a
fibre volume fraction and orientation of 0.31 and 0°, respectively, at two different
magnifications and (c), (d) showing fibre pull-out for fibre volume fractions of 0.40 and 0.50,
respectively, with a 0° fibre orientation.
Regardless of the fibre volume fraction, the 90° fibre oriented sample gives an impact strength
of 9 kJ/m2 on average, whereas the 0° fibre oriented sample produces an impact strength of 48
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kJ/m2 on average, which is over 5 times higher. This shows a significant amount of energy
absorption originates from fragmented fibres. The failure of fibres happens under the
penetrators because of locally high stresses and indentation effects (mainly led by shear
forces), and on the non-impacted surface because of high bending stresses [274, 275]. Indeed,
natural fibres themselves can be considered as composites comprising of stiff cellulose
microfibrils reinforced in a hemicellulose and lignin matrix. These microfibrils are porous, and
this nature also contributes towards absorbing impact energy. The off-axis UD flax/PP
composite samples do not show as much energy absorption as 0° fibre orientation due to less
number of fibres in the direction of the sudden impact load. Matrix damage also happens
because of transverse low-velocity impact and property mismatching between the fibre and
matrix, and are commonly oriented in-planes along the fibre direction in UD composites [275].
Thomason and Vlug [265] concluded that the energy dissipated by the matrix is small since
the presence of fibres prevents large deformations and therefore fracture of fibres contributes
to the major energy absorption mechanism for long fibre-reinforced composites.
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(a)

(b)

Transverse fibre pull-out

Transverse fibre pull-out

(d)

(c)

Gap
Gap
Gap

Figure 4.21 The Charpy impact fracture surface images: (a), (b) showing fibre-fibre contact for
a fibre volume fraction and orientation of 0.50 and 45°, respectively, and (c), (d) showing gaps
for a volume fraction and orientation of 0.40 and 45°, respectively, at two different
magnifications.
4.5.7.3 Impact Strength of Flax/PP Composites: A Comparative Study
In an earlier study, Shah et al. [276] observed that UD E-glass fibre/epoxy (θ = 0°) and E-glass
fibre/unsaturated polyester (θ = 0°) have impact strengths of 295 kJ/m2 (specific impact
strength: 166 kJ/m2.cm3g-1) and 338 kJ/m2 (specific impact strength: 189 kJ/m2.cm3g-1) for a
fibre volume fraction of 43%. Notably, the samples were manufactured using vacuum infusion
technique, and impact tests were carried out on un-notched specimens. The impact strengths of
epoxy and unsaturated polyester are 7.42 kJ/m2 (information about notch is unavailable) [277]
and 8.24 kJ/m2 (un-notched specimen) [278], respectively.
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The impact strength of E-glass fibre composites is considerably higher than the impact
strength of UD flax/PP (Vf = 0.40 and θ = 0°) composite which shows an impact strength of
50.36 kJ/m2 (45.62 kJ/m2.cm3g-1). Unidirectional flax fibre composites (θ = 0°) have almost 6
times lower impact strength than that of E-glass fibre composites (noted that the differences in
fibre volume fraction, matrix material and manufacturing technique). Similar to the tensile and
flexural strengths, the impact strength of flax/PP composites cannot also compete with glass
fibre composites, even in terms of the specific impact strength. Generally, the fracture
toughness of composites depends on the stress-strain behaviour of fibre in addition to the
interfacial strength [29, 279]. Glass fibres are stronger than flax fibres, and therefore, they
impart high work to fracture on the composites [279]. The E-glass fibres are isotropic fibres,
whereas the flax fibres are anisotropic fibres. Moreover, while E-glass fibres produce uniform
properties, flax fibres show non-uniform properties, especially because of the existence of
defects; for example, kink bands (see Figure 4.7 (b)). Flax fibres show the non-constant crosssection along the fibre length and variability of the chemical composition from one fibre to
another. These are the main causes for the poor impact strength of natural fibre composites
[55, 279-287].
Typically, impact strengths of short random natural fibres (such as kenaf, coir, sisal, hemp and
jute) composites lie in the range of 14-27 kJ/m2 [29, 45]. In contrast, glass fibre mat/PP
composite have an impact strength of 33.10 kJ/m2 for a fibre volume fraction of 0.20 [288].
The flax/PP composite with a fibre volume fraction of 0.31 (θ = 0°) shows an impact strength
of 41.82 kJ/m2. Therefore, UD flax fibre composites (θ = 0°) seem to compare well with
chopped strand mat E-glass fibre composites, even flax fibre composite (33.54 kJ/m2) with a
fibre orientation of 30°.
It is obvious that the flax/PP composites will not replace glass fibre-reinforced composites in
terms of impact strength, but the former can offer to produce lightweight and tough structures.
These materials can potentially be used for lightweight, crashworthy and impact-critical
structures such as in the automotive industry (e.g., door panels, seat foundations), military
(e.g., drones), safety (e.g., helmets) and sports (e.g., tennis racket, surfboard).
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Table 4.5 A comparison of impact strengths of the manufactured flax/PP composites with E-glass and flax fibre composites found in the literature.

Manufacturing
technique

Composite

Fibre
orientation

Flax/PP
Flax/PP
Vacuum bagging
Flax/PP
Flax/PP
Flax/PP
Injection moulding
Flax/epoxy
Vacuum infusion
Flax/UPb
Vacuum infusion
E-glass/epoxy
Vacuum infusion
E-glass/UP
Vacuum infusion
E-glass/PP
Compression moulding
a
Noted that the specific properties have been

0°
0°
0°
30°-90°
Random
0°
0°
0°
0°
CSMc
calculated

Fibre
contenta (%)

Density
(gcm-3)

Notched
specimen

1.06
31 v ≈ 40 wt
1.10
40 v ≈ 50 wt
1.15
50 v ≈ 60 wt
1.06-1.15
31-50 v
1.08-1.16
40-60 wt
1.27
30 v
1.30
31 v
1.78
43 v
1.79
43 v
1.24
20 v
using the composite density ( ρ c

Impact
strength
(kJ/m2)

Specific
impact
strength
(kJ/m2.cm3g-1)

Reference

yes
41.82
39.45
This study
yes
50.36
45.78
This study
yes
51.97
45.19
This study
yes
8.34-33.54
7.95-29.16
This study
no
4.37-9.38
3.77-8.69
[86]
no
46.65
36.73
[276]
no
63.66
48.97
[276]
no
295
165.73
[276]
no
337.50
188.55
[276]
d
n/a
33.10
26.69
[255]
= ρ f V f + ρ mVm ) if fibre volume fraction (V f ) is mentioned in the

literature or ρ c = ( ρ f ρ m ) / ( ρ f + W f ( ρ m − ρ f )) if fibre weight fraction (W f ) is mentioned in the literature.
b
c

UP = Unsaturated polyester

CSM = Chopped strand mat

d

n/a = Information about notch is not available
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4.5.7.4 Impact Properties Using Drop Weight Impact
Figure 4.22 shows a typical load-deflection (L-D) curve of a drop weight impact test. A
sample can sustain up to the maximum force Fm which indicates fracture initiation. The
energy required to reach this point is termed Ei (the energy of crack initiation). At the end of
this phase, cracks propagate with reduction in the load, and the energy required to complete
the fracture of specimens is defined as E p (the energy of crack propagation). The horizontal
section at the end of this curve is the post-perforation frictional section. For estimating the true
energy absorption due to damage formation in the samples, the post-perforation frictional
section needs to be removed from the curve [289]. In this regard, the end portion of the
descending section of the curve may be extended to the deflection axis, as shown in Figure
4.22 using the dashed line. The total energy ( Et ) can then be deduced from the lined area under
the L-D curve by [262, 289, 290]

Et = Ei + E p

(4.10)
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Figure 4.22 A typical diagram of impact load versus deflection from a drop weight impact test.
For different fibre contents and orientations of flax/PP composite samples, a similar linear
increase in force to the peak value Fm is observed, as shown in Figure 4.23, Figure 4.24 and
Figure 4.25. The initiation of some damage occurs. The load then drops off in several stages
which indicate cracks, fracture and failure in the composite samples. The specimens continue
to absorb energy until the impactor perforates completely during the propagation phase. In the
case of all fibre volume fractions, the composites with a 0° fibre orientation show a relatively
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small area under the L-D curve, which indicates the low impact energy absorption. The
differences in areas under the L-D curves of other fibre oriented (i.e., 30°, 45°, 60° and 90°)
composites are not substantial for the same fibre volume fraction.
The composite sample with a fibre orientation of 30° (Vf = 0.50) exhibits the highest peak
force of 1.16 kN (see Figure 4.25) compared to other samples with different fibre contents and
orientations. However, there are no significant differences between the peak forces of the
composite samples with different fibre orientations. This is possibly because impact load is
out-of-plane load (perpendicular to the top surface of the specimen); as a result, all samples
suffer breakage of fibres and crack propagation in different directions with respect to the fibre
orientation.
It is conceivable that less deformation of PP happens in 50% than 31% by volume flax fibres
composites because of the lower failure strain, as shown in Figure 4.10. Additionally, PP
offers high toughness which improves the impact resistance of these composites. The PP also
undergoes plastic deformation which contributes to impact energy absorption. Lee and Jang
[255] mentioned that the matrix deformation occurs either thorough homogenous deformation
of the matrix or from localised deformation around fibre ends.
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Figure 4.23 Curves of impact load versus deflection for flax/PP composite samples of different
fibre orientations and a fibre volume fraction of 0.31.
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Figure 4.24 Curves of impact load versus deflection for flax/PP composite samples of different
fibre orientations and a fibre volume fraction of 0.40.
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Figure 4.25 Curves of impact load versus deflection for flax/PP composite samples of different
fibre orientations and a fibre volume fraction of 0.50.
Table 4.6 shows the drop weight impact properties of flax/PP composite samples. For a fibre
volume fraction of 0.50, most of the energy initiates from the damage propagation phase. For
other fibre volume fractions, composite samples demonstrate marginally more energy
dissipation during the crack propagation stage. This suggests that energy absorption is low
during the crack initiation compared to the crack propagation. Lower initiation energy at a
fibre volume fraction of 0.50 is possibly because the interfacial strength between fibres and
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matrix is relatively low when increasing the fibre volume fraction. Higher void contents are
also expected with increasing fibre content (see Figure 4.2), which can have detrimental
effects on the initiation energy as they can act as initiators of cracks, thus reducing the overall
absorbed energy of composites. The sample supports lesser load during propagation but
absorbs more energy because of large deflections that the sample can sustain.
Table 4.6 Drop weight impact properties of flax/PP composite samples.

Materials

Flax/PP (V f = 0.31)

Flax/PP (V f = 0.40)

Flax/PP (V f = 0.50)

Fibre orientation
(θ )

Peak load
(kN)

Initiation energy
(J)

Propagation energy
(J)

Total absorbed
energy (J)

0°
30°
45°
60°
90°
0°
30°
45°
60°
90°
0°
30°
45°
60°
90°

0.72±0.10
1.00±0.03
0.96±0.05
0.96±0.04
0.98±0.05
0.78±0.04
0.99±0.04
0.97±0.05
0.97±0.06
0.89±0.04
1.04±0.05
1.16±0.08
1.11±0.04
1.07±0.02
1.14±0.04

12.46±0.44
15.73±0.41
15.72±0.41
15.17±0.61
14.11±0.76
11.10±0.65
14.33±0.94
14.04±0.60
12.13.±0.31
11.46±0.27
4.59±0.78
6.53±0.88
6.23±0.70
5.60±0.98
5.47±0.46

12.80±0.46
16.15±0.42
15.79±0.56
15.41±0.32
15.15±0.19
13.08±0.47
16.32±0.46
15.94±0.40
15.54±0.59
15.44±0.36
14.72±0.21
18.81±0.29
17.46±1.02
16.38±0.31
16.03±0.17

25.26±0.84
31.88±0.85
31.51±0.75
30.58±0.65
29.26±0.72
24.18±0.81
30.65±0.54
29.98±0.94
28.69±0.57
26.90±0.96
19.31±1.00
25.34±0.89
23.69±0.74
21.98±0.75
21.50±0.43

The inclusion of flax fibres increases the absorbed energy significantly as compared to neat
PP, as shown in Figure 4.26, indicating that flax fibre plays an important role in the
toughening process. The largest impact energy absorption occurs when the fibre orientations
are 30° and 45° (Vf = 0.31), and the 30° fibre oriented samples show the highest impact energy
absorption. The samples with a 30° fibre orientation exhibit a higher tensile strain, as shown in
Figure 4.10. This could be one of the reasons for high absorption of impact energy as
compared to other fibre oriented samples. The higher the tensile strain at break of the
composites, the better the energy absorption capabilities, and a higher fracture toughness of
the matrix induces a rise in energy absorption of the composite samples [291]. This
observation is also in agreement with the finding reported by Adams and Miller [292].
Moreover, this is perhaps due to the longer length of fracture path in the case of a 30° fibre
orientation as compared to other fibre orientations’ fracture path. An increase in impact energy
absorption is observed with increasing fracture areas. This can be seen in case of samples with
a fibre volume fraction of 0.31 (see Figure 4.27). An earlier study [262] was raised the similar
observation.
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Figure 4.26 Total absorbed energy of neat PP and flax/PP samples.
The total energy absorbed by the composites decreases with increase in the fibre content. The
reduction of absorbed energy is about 22% (from 32 J to 25 J) when fibre content increases
from 31% to 50% by volume for a fibre orientation of 30°. The decrement is even more for
other fibre orientations with increasing fibre content. This may be due to the decreased
interply strength of the specimens. Farley [293] mentioned that as the fibre volume increases,
the fibre spacing reduces, the close fibre spacing results in higher interply stresses, and
consequently lower interply strength.
The variation in the size of the cracks and damaged areas with different fibre contents and
orientations is shown in Figure 4.27. The 30° fibre oriented samples demonstrate relatively
larger fracture areas in comparison with other fibre oriented samples, but the fracture is
governed by the brittle failure of the polymer itself. However, the composite samples
containing 50% flax fibres by volume show less propagation of the crack, and the damaged
area decreases as the flax content increases. A similar observation was reported in [216]. This
effect is attributed to the presence of more flax fibres as they restrict the propagation of
fracture. The higher fibre content (V f = 0.50) shows the higher damage resistance capability
compared to a fibre volume fraction of 0.31.
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Figure 4.27 Drop weight impact fracture samples: Impacted surface (left) and non-impacted
surface (right). Bottom (Vf = 0.31), middle (Vf = 0.40), top (Vf = 0.50) and 0°, 30°, 45°, 60°
and 90° from left to right for each image.
The composite samples encounter various failure modes upon out-of-plane impact loading.
The impact failure observed on the composite samples is a complete penetration. The damage
propagates along the fibre/matrix interfaces as the interfaces are weak, which causes
debonding. It also propagates perpendicular to the path of the crack resulting in fibre breakage
in addition to the matrix crack. The failure of fibres and matrix is clearly noticeable on the
non-impacted surfaces. Furthermore, flax/PP composite is heavily deformed and exhibits more
extensive whitening phenomenon. This phenomenon is caused by micro-void nucleation and
growth in the polymer [115]. Impact damages in the composite samples are mainly due to
matrix deformation and crack, fibres failure and fracture, fibre/matrix debonding and fibre
pull-out. The damage region also includes a centrally depressed zone and surface buckling.
4.5.8 A Comparison of Charpy and Drop Weight Impact Results
Figure 4.28 shows quadratic fits along with standard deviations for each set of data from the
Charpy and drop weight impact tests. The corresponding quadratic-fit equations are also
presented in the figure legend to show the relationship between the absorbed energy and fibre
orientation. The Charpy absorbed energy decreases almost linearly with fibre orientation,
while the drop weight absorbed energy increases slightly up to a fibre orientation of 30° and
then it is found to decrease. Notably, the data of the Charpy impact measurements are reported
here in terms of Joule (J) to show the comparison in the same unit as the drop weight impact
measurements.
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Figure 4.28 Relationship between the absorbed energy ( E ) and fibre orientation (θ ) .
For a given fibre volume fraction, a composite sample of the same fibre orientation shows a
different trend in energy absorption under different impact conditions. For the Charpy impact
test, the 0° fibre oriented samples demonstrate the maximum energy absorption, in contrast,
for the drop weight impact test, the 30° fibre oriented samples exhibit the highest energy
absorption. The differences in the trend are due to the application of impact load in different
directions with respect to the specimen; in particular, in-plane impact load (along the sideways
of the specimen) is associated with the Charpy impact test, whereas out-of-plane load
(perpendicular to the top surface of the specimen, which implies perpendicular to the fibres) is
associated with the drop weight impact test. For the former, specimens undergo failure
predominantly along the fibre/matrix interface apart from 0° fibre orientation (where all stiff
fibres are broken completely in addition to the matrix crack), while for the latter, all specimens
experience both fibre breakage, and cracks which run along the fibre/matrix interface and
perpendicular to the interface. In addition, the discrepancies may be attributed to the facts that
the variations in specimen geometry, dissimilarities in boundary conditions (e.g., Charpy: free,
and drop weight: clamped) and differences in failure modes.
For a given fibre orientation, findings from the Charpy impact test also show a different trend
in energy absorption as compared to the drop weight impact test. The absorption of impact
energy increases as the fibre content rises in the former, while the results show the opposite
trend in the latter. This is because the former does not take into account the crack initiation
energy. To verify this, the crack initiation energy and the crack propagation energy are
illustrated in Figure 4.29 and Figure 4.30, respectively. With increasing fibre content, the
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crack propagation energy (Figure 4.30) from the drop weight impact test exhibits a similar
trend as the impact strength (Figure 4.18) from the Charpy impact test, whereas the crack
initiation energy (Figure 4.29) shows the opposite trend. This confirms that the crack initiation
energy is the contributing factor for the dissimilar trend. The variations of the crack initiation
energy with fibre volume fraction are already discussed in the previous section.
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Figure 4.29 Crack initiation energy of flax/PP samples.
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Figure 4.30 Crack propagation energy of flax/PP samples.
It is found in both cases that the amount of energy needed for breakage of composite samples
is higher compared to the neat PP when all fibres lie perpendicular to the impact load.
Additionally, finding shows that the composites can be purposefully aligned in a specific
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direction that is thought to be the principally loaded plane. In particular, for the in-plane load,
composite structures with a 0° fibre orientation will offer a better impact strength, while for
the out-of-plane load, structures with a 30° fibre orientation.

4.6 Concluding Remarks
This chapter concludes that tensile and flexural moduli increase up to a fibre content of 40%
by volume and then it is found to decrease with the addition of more fibres; while tensile and
flexural strengths decrease with increasing fibre volume fraction when compared to the
composites with a fibre volume fraction of 0.31. The specimens with a 0° fibre orientation
have the maximum tensile and flexural modulus and strength as compared to other fibre
orientations. The tensile strain at break is found to be higher for a 30° fibre orientation than
other fibre orientations.
Unidirectional flax/PP composites (θ = 0°) can provide comparable specific stiffness to
unidirectional glass fibre composites (θ = 0°), but the specific strength of flax/PP is poor.
Predictions of tensile moduli using the conventional periodic microstructure model are found
to be in good agreement with the experimental data up to a fibre volume fraction of 0.40.
The off-axial composite samples show crack propagation along the fibre direction in addition
to shear failure at fibre/matrix interface under tension testing. The damaged samples
experience the matrix- and interface-dominated brittle failure, and ductile failure. In particular,
composite samples with a fibre orientation of 0° show a brittle failure, whereas composites
with fibre orientations of 30°, 45°, 60° and 90° show a ductile behaviour before fracture. The
ESEM analysis confirms poor fibre/matrix adhesion (attributed to poor wetting of the fibres in
the matrix), and failure of specimens due to fibre debonding, fibre pull-out and breakage,
matrix cracking and inadequate fibre/matrix adhesion. However, the fracture samples exhibit
no evidence of substantial failure under three-point bending measurements.
It can be concluded that the maximum impact energy can be obtained using a 0° fibre
orientation in case of the in-plane load. For the out-of-plane load, the composites containing
30° fibre orientation absorb the highest amount of impact energy, and they can offer a better
impact resistance in terms of higher peak force. Fibre orientations influence the crack
propagation and failure mode of the composites.
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Chapter 5.

Dynamic Characteristics of Composites

5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the dynamic behaviour of flax/PP composites is considered. The effects of the
parameters such as fibre content, fibre orientation and frequency on damping (i.e., η ) are
investigated using DMA (dynamic mechanical analysis). The storage moduli and loss factors
(i.e., η ) of composites are shown, and the measurements are considered to frequencies of 100
Hz. The effects of the same parameters on damping are also investigated, but to frequencies of
1000 Hz using IHT (impact hammer technique) taken on fixed-free beams. Natural
frequencies and loss factors of composite beams are obtained using the method described in
Chapter 3, Section 3.10.1. The quality of the measured damping estimates is then presented
using the damping “carpet” plot. Furthermore, the bending and twisting modes are
investigated independently to show their respective contribution to damping. The effective
bending stiffness corresponding to each measured natural frequency is also reported.
Comparisons are made between tensile, flexural, DMA and IHT measurements in terms of
stiffness, and between DMA and IHT measurements in terms of loss factor. In addition, modal
analysis is carried out using Mechanical APDL (ANSYS parametric design language) to check
the natural frequency of the measured flexural vibration modes obtained with the IHT
measurements. Finally, some concluding remarks are made.

5.2 Dynamic Mechanical Analysis
5.2.1 Storage Modulus
Effect of Fibre Content
Figure 5.1, Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3 show the storage moduli of composite and neat PP
samples. There is a substantial increase in the modulus of PP with the incorporation of flax
fibres, particularly in the 0° fibre orientation, over the considered frequency range. This is due
to the increase in the stiffness of the matrix with the reinforcing effect imparted by the fibres
that allowed a greater degree of stress transfer at the interface [18, 140, 294]. These results are
consistent with those obtained by other authors [14, 193]. For a given fibre orientation, the
storage moduli increase up to a fibre loading of 40% by volume, and then it is observed to
decrease with further increase in the fibre content. This trend is similar to the trend of the
tensile and flexural moduli, as shown in the previous Chapter (see Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.15,
respectively). A similar result was also reported by Idicula et al. [17] in the case of
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banana/sisal hybrid fibre reinforced polyester composites. This is because of increase in fibre
to fibre interaction which can be seen from the morphologies in Chapter 4 (Figure 4.8 (a-b)
and Figure 4.21 (a-b)). This results in diminished effective stress transfer between the matrix
and fibre.
Effect of Fibre Orientation
Similar to the results for tensile and flexural moduli, the storage moduli decrease with
increasing fibre orientation at each fibre volume fraction, with a maximum reduction between
0° and 30° fibre oriented samples. This is due to the high stiffness of composites in the fibre
direction (i.e., 0°). Hadi and Ashton [157] reported similar observations in the case of
glass/epoxy composites. The 0° fibre oriented samples have the maximum storage modulus,
while the 90° samples have the minimum modulus in the case of all fibre volume fractions.
The maximum storage modulus of 5.73 GPa on average is found for a 0° fibre orientation (Vf =
0.40), whereas the minimum modulus of 1.18 GPa on average is observed for a 90° fibre
orientation (Vf = 0.50).
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Figure 5.1 Storage modulus of flax/PP composite samples of different fibre orientations for a
fibre volume fraction of 0.31, and a neat PP sample
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Figure 5.2 Storage modulus of flax/PP composite samples of different fibre orientations for a
fibre volume fraction of 0.40, and a neat PP sample.
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Figure 5.3 Storage modulus of flax/PP composite samples of different fibre orientations for a
fibre volume fraction of 0.50, and a neat PP sample.
Effect of Frequency
There is a slight increase in storage moduli of composite and neat PP samples with frequency.
In particular, the increase of storage moduli is in the range of 4-10% for the composite
samples, while the neat PP shows an increase of 11%. The maximum increase of storage
modulus (10%, from 1.62 GPa to 1.78 GPa on average) is seen in the case of 60° fibre
oriented sample (Vf = 0.31). At each fibre orientation, the storage modulus tends to increase
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because of the lower mobility of polymeric chains at the higher frequency [175]. The modulus
measurements carried out over shorter times (high frequency) lead to higher values, whereas
measurements taken over longer times (low frequency) lead to lower values [295]. This is also
owing to the rearrangement of material at the molecular level and displacement of molecules
relative to each other under dynamic stresses. Joesph et al. [18] and Pothan et al. [20] claimed
that if a material is subjected to a constant stress, its modulus changes over a time due to
material undergoing rearrangement in an attempt to minimise the localised stresses.
5.2.2 Loss Factor
Effect of Fibre Content
The variation in the loss factors for the composite and neat PP samples is shown in Figure 5.4,
Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6. In general, the incorporation of flax fibres decreases the loss factor
in comparison with the neat PP matrix. However, there is no noticeable difference in the loss
factors with increasing flax fibre. In particular, the composite samples with fibre contents of
40% and 50% by volume show almost the same loss factors as that for 31% by volume. The
loss factors lie mostly in the range of 4.0-5.5% for the fibre orientations of 30°, 45°, 60° and
90°, and 3.5-4.5% for the fibre orientation of 0° up to frequencies of 60 Hz. This is probably
due to the increase of overall interface areas within the composite with increasing fibre
content. The more interface areas, the more energy dissipation sites leading to increased
energy dissipation. Moreover, the viscoelastic and hierarchical nature of fibres contribute
towards the dissipation of energy. These are the plausible reasons [9, 10, 296, 297] for
generating nearly the same damping, despite a decrease of the polymeric matrix.
Effect of Fibre Orientation
For a given fibre volume fraction, the 30°, 45°, 60° and 90° fibre oriented samples show
higher loss factors compared to the 0° sample. The low loss factor for the 0° sample could be
because of the higher storage modulus as compared to other fibre oriented samples, while the
loss modulus is not relatively higher. However, the sample with fibre orientations of 45° and
60° show the highest loss factors, and the loss factors lie in the range of 4.3 to 5.5%,
irrespective of the fibre volume fraction. Notably, the apparent peaks of the samples for
different fibre volume fractions and orientations appear between 70 Hz to 90 Hz. This is
believed to be due to resonance or artefact of the DMA instrument.
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Figure 5.4 Loss factor of flax/PP composite samples of different fibre orientations for a fibre
volume fraction of 0.31, and a neat PP sample.
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Figure 5.5 Loss factor of flax/PP composite samples of different fibre orientations for a fibre
volume fraction of 0.40, and a neat PP sample.
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Figure 5.6 Loss factor of flax/PP composite samples of different fibre orientations for a fibre
volume fraction of 0.50, and a neat PP sample.
Effect of Frequency
The loss factor is found to increase with frequency for a given fibre orientation. The loss factor
of neat PP shows an increase of 28% (from 0.051 to 0.065) to frequencies of 60 Hz (see Figure
5.4, Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6). A maximum increase of loss factor of 28% (0.043 to 0.055) is
found for a fibre volume fraction of 0.50 and orientation of 45°. Overall, the increase is in the
range of 14-28% over the frequency range of 5 to 60 Hz for all fibre volume fractions and
orientations. The molecular motions at the interfaces generally contribute to the damping of
the composite in addition to those of constituents [143, 298].
Overall, the loss factors predominantly lie in the range of 4-5.5%, 4-5.3% and 4-5.2% for fibre
volume fractions of 0.31, 0.40 and 0.50, respectively, over the frequency range of 5 to 60 Hz.
The samples with fibre orientations of 45° and 60° show higher damping as compared to other
fibre orientations (0°, 30° and 90°).

5.3 Impact Hammer Measurements
According to the manufacturer’s brochure [299], DMA can take measurements up to
frequencies of 200 Hz. However, this study shows that DMA can produce reasonable
estimates of loss factors up to 60 Hz (see Section 5.5). In contrast, compared with the DMA,
the IHT allows investigating the samples at the higher frequency range. The details of this
technique are described in Chapter 3, Section 3.8.2.
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5.3.1 Frequency Response Functions
The accelerance (acceleration per unit force) was measured over a frequency range to 1 kHz.
An example is illustrated in Figure 5.7 (a). There are a number of resonance peaks for the
various modes of vibration in the frequency range, with the natural frequencies being
determined by the stiffness and length of the beam. The data in the vicinity of these peaks was
then post-processed to determine the natural frequencies and the loss factors.
The phase is shown in Figure 5.7 (b). There are rapid changes in phase around the resonances
and anti-resonances. At each natural frequency, there is a change of -180° in the phase. At
anti-resonances, the phase changes by +180°.
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Figure 5.7 Accelerance magnitude of flax/PP composite beams of different lengths: (a)
Magnitude, (b) phase and (c) coherence.
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The coherence is also shown in Figure 5.7 (c). Apart from at very low frequencies and around
anti-resonances the coherence is very close to 1.
The magnitude of the measured accelerance for flax/PP samples of different fibre orientations
and a fibre volume fraction of 0.31, and a neat PP sample are shown in Figure 5.8.
Accelerance magnitude of fibre volume fractions of 0.40 and 0.50, respectively, are shown in
Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.8 Accelerance magnitude for flax/PP beams of different fibre orientations and a fibre
volume fraction of 0.31, and a neat PP beam.
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Figure 5.9 Accelerance magnitude for flax/PP beams of different fibre orientations and a fibre
volume fraction of 0.40
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Figure 5.10 Accelerance magnitude for flax/PP beams of different fibre orientations and a
fibre volume fraction of 0.50.
5.3.2 Modal Analysis Using Circle-fit Method
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Figure 5.11 Modal circle for extracting natural frequency and loss factor: * Estimated natural
frequency (indicated by an arrow) and o discrete frequency data, angles are in degrees.
The extraction of modal parameters such as natural frequencies and loss factors from
measured frequency responses (Figure 5.8, Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10) was performed using
the SDoF (single-degree-of-freedom) CFM (circle-fit method) [211] (see Chapter 3, Section
3.10.1 and Appendix B for MATLAB code). An illustrative example is shown in Figure 5.11.
A portion of the data in a narrow frequency range around each resonance was analysed. A
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circle was fitted through the use of a least-squares error fit to the data when plotted in the
complex plane; the centre and the radius of the circle were estimated. The NDDF (Newton’s
divided differences formula) was used to determine the location of the natural frequency (ωr )
and its value corresponding to the maximum rate of change of phase [212, 213] (see Chapter
3, Section 3.10.1 and Appendix B for MATLAB code). The loss factor (η r ) was estimated
from the frequency response measurements at frequencies ωa and ωb above and below the
natural frequency using Equation (3.24) [211]. The mean loss factors were then calculated
from 100 estimates by considering 20 data points, 10 data points below the natural frequency
and 10 data points above the natural frequency.
5.3.3 Modal Parameters
5.3.3.1 Natural Frequency
The variation of natural frequency with fibre orientation for different fibre volume fractions
are shown in Figure 5.12, Figure 5.13 and Figure 5.14. In general, the natural frequencies of
the neat PP beam are lower than those of the composite beams, and this is expected as the
stiffness of the neat PP sample is lower. In regard to the fibre orientation of 0° samples, the
natural frequencies increase with higher fibre content. This is due to the presence of a higher
proportion of fibres producing greater stiffness, and hence the natural frequency is increased.
For the composite orientations of 30°, 45°, 60° and 90°, the natural frequency either increases
by a small amount or is almost constant with increasing fibre content.
This is consistent with the results obtained from tensile and three-point bend tests (see Figure
4.5 and Figure 4.15, respectively); the tensile and flexural moduli either increase somewhat or
are almost constant for these fibre orientations with increasing fibre content.
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Figure 5.12 Variation of natural frequency with fibre orientation for flax/PP beams of a fibre
volume fraction of 0.31, and neat PP beams.
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Figure 5.13 Variation of natural frequency with fibre orientation for flax/PP beams of a fibre
volume fraction of 0.40, and neat PP beams.
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Figure 5.14 Variation of natural frequency with fibre orientation for flax/PP beams of a fibre
volume fraction of 0.50, and neat PP beams. *Natural frequency of bending-twisting coupled
modes.
As the angle between the longitudinal and fibre axes increases, the drop in natural frequencies
is initially substantial. However, the rate of decrease in natural frequencies reduces when the
angle between them is greater than 30°. Increasing the angle of fibres from 0° to 60° reduces
the natural frequency by 63.72% (from 21.64 Hz to 7.85 Hz) in the case of the first mode of a
sample with a fibre volume fraction of 0.31. Incorporation of fibres (V f = 0.50) into PP
increases the natural frequency of the 0° fibre oriented samples from approximately 7.59 Hz to
approximately 26.95 Hz. The highest natural frequency occurs for 0° fibre orientation because
the fibres are stiffer in tension than the matrix. Kumar et al. [139] also reported that the more
rigid specimens have higher natural frequencies. The lowest natural frequency occurs for 90°
fibre orientation in the instance of two distinct fibre volume fractions of 0.31 and 0.40; in
contrast, in the case of 0.50 fibre volume fraction, the maximum natural frequency occurs at 0°
fibre orientation and the minimum at 60°, although the variation between 60°and 90° is
negligible.
The magnitude of the peak value of the response at resonance decreases with increasing beam
length, as illustrated in Figure 5.15. The modal density increases with increasing length. A
bending-twisting mode (see Figure 5.10) appears for beam lengths of 300 mm, 350 mm, 400
mm, and a fibre volume fraction of 0.50 and orientation of 30°. It originates from the coupling
between bending and twisting when fibre orientation is different from 0° or 90°. Moreover, the
coupling effect reduces the stiffness resulting in lower natural frequencies [300].
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Figure 5.15 Accelerance magnitude for different flax/PP beam lengths of a fibre volume
fraction of 0.50.
5.3.3.2 Loss Factor
Effect of Fibre Content
Figure 5.16 shows the variation of mean loss factor with frequency of flax/PP composite
beams for a fibre volume fraction of 0.31, and neat PP beams. Variations for fibre volume
fractions of 0.40 and 0.50 are shown in Figure 5.17 and Figure 5.18, respectively. Cubic fits
are shown for each set of data. The coefficients of the cubic-fit equations are also presented in
Table 5.1.
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Figure 5.16 Variation of loss factor with frequency for flax/PP beams of different fibre
orientations and a fibre volume fraction of 0.31, and neat PP beams.
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Figure 5.17 Variation of loss factor with frequency for flax/PP beams of different fibre
orientations and a fibre volume fraction of 0.40, and neat PP beams.
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Figure 5.18 Variation of loss factor with frequency for flax/PP beams of different fibre
orientations and a fibre volume fraction of 0.50, and neat PP beams. *Loss factor of bendingtwisting coupled modes.
Table 5.1 The coefficients of the cubic-fit equation ( y = ax 3 + bx 2 + cx + d ) .

Material
Neat PP

Flax/PP
(V f = 0.31)

Fibre
Coefficients
Orientation
a
b
c
-10
-7
-4
–
7.48x10
-7.76x10
2.62x10
-12
-8
-5
0°
8.18x10
-2.04x10
2.25x10
-11
-8
-5
30°
5.34x10
-9.30x10
6.18x10

Flax/PP
(V f = 0.50)

-1.03x10

-10

-4.84x10

-11

-6.05x10

45°

8.34x10

60°

5.14x10

90°

-2.36x10

0°
Flax/PP
(V f = 0.40)

-11

-11

-1.54x10

-7

1.67x10

-8

7.91x10

-8

-1.48x10

-10

-3.69x10

8.87x10

45°

4.05x10

-11

1.48x10

-12

0°

-4.41x10

-11

-4.67x10

0.0394

-5

0.0410

-5

0.0421

-6

0.0185

-5

0.0412

-5

0.0432

-5

0.0397

-5

0.0393

8.95x10

3.65x10

-8

-3.81x10

4.57x10

-4

2.10x10

-11

90°

0.0408

-9

3.36x10

-3.96x10

0.0180

-5

5.86x10

6.72x10

-11

60°

0.0443

-6

8.59x10

-2.17x10

1.69x10

-5

-7

-10

45°

0.0414

1.36x10

-1.73x10

1.43x10

-4

-7

-1.19x10

0.0466
0.0465

8.64x10

-7

0.0174

-5

-7

-10

90°
30°

7.84x10

-11

30°
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1.56x10

-7

d
0.0586

1.68x10
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9.50x10
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2.39x10

-8
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The loss factor of neat PP is approximately 0.06 at low frequencies. This value matches with
the value reported by a number of authors [66, 67]. As the frequency increases, the loss factor
of neat PP increases, rising to 0.090 at approximately 500 Hz.
With increased fibre contents of 40% and 50% by volume, flax/PP samples exhibit
approximately the same loss factors (loss factors lie predominantly in the range of 4-6% for
the fibre orientations of 30°, 45°, 60° and 90°, and 2-2.5% for the fibre orientation of 0°) as
31% by volume, despite a decrease in the amount of the viscoelastic polymer. In general, as
fibre content increases, the loss factor decreases. However, no significant difference in the loss
factors is observed with an increase in the amount of flax fibre. This is probably due to the
existence of more fibres offering more fibre/matrix interfaces. This results in an increase in the
number of energy dissipation sites. This is also supported by the statement of Chauhan et al.
[296] that increasing filler content can contribute to the creation of large number of interfacial
areas which increase vibrational energy dissipation. A similar observation was reported by
Liang and Tjong [297]. An increased energy dissipation with increasing interfacial areas
balances out some of the potential loss due to a reduced amount of viscoelastic polymer.
Moreover, this is due to the internal structure of the fibre which induces high internal friction
[214]; in particular, this occurs between the cellulose and hemicellulose in each wall and the
friction between the cell walls [9, 10, 16]. The addition of natural fibres also contributes to
energy dissipation, even at ambient temperature, and results in the significant damping of the
composites over a wide range of frequency [22]. In addition, high damping can be attributed to
the presence of voids (e.g., the intrinsic porosity of natural fibres) and the viscoelastic nature
of matrix and reinforcement.
The loss factor of composites is, however, lower than that of neat PP because of the lower
amount of viscoelastic PP. This coincides with the trend reported by Chandra et al. [142] that
high content of resin leads to higher damping due to its viscoelastic nature. The composite
samples are stiffer than the neat PP resulting in more stored energy for the same deformation.
The higher stored energy leads to lower damping in the composites as compared to the neat
PP. The stiffness is strongly dependent on the presence of fibres, while the loss factor is
dominated by the matrix; this results in decreased loss factors due to the incorporation of flax
fibres into PP. A similar observation was also reported by other authors [10, 14, 142, 296, 301,
302]. However, interfacial damping ameliorates this. When compared to the base PP samples,
at a fibre volume fraction of 0.31, the flexural stiffness of the composite material increases by
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about 270% (from 1.07 GPa to 3.96 GPa, as shown in Figure 4.15), whereas the loss factor
decreases by about 30% (from 0.078 to 0.054) in the case of 30° fibre oriented samples.
Effect of Fibre Orientation
Figure 5.19 shows the variation of mean loss factor with fibre orientation of flax/PP composite
beams for a fibre volume fraction of 0.31, and neat PP beams. Variations for fibre volume
fractions of 0.40 and 0.50 are shown in Figure 5.20 and Figure 5.21, respectively. Notably,
these variations of loss factor with fibre orientation are also due to the effect of different
natural frequencies. However, in these particular cases, the effect of the different natural
frequencies is not mentioned to show the trend of loss factor with fibre orientation only.
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Figure 5.19 Variation of loss factor with fibre orientation for flax/PP beams of a fibre volume
fraction of 0.31, and neat PP beams
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Figure 5.20 Variation of loss factor with fibre orientation for flax/PP beams of a fibre volume
fraction of 0.40, and neat PP beams.
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Figure 5.21 Variation of loss factor with fibre orientation for flax/PP beams of a fibre volume
fraction of 0.50, and neat PP beams. * Loss factor of bending-twisting coupled modes.
The effect of reinforcement orientation on the damping of composites is noticeable. The 0°
fibre oriented samples demonstrate sharper resonance peaks (see Figure 5.8, Figure 5.9 and
Figure 5.10), while 30°, 45°, 60° and 90° fibre oriented samples exhibit broader peaks with the
exception of the first two peaks. This indicates that the damping is greater for such
orientations.
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The loss factor increases with increasing fibre orientation up to 45°, and it can then be seen to
decrease slightly as the fibre orientation increases to above 45°. Maximum damping is
obtained for the fibre orientation of 45° in the case of all fibre volume fractions, and the
damping is found to lie in the range of 4-7% for this fibre orientation. A similar trend was
observed by Gao et al. [162] and Adams and Maheri [303] in the cases of carbon fibrereinforced epoxy, and carbon and glass fibre-reinforced plastic composites, respectively. This
is because the total energy is dominated by the in-plane shear strain energy [161]; the in-plane
shear strain energy is maximised at this fibre orientation in FFPCs. The maximum loss factor
of 0.071 is observed for a 300 mm beam (V f = 0.31 and θ = 45°) at approximately 500 Hz.
The average loss factor for the 45° fibre oriented samples show a significant increase in loss
factor of around 150% (from 0.021 to 0.052) when compared to the 0° fibre oriented samples.
At very low frequencies, fibre orientations other than 0° fibre orientation exhibit almost the
same damping. The damping is minimal and the stiffness is at its maximum at 0°, i.e., in the
fibre direction. This is reasonable, since the fibres play a dominant role at 0° fibre orientation
and fibres exhibit less damping and a much higher stiffness than the matrix material. As the
orientation angle increases, the general trend is for the damping to increase (up to a certain
angle) and the stiffness to decrease. The bending-twisting modes exhibit a loss factor of 0.032
on average; this is less than other modes of the same sample.
Effect of Frequency
The loss factor of neat PP shows an increase of 56% (from 0.057 to 0.089) to frequencies of 1
kHz (see Figure 5.16, Figure 5.17 and Figure 5.18). Loss factors increase when frequency
increases for a given fibre volume fraction. A maximum increase of loss factor of 60% (0.042
to 0.067) is found for a fibre volume fraction of 0.31 and orientation of 60°. Overall, the
increase is in the range of 25-60% over the frequency range to 1 kHz for all fibre volume
fractions and orientations. The increase in damping with frequency may come from fibre/fibre
and fibre/matrix interactions.
Figure 5.22, Figure 5.23 and Figure 5.24 show the variation of mean loss factor with fibre
orientation of flax/PP composite beams for fibre volume fractions of 0.31, 0.40 and 0.50,
respectively, and neat PP beams at various specific frequencies. The data at various specific
frequencies are extracted from the cubic polynomial fits corresponding to the mean loss
factors (see Figure 5.16, Figure 5.17, Figure 5.18 and Table 5.1).
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Figure 5.22 Variation of loss factor with fibre orientation for flax/PP beams of a fibre volume
fraction of 0.31, and neat PP beams at various specific frequencies.
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Figure 5.23 Variation of loss factor with fibre orientation for flax/PP beams of a fibre volume
fraction of 0.40, and neat PP beams at various specific frequencies.
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Figure 5.24 Variation of loss factor with fibre orientation for flax/PP beams of a fibre volume
fraction of 0.50, and neat PP beams at various specific frequencies.
As the frequency increases from 100 Hz to 600 Hz, the increase in loss factor varies between
13 to 40% for different fibre volume fractions and orientations. The maximum increase of loss
factor of 40% (0.050 at 100 Hz and 0.070 at 600 Hz) is observed for a fibre volume fraction of
0.40 and orientation of 45°, whereas the minimum increase is 11% (0.019 at 100 Hz and 0.021
at 600 Hz) for a fibre a fibre orientation of 0° (Vf = 0.50).
Loss factor with Respect to Frequency and Fibre Orientation
Figure 5.25, Figure 5.26 and Figure 5.27 illustrate the variation of mean loss factor with
frequency and fibre orientation of flax/PP composite beams for fibre volume fractions of 0.31,
0.40 and 0.50, respectively.
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Figure 5.25 Variation of loss factor with frequency and fibre orientation for flax/PP beams of a
fibre volume fraction of 0.31.
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Figure 5.26 Variation of loss factor with frequency and fibre orientation for flax/PP beams of a
fibre volume fraction of 0.40.
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Figure 5.27 Variation of loss factor with frequency and fibre orientation for flax/PP beams of a
fibre volume fraction of 0.50.
For a given fibre orientation, the damping generally increases with frequency but shows
fluctuations with increasing frequency. The possible reasons for these fluctuations are errors in
the measurement, noise and/or artefacts. A similar trend of damping with fibre orientation is
found for a given frequency. The composites with a fibre orientation of 0° show more
consistent trend in increasing loss factor with frequency. The loss factors drop moderately
between 45° to 60° in case of a fibre volume fraction of 0.50, whereas the reduction between
them is slight for fibre volume fractions of 0.31 and 0.40.
The fibre orientations (i.e., 30°, 45°, 60° and 90°) of the sample affect the loss factors more
than the fibre contents (i.e., 31%, 40% and 50% by volume). Overall, the loss factor of FFPCs
is in the range of 2-7% for all studied fibre volume fractions and orientations. It can be
inferred from the above discussion that natural fibres possess a significant vibration damping
capacity.
Loss Factor Compared to Glass Fibre Composites
The loss factors lie in the range of 0.30 to 1.7% for various fibre orientations (from 0° to 90°
with 15° increments) in the case of glass fibre-reinforced epoxy composites (Vf = 0.40), as
shown by Mahi et al. [194]. On the other hand, in this study, the loss factors are found to be in
the range of 2 to 6.2% in the case of flax/PP composites (Vf = 0.40). Obviously, this
demonstrates that damping of flax fibre composites is significantly higher (265 to 567%) than
glass fibre composites. This is probably because of the intrinsic porosity, viscoelastic nature of
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natural fibres and differences in the matrices. For example, in general, the loss factors of PP
and epoxy are 0.06 ([66, 67] and similar to this study) and 0.02 [9], respectively. For the
former, the increase in damping is 21-26% with increasing frequency (50 to 600 Hz),
regardless of the fibre orientation, whereas, for the latter, the increase is 32-53%.
5.3.4 Diagnosis of the Quality of the Damping Estimates
The loss factor estimated using Equation (3.24) depends on the chosen frequencies ωa and ωb
in addition to the estimated natural frequency (ωr ) . Different choices of ωa and ωb give
different estimates of loss factor. The variation in the individual estimates of loss factor for
many combinations of the selected frequencies can be seen from the damping “carpet” plots,
with four examples shown in Figure 5.28, Figure 5.29, Figure 5.30 and Figure 5.31.
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Figure 5.28 Damping “carpet” plot (beam length: 300 mm, Vf = 0.40, θ = 0° and mode 1).
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Figure 5.29 Damping “carpet” plot (beam length: 300 mm, Vf = 0.40, θ = 0° and mode 2).
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Figure 5.30 Damping “carpet” plot (beam length: 300 mm, Vf = 0.50, θ = 0° and mode 1).
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Figure 5.31 Damping “carpet” plot (beam length: 300 mm, Vf = 0.50, θ = 0° and mode 2).
The plots are presented for the first and second modes (beam length = 300 mm,
V f = 0.40, 0.50 and θ = 0°) using all combinations of the 20 selected frequencies below and

above the natural frequency. This gives rise to 100 estimates of loss factor from which are
obtained the mean and variance of the estimates. For a perfect case, the surface ought to be
smooth, flat and level. The surfaces of the plots are almost horizontal, smooth and flat, apart
from some tilt and unevenness. The coefficients of variation of the 100 estimates are 1.70%
and 1.58% for mode 1 and 2, respectively, for a fibre volume fraction of 0.40. For a fibre
volume fraction of 0.50, the coefficients of variation are 2.27% and 3.58% for mode 1 and 2,
respectively. These are small and indicate that the estimates are of good quality. On the whole,
the coefficients of variation are in the range of 1.04-9.92%, 1.40-10.53% and 1.17-11.11% in
the case of fibre contents of 31%, 40% and 50% by volume, respectively. Relatively large
coefficients of variation are observed in the case of the highest modes. In relation to this
deviation, some possible measurement errors include measurement noise, clamping pressure,
air damping and non-uniformity in the laminate (voids, variations in thickness and improper
bonding).

5.4 Bending and Twisting Responses
The flax/PP beam length of 300 mm with a fibre volume fraction of 0.50 and orientation of 0°
was considered in order to demonstrate the contribution of bending and twisting modes on
damping. Different impact and measurement points were taken into account for this purpose;
the excitation was provided by an impact hammer at one point (marked ×), as depicted in
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Figure 5.32, and the responses (H11, H12, H21 and H22) were then measured at two locations
(marked +) using a laser vibrometer each time. The resultant frequency responses (Hb (see
Figure 5.33) and Ht (see Figure 5.34)) of bending modes and twisting modes, respectively,
were estimated. The natural frequencies and loss factors were then extracted from those
responses. The derivations of resultant bending and twisting frequency responses are described
below.

+ 2 ×2

c

+1 ×1

b

a

× = Excitation point
+ = Response point
a = 10 mm
b = 10 mm
c = 2 mm

Figure 5.32 Schematic diagram of a beam for measuring bending and twisting behaviour.
Resultant Bending Response
The resultant displacement at the centre of the beam (see Figure 5.32)
Wr =

W2 + W1
2

(5.1)

where the displacements W1 and W2 correspond to the displacements of points 1 and 2,
respectively. Forces F1 and F2 are applied at points 1 and 2, respectively. In matrix form

W1   H11
W  =  H
 2   21

H12   F1 
H 22   F2 

(5.2)

where H ij is the response at i due to excitation force at j . For bending, the excitation force,

F1 = F2 = F , Equation (5.2) gives
W1   H11
W  =  H
 2   21

H12   F 
H 22   F 

(5.3)

From Equation (5.1) and Equation (5.3)
Wr =

W1 + W2  H11 + H12 + H 21 + H 22 
=
F
2
2



(5.4)

Rearranging this equation gives
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Wr H11 + H12 + H 21 + H 22
=
2F
4

(5.5)

The resultant bending response is
Hb =

H11 + H12 + H 21 + H 22
4

(5.6)

Resultant Twisting Response
The rotation of the beam (see Figure 5.32) is

θ=

W2 − W1
D

(5.7)

and the resultant moment is
M r = ( F2 − F1 )

D
2

(5.8)

where D is the distance between the two response points. For twisting, the excitation force,

F1 = − F and F2 = F , Equation (5.8) becomes
M r = FD

(5.9)

Equation (5.2) can be written as

W1   H11
W  =  H
 2   21

H12   − F 
H 22   F 

(5.10)

From Equation (5.7) and Equation (5.10)

θ=

W2 − W1  H11 + H 22 − H12 − H 21 
=
 ( FD )
D
D2



(5.11)

From which the resultant twisting response is
Ht =

H11 + H 22 − H12 − H 21
D2

(5.12)
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5.4.1 Damping of Bending Mode
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Figure 5.33 Accelerance magnitude of a flax/PP beam for bending behaviour.
Figure 5.33 shows the accelerance magnitude for the bending modes of a beam. The resonance
peaks are well separated, and the peaks are relatively sharp which indicates damping effect is
less under the effect of bending. However, the twisting mode can be seen at a frequency of
274.45 Hz. The twisting mode in the bending response

is inevitable because of the

inaccuracies in the measurement and manual impact processes. This is also due to the
deviation from symmetry of the sample and possibly due to a small miscalculation.
The natural frequency and loss factor of bending modes and a twisting mode are presented in
Table 5.2. The bending modes have a loss factor of 0.019 on average, whereas the twisting
mode produces a loss factor of 0.045. The loss factor increases slightly with frequency for the
bending modes. This trend is consistent with the trend seen by Hong et al. [198]. The
coefficient of variation of the loss factor estimated at each resonance is in the range of 0.739.10%.
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Table 5.2 Natural frequency and loss factor for a flax/PP beam (300 x 20 x 3.22 mm3) of a
fibre volume fraction of 0.50 and orientation of 0°.

Mode
type

Mode
Mode 1
Mode 2
Mode 3
Mode 4
Mode 5
Mode 6

Bending
Bending
Twisting
Bending
Twisting
Bending

Natural
frequency
(Hz)

Average
loss factor
( )

Standard
deviation
( )

26.70
167.00
278.05
469.30
859.00
916.79

0.017
0.018
0.045
0.020
0.050
0.022

0.0007
0.0001
0.0022
0.0004
0.0074
0.0020

Coefficient
of variation
(

Source

%)
Figure 5.33
Figure 5.33
Figure 5.34
Figure 5.33
Figure 5.34
Figure 5.33

3.79%
0.73%
5.08%
2.11%
14.81%
9.08%

5.4.2 Damping of Twisting Mode
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Figure 5.34 Accelerance magnitude of a flax/PP beam for twisting behaviour.
Figure 5.34 shows the accelerance magnitude of the twisting motion of the beam. The broader
resonance peaks are seen for the twisting modes compared to the peaks of the bending modes
(see Figure 5.33), indicating that the damping is greater for such twisting modes. As the
composite beam withstands the twisting deformation, more energy dissipation occurs. This
results in higher damping in twisting than bending modes. A similar observation of the effect
of twisting was reported by Hwang and Gibson [197], Hong et al. [198] and Ying et al. [162].
Chandra et al. [69] also reported that twisting leads to increased damping due to the notable
increase of in-plane shear deformation of the specimens. Deformation is predominant in
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twisting when nodal lines (where the vibration amplitude is zero) cross one another, in which
case the polymeric matrix in a composite experiences shearing resulting in significant
damping [303]. A significant increase in loss factor of 153% (from 0.019 to 0.048) is found
due to the influence of twisting.

The natural frequency and loss factor of twisting and bending modes are shown in Table 5.2.
Noted that the loss factor estimates of the three bending modes are obtained from Figure 5.33.
An increase in loss factor with frequency is found for twisting modes. However, there are still
bending modes appearing in the twisting response. This is again because of the inaccuracies in
the measurement process. The coefficient of variation of the loss factor of twisting modes is
higher than the bending modes, ranging from 5 to 15%.
5.4.3 Bending Stiffness
The measured natural frequencies of a beam enable estimates of bending stiffness. The
effective bending stiffness corresponding to each measured natural frequency was estimated
according to Equation (3.25). The results obtained for the variation of bending stiffness with
frequency are shown in Figure 5.35, Figure 5.36 and Figure 5.37 for fibre volume fractions of
0.31, 0.40 and 0.50, respectively, and neat PP beams.
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Figure 5.35 Variation of bending stiffness with frequency for flax/PP beams of different fibre
orientations and a fibre volume fraction of 0.31, and neat PP beams.
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Figure 5.36 Variation of bending stiffness with frequency for flax/PP beams of different fibre
orientations and a fibre volume fraction of 0.40, and neat PP beams.
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Figure 5.37 Variation of bending stiffness with frequency for flax/PP beams of different fibre
orientations and a fibre volume fraction of 0.50, and neat PP beams. *Bending stiffness of
bending-twisting coupled modes.
For a given fibre orientation, small changes in bending stiffness are observed. It is possible to
note that the bending stiffness increases slightly (from 3 to 20%) with frequency. The
maximum increase (20%) in bending stiffness is found for the sample with a fibre orientation
of 60° (Vf = 0.31). However, neat PP shows an increase of 50% in its bending stiffness.
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The variation of bending stiffness with fibre orientation is given in Figure 5.38, Figure 5.39
and Figure 5.40. Notably, the variations of bending stiffness with fibre orientation are also due
to the effect of different natural frequencies. However, in these particular cases, the effect of
the different natural frequencies is not mentioned to show the trend of bending stiffness with
fibre orientation only. With increasing fibre volume fraction, the bending stiffness increases
slightly for the fibre orientation of 0°, while for other fibre orientations (30°, 45°, 60° and
90°), the bending stiffness either increases by a small amount or is almost constant. The
maximum bending stiffness (1.27 Nm2) is seen for a fibre volume fraction of 0.50 and
orientation of 0°. This demonstrates a significant increased bending stiffness of 877% (from
0.13 Nm2 to 1.27 Nm2), as compared with the base PP. For a given fibre volume fraction, the
bending stiffness decreases significantly with fibre orientation, as expected. The maximum
bending stiffness is for a fibre orientation of 0° and the minimum is for 60°. The bendingtwisting coupled modes show bending stiffness of 0.89 Nm2 on average in the case of a fibre
volume fraction of 0.50 (θ = 30°).
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Figure 5.38 Variation of bending stiffness with fibre orientation for flax/PP beams of a fibre
volume fraction of 0.31, and neat PP beams.
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Figure 5.39 Variation of bending stiffness with fibre orientation for flax/PP beams of a fibre
volume fraction of 0.40, and neat PP beams.
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Figure 5.40 Variation of bending stiffness with fibre orientation for flax/PP beams of a fibre
volume fraction of 0.50, and neat PP beams. *Bending stiffness of bending-twisting coupled
modes.

5.5 A Comparison of Tensile, Flexural, DMA and IHT Measurements
Modulus
For a given fibre volume fraction, the modulus from the IHT measurements shows a similar
trend as the modulus from the tensile, flexural and DMA measurements, as shown in Figure
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5.41, Figure 5.42 and Figure 5.43. Particularly, the modulus decreases with increasing fibre
orientation. However, the estimated values of modulus from the IHT show a relatively good
agreement with the values from the tensile measurements.
For a given fibre orientation, the modulus from the IHT measurements also shows a similar
trend compared to the modulus from the tensile and flexural measurements, but is not similar
to the DMA measurements. In particular, for the 0° oriented samples, the modulus increases
with increasing fibre content, while for the samples with fibre orientations of 30°, 45°, 60° and
90, the modulus either increases by a small amount or is almost constant. In contrast, for DMA
measurements, the maximum modulus is found for composites with a fibre volume of 0.40,
and then is observed to decrease with further increase in the fibre content. The dissimilarities
in the trend between them are likely because measurements were taken at different loading
modes. The samples undergo different internal distributions of strain energy under different
loading conditions, which result in different stored energies/storage moduli.
The increase in modulus from DMA measurements lies in the range of 4-7% up to frequencies
of 60 Hz in the case of DMA, whereas the increase is in the range of 0.60-9% in the case of
IHT measurements. Interestingly, for both cases (DMA and IHT), the maximum increases
(≈7% and 9%, respectively) are found in the case of 60° fibre oriented samples (Vf = 0.31).
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Figure 5.41 A comparison of modulus of tensile, flexural, DMA and IHT measurements for
different fibre orientations and a fibre volume fraction of 0.31. *TT denotes tensile test and the
modulus from the TT is shown along the right-Y axis, and *FT denotes flexural test and the
modulus from the FT is shown along the left-Y axis.
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Figure 5.42 A comparison of modulus of tensile, flexural, DMA and IHT measurements for
different fibre orientations and a fibre volume fraction of 0.40. *TT denotes tensile test and the
modulus from the TT is shown along the right-Y axis, and *FT denotes flexural test and the
modulus from the FT is shown along the left-Y axis.
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Figure 5.43 A comparison of modulus of tensile, flexural, DMA and IHT measurements for
different fibre orientations and a fibre volume fraction of 0.50. *TT denotes tensile test and the
modulus from the TT is shown along the right-Y axis, and *FT denotes flexural test and the
modulus from the FT is shown along the left-Y axis.
Loss Factor
The loss factors as a function of frequency from IHT measurements together with those from
DMA measurements are shown in Figure 5.44, Figure 5.45 and Figure 5.46. The estimated
damping from DMA to frequencies of 60 Hz is similar to results from the IHT measurements
except for 0° specimens. In particular, the loss factors (0.040-0.055) of the composites with a
fibre orientations of 30°, 45°, 60° and 90° are similar up to 60 Hz. Above 60 Hz, the loss
factors from DMA measurements differ from those estimated by the IHT measurements. This
is perhaps due to the suspected resonance in the DMA instrumentation around 80 Hz (see
Figure 5.44, Figure 5.45 and Figure 5.46). For 0° fibre oriented samples, the loss factors are in
the range of 0.035-0.045 in the case of DMA, whereas the loss factors are 0.018-0.019 in the
case of IHT measurements. The inconsistency in the trend may be because of the stiffer 0°
sample, low damping of 0° sample and difficulty for estimation of loss factors at low
frequency considering broader frequency range in the IHT measurements.
In general, the measured loss factor of composite samples increases by about 14-30% in the
frequencies range to 60 Hz for all fibre volume fractions and orientations in the case of DMA,
while the increase is 2-20% in the case of IHT measurements.
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Figure 5.44 A comparison of loss factor of DMA and IHT measurements for different fibre
orientations and a fibre volume fraction of 0.31.
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Figure 5.45 A comparison of loss factor of DMA and IHT measurements for different fibre
orientations and a fibre volume fraction of 0.40.
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Figure 5.46 A comparison of loss factor of DMA and IHT measurements for different fibre
orientations and a fibre volume fraction of 0.50.

5.6 Simulation of a Composite Beam
The composite beam was modelled by the finite element program Mechanical APDL [304],
and modal analysis was performed. The natural frequencies and mode shapes were then
predicted. The beam was considered as a homogenous equivalent shell. The layered element
SHELL181 (Figure 5.47) was used. SHELL181 is a 4-node, 3-D shell element with six
degrees-of-freedom at each node.

Figure 5.47 SHELL181 geometry [304].
The geometry of the composite beam is illustrated in Figure 5.48 for a 0° fibre oriented
sample. Other fibre orientations (30°, 45°, 60° and 90°) were generated by changing the value
of fibre orientation in Mechanical APDL input (see Appendix C for Mechanical APDL code).
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Figure 5.48 Geometry of a composite beam with a 0° fibre orientation.
The composite material is treated as a transversely isotropic linear elastic material. The elastic
properties of the material are given in Table 5.3. These properties were obtained using results
from Section 4.4.2. A clamped boundary condition at one end of the beam was applied. An
automated mesh of 2.5 mm elements was used, producing a model with 960 elements and
1089 nodes. Modes in a frequency range of 0 to1000 Hz were found using the Block Lanczos
method.
Table 5.3 Elastic properties for flax/PP composite samples of different fibre volume fractions
and a fibre orientation of 0°.
Properties

Values
0°

Fibre orientation,
0.31

Fibre volume fraction,
Density (kg/m3)
Longitudinal modulus,

0.40

0.50

1056.06 1108.52 1150.12
(GPa)

16.97

21.58

26.69

Transverse modulus,

(GPa)

2.02

2.43

3.07

Transverse modulus,

(GPa)

2.02

2.43

3.07

Shear modulus in-plane 1-2,

(GPa)

0.78

0.95

1.21

Shear modulus in-plane 1-3,

(GPa)

0.78

0.95

1.21

Shear modulus in-plane 2-3,

(GPa)

0.73

0.88

1.13

Major Poisson's ratio in-plane 1-2,

0.26

0.25

0.23

Major Poisson's ratio in-plane 1-3,

0.26

0.25

0.23

Major Poisson's ratio in-plane 2-3,

0.38

0.37

0.36
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5.7 Simulation Results
The influences of the variation in fibre volume fraction and fibre orientation on the natural
frequencies and mode shapes are investigated. Composite beams of lengths 300 mm, 350 mm
and 400 mm are considered with different fibre volume fractions (0.31, 0.40 and 0.50) and
orientations (0°, 30°, 45°, 60° and 90°) to replicate the experimental measurements. The
natural frequencies and mode shapes are obtained.
5.7.1 A comparison between the Measured and Simulated Natural Frequencies
In Figure 5.49, natural frequencies predicted from finite element analysis are compared to
those obtained by the IHT measurements (see Section 5.3.3.1) for a fibre volume fraction of
0.31 with different fibre orientations, and neat PP beams. The comparisons for fibre volume
fractions of 0.40 and 0.50 are illustrated in Figure 5.50 and Figure 5.51. The comparisons are
made only for out-of-plane bending and bending-twisting coupled natural frequencies, as these
natural frequencies are only observed throughout the IHT measurements.
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Figure 5.49 A comparison between the measured and predicted out-of-plane bending natural
frequencies of flax/PP composite beams for a fibre volume fraction of 0.31, and neat PP
beams.
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Mode 9 (Not observed)
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Figure 5.50 A comparison between the measured and predicted out-of-plane bending natural
frequencies of flax/PP composite beams for a fibre volume fraction of 0.40, and neat PP
beams.
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Figure 5.51 A comparison between the measured and predicted out-of-plane bending natural
frequencies of flax/PP composite beams for a fibre volume fraction of 0.50, and neat PP
beams. *A comparison between the measured and predicted bending-twisting coupled natural
frequencies.
It can be seen from the predictions that natural frequencies decrease with increasing fibre
orientation. This is because the natural frequencies are associated with the stiffness of the
structure, and the 0° fibre oriented sample is stiffer in flexural vibration than other fibre
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oriented samples. The results from finite element analysis are in general reasonable agreement
with the measured natural frequencies, where the maximum errors are 19.84% and 22.14% for
composite (Vf = 0.50 and θ = 90°) and neat PP samples, respectively.
The discrepancies between the measured and numerical results may be caused by various
reasons such as noise in the response, variation in the thickness of the composite beams, weak
bonding between the matrix and reinforcement (see Figure 4.7 (a-b)), voids in the specimens
(see Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.7 (c)) and other experimental problems such as clamping
pressure, transducer effect and air damping. Such factors are not considered in the numerical
analysis, as the analysis considers the specimen to be perfect with constant properties, which
does not usually happen in practice. Moreover, in ANSYS, there is no option to consider
twisting of the flax yarns, which is present in the studied flax fabric (see Figure 4.14).
5.7.2 Mode Shapes
Four types of modes, i.e., out-of-plane bending, in-plane bending, twisting and bendingtwisting coupling are observed, as shown in Figure 5.52 and Figure 5.53 with mode shapes
being a combination of all these motions. Among all mode shapes, only out-of-plane bending
and bending-twisting coupled natural frequencies are strongly excited. Some out-of-plane
bending natural frequencies are not observed, for example, mode 9 (indicated by an arrow, see
Figure 5.50) for the fibre volume fraction, fibre orientation and beam length of 0.40, 45° and
350 mm, respectively. Interestingly, a bending-twisting coupled mode (see Figure 5.53) is
observed for each beam length of a fibre orientation of 30° (Vf = 0.50) in both simulation and
experiment. In the case of samples with 0° and 90° fibre orientations, mode shapes are
predominantly out-of-plane bending and in-plane bending. It may be due to the smaller effect
of bending-twisting coupled mode as the samples are symmetric. For other fibre orientations
(i.e., 30°, 45° and 60°), more twisting modes are observed than for samples with 0° and 90°
fibre orientations.
For a given fibre volume fraction and the same length of a composite beam, out-of-plane and
in-plane bending natural frequencies decrease up to a fibre orientation of 60° and then they
either increase by a small amount or are nearly constant until an orientation of 90°. On the
other hand, the twisting natural frequencies of the first modes increase up to 30° fibre
orientation and then they decrease with further increase in the fibre orientation. The maximum
out-of-plane and in-plane bending natural frequencies occur at a 0° fibre oriented sample. The
beams with a fibre orientation of 0° (Vf = 0.31) have a lower first twisting natural frequency
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for each beam length, whereas the 30° oriented beams (Vf = 0.50) have higher twisting natural
frequencies. All natural frequencies decrease as the beam length increases.

Mode 1: 22.07 Hz (Out-of-plane bending) Mode 3: 139.68 Hz (In-plane bending)

Mode 6: 667.26 Hz (Twisting)
Figure 5.52 Mode shapes of a composite beam (beam length: 300 mm, V f = 0.31 and θ = 0° ).

Figure 5.53 A bending-twisting coupled mode (beam length: 300 mm, V f = 0.5 , θ = 30° and
mode 5).

5.8 Concluding Remarks
The dynamic behaviour of FFPCs was examined using DMA up to frequencies of 100 Hz. The
effect of the fibre content, fibre orientation and frequency was estimated from vibration
measurements. This was to improve understanding the parameters which influence the
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vibration damping in FFPCs. Introducing fibre content produces a substantial rise of storage
modulus. The significant improvement in properties is observed for the composite with a 40%
flax fibre by volume. As the frequency increases, the storage modulus increases in the range of
4-10%, whereas the increase in the loss factor is 14-28%. However, the good trade-off
between stiffness and damping is obtained with flax/PP composite with a fibre volume fraction
of 0.40 (θ = 45°).
The dynamic behaviour of FFPCs was also examined using the IHT to frequencies of 1000
Hz. The SDoF CFM and the NDDF provide accurate estimates of natural frequencies and loss
factors from the measured accelerance. Changes in fibre content and orientation produce
different natural frequencies and loss factors for the same geometry and boundary condition.
This offers an additional freedom for the design of a composite laminate – allowing for the
prospect of alternating the fibre orientation to affect the structure’s stiffness and damping. This
knowledge also makes the use of these materials attractive as it is feasible to increase damping
without increasing mass or changing geometry.
Of all the parameters, fibre orientation has the most significant impact on damping. At each
fibre volume fraction, the loss factor increases up to 4-7% for fibre orientation up to 45° and
then decreases slightly. The loss factor generally lies in the range of 2-7%, irrespective of the
fibre volume fraction, fibre orientation and frequency. The increase in damping is in the range
of 25-60% over the frequency range of 1 kHz for all fibre volume fractions and orientations.
Much better damping is obtained in flax/PP composites as compared to the most widespread
glass/epoxy composites.
The damping is about 153% higher in the twisting mode than the damping in the bending
mode. The damping “carpet” plots indicate the quality of the estimates of loss factor. The
coefficient of variation of the loss factor estimated at each resonance is in the range of 1.0411.11%.
The measured loss factor of neat PP lies in the range of 5-7% using DMA, on the other hand,
the loss factors of neat PP lies in the range of 6-7% using the IHT up to frequencies of 60 Hz.
In the same frequency range, for the former, the loss factor of flax/PP composites lies within
the range of 3.5-5.5%, regardless of the fibre volume fraction, fibre orientation and frequency.
For the latter, the loss factor lies in the range of 2-5.2%. The 45° and 60° fibre oriented
samples show the maximum loss factor in the former, whereas the maximum loss factor is
found for 45° fibre orientation in the latter. There are slight variations in loss factors between
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the DMA and the IHT measurements. However, reliable indications of the vibration behaviour
are obtained.
The finite element analysis linked to the micromechanics analysis provides an effective and
efficient tool to model the composite beam and to predict its dynamic behaviour such as
natural frequencies.
The natural frequencies from the finite element analysis using Mechanical APDL show
reasonably good agreement with measured natural frequencies obtained using the IHT.
However, deviations appear in some instances indicating the need to improve the input
material properties. This can be done using measured values as input instead of values from
the periodic microstructure model. It can also be done considering more realistic model
simulating twisting of fibres. In addition, some improvements can be made in the experimental
technique, for instance, different impact and measurement points can be considered for
exciting and detecting all the vibration modes of a structure.
Like the measured results, the simulation results also show that changes in fibre orientation,
fibre volume fraction and beam lengths produce different natural frequencies. Therefore, this
study can be useful as changing the fibre orientation it is possible to shift the natural
frequencies to some extent or to control the vibration level.
Given this, it may be inferred that high damping capability of flax fibre-reinforced composite
materials with reasonable mechanical properties and low weight make these materials
appropriate for applications in cases where low weight and high damping are sought.
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Chapter 6.

Conclusions and Recommendations for
Future Work

6.1 Introduction
Although most of the earlier chapters include concluding remarks, this chapter recapitulates
the key results and conclusions from the measurements and predictions as detailed in this
thesis. In addition, the main achievements of this research are reviewed. Suggestions as to
areas for future work are also made.

6.2 Conclusions
A literature review was conducted. The review covered how the composite materials influence
the final properties (e.g., stiffness, strength and damping) of a natural fibre composite. It was
found that the maximum stiffness and strength can be achieved when long fibres are used,
aligned in the loading direction. To date, there is no comprehensive study on vibration
damping of natural fibre-reinforced thermoplastic materials over a broader frequency range,
let alone flax/PP composite materials. This study, therefore, sheds some light on how this
material behaves under vibration.
In order to investigate comprehensive static and dynamic characteristics of FFPC (flax fibrereinforced polymer composite) structures for various applications, three different fibre volume
fractions of 0.31, 0.40 and 0.50 and five different fibre orientations of 0°, 30°, 45°, 60° and
90° of flax in the polymer matrix were fabricated using vacuum bagging technique. Their
mechanical properties (i.e., tensile, flexural and impact) and dynamic behaviour (i.e., loss
factor, natural frequency and bending stiffness) are then studied.
Measured Mechanical Properties (Tensile and Flexural)
Variation in fibre orientation affects the mechanical properties. The highest tensile modulus
and strength were found in the case of 0° fibre orientation. The aligned composite specimens
(θ = 0°) have tensile modulus and strength in the range of 17-21 GPa and 125-173 MPa,
respectively, for fibre volume fractions of 0.31-0.50, while for the same fibre volume fraction
range, composites with a 0° fibre orientation have flexural modulus and strength of 12-15 GPa
and 96-121 MPa, respectively. These properties suggest that FFPCs are contenders as
substitutes for conventional materials in structural applications.
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Morphology
Morphological investigation reveals that the interfacial adhesion between the flax fibres and
PP matrix decreases as more fibres are added. In addition, the yarns (i.e., fibre bundles) are
believed to act more like an obstacle for impregnation during manufacturing, and thus results
in fibre to fibre contact reducing the mechanical properties (tensile and flexural) of the
resulting polymer composites. In tension, the FFPCs show a typical brittle fracture mode. The
ESEM study clearly reveals that the tensile failures of FFPCs occur due to debonding, fibre
pull-out and breakage, weak fibre/matrix interface and brittle fracture of the matrix.
Predicted Tensile Moduli
The conventional periodic microstructure model can be used to predict the tensile moduli of a
composite reinforced by long fibres. Predictions through this model are found to be in good
agreement with the experimental data up to a fibre volume fraction of 0.40, but the predictions
do not agree well at a higher fibre volume fraction of 0.50. This is mainly due to the poor
fibre/matrix interfacial adhesion. However, an increase in adhesion between flax fibres and
PP, and possibly a better manufacturing technique (e.g., prepregging (with autoclave
consolidation (used for thermoset matrices) or compression moulding)) may ensure improved
properties of a composite. Hence, with such improvements in the performance of the
composite, the agreement between the measured and predicted results can be better even for
higher fibre contents. Notably, improving adhesion may reduce any gains such as impact
strength and vibration damping.
Impact Properties
The maximum impact strength is found for a laminate with a 0° fibre orientation using the
Charpy impact test (i.e., in-plane impact load); however, higher absorbed energies are
observed for laminates with fibre orientations of 30° and 45° in the case of drop weight impact
test (i.e., out-of-plane impact load). In addition, the 30° fibre oriented samples were found to
bear the maximum load under the out-of-plane impact load of all samples studied.
Furthermore, the laminates with larger impact-damage areas exhibit higher energy absorption.
The fibre orientation determines both the energy absorption capability and failure mode of the
composite. It was reported in an earlier study that large initiation energy and large propagation
energy are required in practical application [305]. The composite samples with fibre volume
fractions of 0.31 and 0.40 have the potential for such application in the case of the out-ofplane impact load.
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Dynamic Behaviour
The effects of various parameters such as fibre content, fibre orientation and frequency on the
dynamic behaviour of FFPCs were investigated experimentally. The characterisations are
carried out using DMA (dynamic mechanical analysis) (up to 100 Hz) and the IHT (impact
hammer technique) (up to 1000 Hz).
Dynamic Behaviour Using Dynamic Mechanical Analysis
The findings suggest that adding more flax increases the storage moduli up to a fibre volume
fraction of 0.40, with a maximum storage modulus of 5.73 GPa. An increase in storage
modulus indicates higher stiffness. The storage moduli decrease with increasing fibre
orientation for a given fibre volume fraction. As the frequency increases, the storage modulus
increases in the range of 4-10%, whereas the increase in the loss factor is 14-28%. However,
there is no significant difference in loss factors among the composites with different fibre
contents. The loss factors lie mainly in the range of 3.5-5.5%, irrespective of the fibre content
and orientation up to frequencies of 60 Hz.
Dynamic Behaviour Using Impact Hammer Technique
The location of the natural frequency was defined to be the point where the rate of change of
phase appears a maximum. The NDDF (Newton’s divided differences formula) was used to
identify the natural frequency, while the CFM (circle-fit method) was used for estimating the
loss factor using multiple pairs of frequency data points.
The stiffer composites such as 0° fibre oriented samples have higher natural frequencies than
other fibre oriented samples. Changes in fibre content and orientation produce different natural
frequencies and loss factors for the same geometry and boundary condition. The composite
structure’s stiffness and damping can be altered without increasing mass or changing geometry
simply by changing the fibre orientation.
Higher damping is obtained with flax fibre composites as compared to more widespread
composite materials, for example, glass fibre-reinforced epoxy composites. Indeed, the
addition of aligned flax fibres to PP leads to the loss factor of 2-7% (this study), while the loss
factor of 0.30-1.7% is found for aligned glass fibre/epoxy composites in the literature [194].
Notably, the different matrices have different loss factors. The composites with a 45° fibre
orientation have the maximum damping (4-7%) among all fibre oriented composites.
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This study also shows the contribution of an individual bending mode and twisting mode on
damping. It was found that twisting modes can generate higher damping (153%) than bending
modes.
Predicted Dynamic Behaviour
Modelling of a composite beam was conducted using the Mechanical APDL (ANSYS
parametric design language) finite element analysis software. The natural frequencies and
mode shapes were obtained. The predicted results from the finite element analysis agreed
reasonably well with the measured results obtained by the IHT. This agreement was shown for
out-of-plane bending and bending-twisting coupled natural frequencies. Also from the results,
it was found that the out-of-plane and in-plane bending natural frequencies decrease, in
general, as the fibre angle increases. The maximum out-of-plane and in-plane bending natural
frequencies occur at 0°.
Overall Comments
One issue with the use of flax fibres as reinforcements is incompatibility which results in weak
fibre/matrix interfacial bonding and thereby reduces tensile and flexural properties of the
composites. The selection of a compatibiliser such as MAPP (maleic anhydridepolypropylene) or physical/chemical modifications can improve the properties of flax fibre
composites. As the studied matrix and reinforcement were in the form of sheets and fabrics,
respectively, it was not possible to make the precise dispersion of flax fibres in PP. However,
if it is possible to have an interface that is strong enough, reduction in toughness and damping
may occur. If toughness and damping are the primary objectives, then the current study would
fit better for structures where reasonable toughness and damping are required.
Some parameters such as fibre content and fibre orientation on FFPCs were varied, and it was
found that increasing the fibre orientation is always beneficial to some properties (e.g.,
damping), but it is detrimental to other properties (e.g., stiffness). However, the sample with a
fibre volume fraction of 0.40 and orientation of 45° is found to give a good balance of
properties.
It is interesting to note that the vibration damping demonstrates a similar trend as the drop
weight impact energy absorption. For instance, the 45° fibre oriented sample has the maximum
vibration damping (see Sections 5.2.2 and 5.3.3.2), while under the drop weight impact test,
the specimens oriented at 30° and 45° show the maximum energy absorption (see Section
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4.5.7.4). The samples with other fibre orientations (i.e., 0°, 60° and 90°) also show the similar
trends. Therefore, this suggests that it is possible to have an idea which materials can absorb
the maximum energy by performing only one type of test. However, more work requires to be
performed to produce further support for this suggestion.
Synthetic (e.g., glass fibre) composites are known to have high stiffness but low damping
making them inappropriate for many applications. However, high structural damping with a
combination of high stiffness is desirable for many load bearing applications. The embedding
of flax fibres in PP provides considerable damping with a reasonable stiffness. Thus, these
make them an excellent candidate for light-weight structural applications. Potential
applications may be considered in areas where a significant damping is required, for example,
automobiles, aircraft interiors, machinery parts, sporting goods (to increase control and
comfort) and musical instruments. The benefits of having high loss factors with lightweight
FFPCs are prolonged service life of the composite parts, reduction in noise and vibration,
reduction in the effect of dynamic loading on the structural response and decrease in weight.
Closing Comments
This dissertation has established the possibility of manufacturing and utilising lightweight
natural and renewable flax fibre-reinforced composite materials for many types of structural
and non-structural applications. The static and dynamic behaviour of such structures were
investigated, with results showing useful stiffness, strength, energy absorption capability and
vibration damping. The mechanical and dynamic properties are found to be highly dependent
on the fibre orientation of flax fibres. The static and dynamic behaviour can now be identified
for establishing possible applications. When it is necessary, the static and dynamic properties
can be tailored to meet certain structural requirements through careful selection of the
parameters. Numerical analysis using Mechanical APDL was shown to predict the dynamic
behaviour, particularly in terms of natural frequency. Flax fibre composites can be used as
engineering materials with damping and stiffness for applications in the construction,
infrastructure, automotive and consumer-goods industries. Therefore, if certain structural
requirements (for example, high stiffness or high impact strength and damping) need to be
met, flax fibre composites can be a viable candidate.
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6.3 Suggestions for Future Work
This work contributes to the understanding of the static and dynamic characteristics of natural
fibres as reinforcements. However, the findings of this study suggest the following areas for
future research.
An increase in stiffness with increasing fibre content is documented, but no significant effect
is seen on the tensile and flexural strength of the composites. This may need to be further
improved, perhaps using chemical or physical modification on the fibre surface to improve the
fibre/matrix adhesion.
Laminates with balanced off-angle laminae (e.g., ±45°), since these may provide higher
mechanical properties (e.g., high impact strength), while maintaining significant damping.
Although the composites with a 0° fibre orientation produce the higher stiffness as compared
to other fibre oriented samples, the damping is reduced. So the damping for this fibre
orientation might need to be improved.
In this study, simple beams are considered with clamped-free boundary conditions for
extracting modal parameters (i.e., natural frequency and loss factor). It would be interesting to
investigate the dynamic response of structures with complex shapes using the same approach.
The measurements include only UD flax fabric and their orientations, and the PP matrix. A
similar analysis can be performed on composites with other types of natural fibre architectures
(e.g., twill, satin, triaxial and knitted fabric) and matrices such as polylactic acid and
polyethylene. This work can also be extended to the case of hybrid composites such as
flax/sisal, flax/banana and so on with suitable thermoplastic/thermoset matrices.
Some studies can be performed on the structure used for a practical application, for instance,
interior parts of a car made of natural fibres. Moreover, further works can be extended towards
investigating other functional properties such as noise transmission and fire retardancy to suit
natural fibre composites in various practical applications.
As natural fibres are sensitive to moisture, further investigation is required to explore the
influence of moisture/humidity on damping of FFPCs.
Finally, in Chapter 5, the validation was presented, particularly for natural frequencies of a
composite beam. While the simulation performed well in this case, assessing performance for
complex geometries using Mechanical APDL would be interesting. To do so predictions for
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input properties are required. An analytical model could be developed, which can take into
account the effect of the twisting of fibres.
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Appendix A MATLAB Code for Periodic Microstructure Model
This MATLAB code can be used to extract all engineering elastic constants for a
unidirectional composite sample.
close all; clear all; clc;
% Input of fibre volume fraction and orientation
Vf=input('Enter a fibre volume fraction ')
theta=input('Enter a fibre orientation ');
theta_radian=(pi*theta)/180;
m=cos(theta_radian);
n=sin(theta_radian);
% Matrix
% Properties of neat polypropylene
E_matrix=1.10; pr_matrix = 0.30; %Poisson's ratio
lambda_matrix=E_matrix*pr_matrix/((1+pr_matrix)*(1-2*pr_matrix));
mu_matrix=E_matrix/(2*(1+pr_matrix));
%Reinforcement
%Properties of flax fibre
E_fibre = 52.28; pr_fibre = 0.187; %Poisson's ratio
mu_fibre=E_fibre/(2*(1+pr_fibre));
% The values of a, b, c and g
a=mu_fibre-mu_matrix-2*mu_fibre*pr_matrix+2*mu_matrix*pr_fibre;
b=-mu_matrix*pr_matrix+mu_fibre*pr_fibre+2*mu_matrix*pr_matrix*pr_fibre2*mu_fibre*pr_matrix*pr_fibre;
c=(mu_matrix-mu_fibre)*(-mu_matrix+mu_fibre-mu_matrix*pr_matrix2*mu_fibre*pr_matrix+2*mu_matrix*pr_fibre+mu_fibre*pr_fibre+2*mu_matrix*pr_m
atrix*pr_fibre-2*mu_fibre*pr_matrix*pr_fibre);
g=2-2*pr_matrix;
% The values of S3, S6 and S7
S3=0.49247-0.47603*Vf-0.02748*Vf^2;
S6=0.36844-0.14944*Vf-0.27152*Vf^2;
S7=0.12346-0.32035*Vf+0.23517*Vf^2;
% The values of D, C11, C12, C23, C22, C44 and C66
D=(a*S3^2)/(2*mu_matrix^2*c)-(a*S6*S3)/(mu_matrix^2*g*c)+a*(S6^2S7^2)/(2*mu_matrix^2*g^2*c)+S3*(b^2-a^2)/(2*mu_matrix*c^2)+(S6*(a^2b^2)+S7*(a*b+b^2))/(2*mu_matrix*g*c^2)+(a^3-2*b^3-3*a*b^2)/(8*c^3);
C11=lambda_matrix+2*mu_matrix-Vf*((S3^2)/(mu_matrix^2)2*S6*S3/(mu_matrix^2*g)-a*S3/(mu_matrix*c)+(S6^2S7^2)/(mu_matrix^2*g^2)+(a*S6+S7*b)/(mu_matrix*g*c)+(a^2-b^2)/(4*c^2))/D;
C12=lambda_matrix+((S3/(2*c*mu_matrix))-((S6-S7)/(2*mu_matrix*c*g))(a+b)/(4*c^2))*b*Vf/D;
C23=lambda_matrix+Vf*((a*S7)/(2*mu_matrix*g*c)-(b*a+b^2)/(4*c^2))/D;
C22=lambda_matrix+2*mu_matrix-Vf*((a*S3)/(2*mu_matrix*c)+(a*S6)/(2*mu_matrix*g*c)+(a^2-b^2)/(4*c^2))/D;
C44=mu_matrix-Vf/((-2*S3)/mu_matrix+1/(mu_matrixmu_fibre)+4*S7/(mu_matrix*(2-2*pr_matrix)));
C66=mu_matrix-Vf/((-S3/mu_matrix)+1/(mu_matrix-mu_fibre));
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% Engineering elastic constants (E1, E2, pr12, pr23, G12 and G23)
disp ('Engineering elastic constants for a 0 degree fibre orientation:')
E1=C11-(2*C12^2)/(C22+C23);
E2=((2*C11*C22+2*C11*C23-4*C12^2)*(C22C23+2*C44))/(3*C11*C22+C11*C23+2*C11*C44-4*C12^2);
pr12=C12/(C22+C23);
pr23=(C11*C22+3*C11*C23-2*C11*C44-4*C12^2)/(3*C11*C22+C11*C23+2*C11*C444*C12^2);
G12=C66;
G23=E2/(2*(1+pr23));
fprintf(' E1 = %g\n E2 = %g\n pr12 = %g\n pr23 = %g\n G12 = %g\n G23 =
%g\n',E1,E2,pr12,pr23,G12,G23)
disp ('Engineering elastic constants for an angle lamina:')
Ex=1/(m^4/E1+n^4/E2+m^2*n^2*(1/G12-(2*pr12)/E1));
Ey=1/(n^4/E1+m^4/E2+m^2*n^2*(1/G12-(2*pr12)/E1));
prxy=Ex*((m^4+n^4)*(pr12/E1)-m^2*n^2*(1/E1+1/E2-1/G12));
Gxy=1/(m^2*n^2*(4/E1+4/E2+(8*pr12)/E1)+1/G12*(m^2-n^2)^2);
fprintf(' Ex = %g\n Ey = %g\n prxy = %g\n Gxy = %g\n',Ex,Ey,prxy,Gxy)

Appendix B MATLAB Code for Circle-fit Method
This MATLAB code can extract natural frequencies and loss factors from a frequency
response function (FRF). In addition, this code generates damping “carpet’’ plots using
multiple pairs of frequency data points.
clear all; close all; clc;
%Load FRF (frequency response function) raw data
%Load DPsv00000
load('DPsv00000','H1_2','C1_2');
%Sensitivity of the laser vibrometer
SL=0.500; % unit in (m/s)/V
%Sensitivity of the impact hammer
SF=21.00; % unit in mV/N (Vinyl tip (steel ext.): 21.80 mV/N and Vinyl
tip:21.00 mV/N)
%FRF calculation using sensitivity factor
H2s=((SL*SF)/5000).*H1_2(:,2); % SL in m/s and SF in N
%Accelerance
H2=(-((2*pi).*H1_2(:,1)).*H2s)/(1i);
(m/s^2)/N

%accelerance=(-w.*mobility)/i

in

%Corrected response (accelerance) due to the propagation delay
H2c=(H2.*exp((1i*2*pi*0.0011).*H1_2(:,1)));
%Matrix
H1_3=[H1_2(:,1) H2c];
out1=input('Enter the number of modes to estimate ');
n_loss_factor=input('Enter the number of data points either side of the
natural frequency to estimate the loss factors ');% For example 10
n_loss_factor=n_loss_factor-1;
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out2=input('Enter the number of angles to display '); % For example 10
H=H1_3(:,2);
f=H1_3(:,1);
% Subplot FRF vs frequency
figure
subplot(2,1,1)
semilogy(f,abs(H));
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)');
ylabel('Accelerance magnitude [A/F], (m/s^2)/N');
ylim([0.001 1000000]);
hold on;
% Subplot FRF phase vs frequency
subplot(2,1,2)
plot(f,(180/pi)*angle(H));
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)');
ylabel('Accelerance phase (degrees)');
hold on;
for ii=1:out1
% Choose frequency range for the given mode numbers
uiwait(msgbox('Choose start frequency and end frequency
subplot'));
subplot(2,1,1)
[f1,H1]=ginput(1);
I1=find(abs(f-f1)==min(abs(f-f1)));
% Plot chosen points on the amplitude and phase plots
semilogy(f(I1),abs(H(I1)),'+r');
subplot(2,1,2);
plot(f(I1),(180/pi)*angle(H(I1)),'+r');

on

the

top

subplot(2,1,1);
[f2,H2]=ginput(1);
I2=find(abs(f-f2)==min(abs(f-f2)));
% Plot chosen points on the amplitude and phase plots
semilogy(f(I2),abs(H(I2)),'+r');
subplot(2,1,2);
plot(f(I2),(180/pi)*angle(H(I2)),'+r');
% Truncate to the selected data
H_p=H(I1:I2);
f_p=f(I1:I2);
% Plot selected range in another colour
subplot(2,1,1);
semilogy(f_p,abs(H_p),'r');
subplot(2,1,2);
plot(f_p,(180/pi)*angle(H_p),'r');
freq=H1_3(:,1);
fmin=H1_3(I1,1);
fmax=H1_3(I2,1);
H=H1_3(:,2);
freq_d(:,ii)=H1_3(:,1);
fmin_d(ii,1)=H1_3(I1,1);
fmax_d(ii,1)=H1_3(I2,1);
H_d(:,ii)=H1_3(:,2);
end
for ii=1:out1
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freq=freq_d(:,ii);
fmin=fmin_d(ii,1);
fmax=fmax_d(ii,1);
H=H_d(:,ii);
%%
problem = 0 ;
temp = find(freq>fmin);
index_low = temp(1,1)-1;
temp = find(freq>fmax);
index_high = temp(1,1)-1;
% Data extraction
H_local = H(index_low:index_high);
freq_local = freq(index_low:index_high);
ww_mode = 2*pi*freq_local;
ww_mode_2 = 2*pi*freq;
x = real(H_local);
y = imag(H_local) ;
% For inadequate number of data points
N_pts = length(freq_local);
if N_pts < 5
disp('!!!')
disp('Inadequate number of data points at the given frequency range!')
disp(' ')
problem = 1;
else
% Fitting a circle through the use of a least-squares error fit
l = length(x);
sxx = sum(x.^2);
syy = sum(y.^2);
sxy = sum(x.*y);
sx = sum(x);
sy = sum(y);
xtemp = x.^2;
ytemp = y.^2;
sxxx = sum(xtemp.*x);
syyy = sum(ytemp.*y);
sxxy = sum(xtemp.*y);
sxyy = sum(x.*ytemp);
A = [sxx sxy sx ; sxy syy sy ; sx sy l];
B = [-(sxxx+sxyy) ; -(sxxy+syyy) ; -(sxx+syy)];
X = A\B;
a = X(1);
b = X(2);
c = X(3);
x0 = -a/2;
y0 = -b/2;
R0 = sqrt(a^2/4+b^2/4-c);
theta_brut = atan2(y-y0,x-x0);
theta_brut = mod(theta_brut,2*pi);
theta = 2*pi-theta_brut;
theta_ref = theta(1,1);
theta = theta-theta_ref;
theta = mod(theta,2*pi);
for jj = 1:(N_pts-1)
delta(jj) = theta(jj+1)-theta(jj);
end
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% Estimation of a natural frequency according to the Newton’s divided
differences formula
ss = find(delta==max(delta));
freq_local_2=freq_local.^2;
fv0v1=(-delta(ss-1))/(freq_local_2(ss-1)-freq_local_2(ss));
fv1v2=(-delta(ss))/(freq_local_2(ss)-freq_local_2(ss+1));
fv2v3=(-delta(ss+1))/(freq_local_2(ss+1)-freq_local_2(ss+2));
fv0v1v2=(fv0v1-fv1v2)/(freq_local_2(ss-1)-freq_local_2(ss+1));
fv1v2v3=(fv1v2-fv2v3)/(freq_local_2(ss)-freq_local_2(ss+2));
fv0v1v2v3=(fv0v1v2-fv1v2v3)/(freq_local_2(ss-1)-freq_local_2(ss+2));
omega2=1/3*(freq_local_2(ss-1)+freq_local_2(ss)+freq_local_2(ss+1)fv0v1v2/fv0v1v2v3);
omega=omega2^0.5;
theta_w=theta(ss-1)+(omega2-freq_local_2(ss-1))*fv0v1+(omega2freq_local_2(ss-1))*(omega2-freq_local_2(ss))*fv0v1v2+(omega2freq_local_2(ss-1))*(omega2-freq_local_2(ss))*(omega2freq_local_2(ss+1))*fv0v1v2v3;

% Natural frequency
eig_theta=theta_w;
eig_frequency=omega;
wr = 2*pi*eig_frequency;
if isempty(eig_frequency) == 1
disp('!!!')
disp('No natural frequecy at the given frequency range!')
disp(' ')
problem = 1;
else
%Estimation of loss factors
temp = find(freq_local>eig_frequency);
k1 = temp(1,1)-1 ;
k2 = temp(1,1) ;
wb = freq_local(k1:-1:k1-n_loss_factor)*2*pi;
wa = freq_local(k2:k2+n_loss_factor)*2*pi;
theta_b = (eig_theta-theta(k1:-1:1));
theta_a = (theta(k2:N_pts)-eig_theta);
for jj = 1:length(wb)
for kk = 1:length(wa)
if theta_b(jj) > pi
continue
elseif theta_a(kk) > pi
continue
end
N = (wa(kk)^2-wb(jj)^2);
D = wr^2*(tan(theta_a(kk)/2)+ tan(theta_b(jj)/2));
xi(jj,kk) = N/D;
end
end
xi_std=reshape(xi,1,[]);
loss_factor_std=std(xi_std);
loss_factor = mean(mean(xi));
end
end
if problem == 0
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circ_prop
=
struct('x0',x0,'y0',y0,'R0',R0,'D',xi,'theta',theta,'theta_ref',theta_ref,'e
ig_theta',eig_theta,'theta_b',theta_b,'theta_a',theta_a,'k1',k1,'k2',k2,'wa'
,wa,'wb',wb);
infoMODE
=
struct('frequencyk',eig_frequency,'etak',loss_factor,'etak_std',loss_factor_
std);
elseif problem == 1
circ_prop
=
struct('x0',NaN,'y0',NaN,'R0',NaN,'D',NaN,'theta',NaN,'theta_ref',NaN,'eig_t
heta',NaN);
infoMODE = struct('frequencyk',NaN,'etak',NaN,'Bijk',0);
H_gen_local = 0;
end
%%
if isnan(circ_prop.R0)
figure
else
if isempty(infoMODE.frequencyk) == 0
x = real(H_local);
y = imag(H_local);
% Rearranging the data to create a plot
x0 = circ_prop.x0;
y0 = circ_prop.y0;
R0 = circ_prop.R0;
theta_ref = circ_prop.theta_ref;
eig_theta = circ_prop.eig_theta;
theta = circ_prop.theta;
N_pts = length(freq_local);
theta_a=circ_prop.theta_a;
theta_b=circ_prop.theta_b;
k1=circ_prop.k1;
k2=circ_prop.k2;
waa=circ_prop.wa/2/pi;
wbb=circ_prop.wb/2/pi;
% Modal parameters
eig_frequency = infoMODE.frequencyk;
loss_factor = infoMODE.etak;
loss_factor_std= infoMODE.etak_std;
Z = circ_prop.D ;
figure (ii*3-1)
% Plot modal circle
plot(x,y,'ro','Linewidth',1);
hold on ;
t = 0:0.001:2*pi ;
plot(R0*sin(t)+x0,R0*cos(t)+y0,'color','blue','Linewidth',1);
axis equal
V=axis;
axis([V(1)-0.3*(V(2)-V(1)),V(2)+0.3*(V(2)-V(1)),V(3)-0.3*(V(4)V(3)),V(4)+0.3*(V(4)-V(3))])
V=axis;
hold on
plot([0,0],[V(3),V(4)],'r')
hold on
plot([V(1),V(2)],[0,0],'r')
hold on ;
% Location of a natural frequency on the modal circle
ref = 2*pi-(eig_theta+theta_ref);
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xa = R0*cos(ref)+x0 ;
ya = R0*sin(ref)+y0 ;
hold on
plot([xa x0],[ya y0],'color','green','Linewidth',1);
hold on
plot([xa xa],[ya ya],'m*');
text(0.5*xa,1.1*ya,['{\itf_n}=',num2str(eig_frequency),'Hz'])
refb = 2*pi-(theta(k1:-1:k1-out2+1)+theta_ref);
xbb = R0*cos(refb)+x0 ;
ybb = R0*sin(refb)+y0 ;
refa = 2*pi-(theta(k2:k2+out2-1)+theta_ref);
xaa = R0*cos(refa)+x0;
yaa = R0*sin(refa)+y0;
hold on
xaa_1=reshape(xaa,1,[]);
yaa_1=reshape(yaa,1,[]);
xbb_1=reshape(xbb,1,[]);
ybb_1=reshape(ybb,1,[]);
for jj=1:out2
plot([xaa_1(jj) x0],[yaa_1(jj) y0],'color','green','Linewidth',1);
hold on
plot([xbb_1(jj) x0],[ybb_1(jj) y0],'color','green','Linewidth',1);
end
for jj=1:out2
text(0.8*xaa_1(jj),yaa_1(jj),[int2str(theta_a(jj)*180/pi),' \circ'])
text(0.8*xbb_1(jj),ybb_1(jj),[int2str(-theta_b(jj)*180/pi),' \circ'])
text(1.2*xaa_1(jj),yaa_1(jj),[num2str(waa(jj)),'Hz'])
text(1.2*xbb_1(jj),ybb_1(jj),[num2str(wbb(jj)),'Hz'])
end
xlabel('Real part FRF');
ylabel('Imaginary part FRF');
title('Nyquist circle');
% Loss factors matrix
figure (ii*3)
[M,N] =size(Z);
finc = (freq_local(2,1)-freq_local(1,1));
temp = find(theta>eig_theta) ;
k1 = temp(1,1)-1 ;
k2 = temp(1,1) ;
wb = freq_local(k1:-1:k1-n_loss_factor)*2*pi;
wa = freq_local(k2:k2+n_loss_factor)*2*pi;
fa = wa/(2*pi);
fb = wb/(2*pi);
fb = fb(1:M);
fa = fa(1:N);
[X,Y] = meshgrid(fa,fb);
if length(fa) == 1
plot(fb,Z,'g');
axis([fb(length(fb)) fb(1) Z(1) Z(length(Z))]);
xlabel('After resonance');
ylabel('Loss factor');
else
if length(fb) == 1
plot(fa,Z,'g');
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axis([fa(1,1) fa(length(fa),1) Z(1) Z(length(Z))]);
xlabel('Before resonance');
ylabel('Loss factor');
title(['Mean
loss
factor
\eta=',num2str(loss_factor),',\eta_std=',num2str(loss_factor_std)]);
else
surf(X,Y,Z); %damping carpet plot
axis([fa(1,1)
fa(length(fa),1)
fb(length(fb),1)
fb(1,1)
0
max(max(Z))]);
colorbar('vert') ;
xlabel('After resonance','FontSize',30);
h = get(gca, 'xlabel');
set(h, 'FontName', 'Times New Roman')
ylabel('Before resonance','FontSize',30);
h = get(gca, 'ylabel');
set(h, 'FontName', 'Times New Roman')
zlabel('Damping','FontSize',30);
h = get(gca, 'zlabel');
set(h, 'FontName', 'Times New Roman')
grid on;
%Coefficient of variation
coeff_var = (loss_factor_std/ loss_factor)*100;
title(['{\itf_n}
=
',num2str(eig_frequency),
'Hz',
',\eta
=
',num2str(loss_factor), ',\eta_s_t_d = ',num2str(loss_factor_std), ',CV =
',num2str(coeff_var,'%2.2f %%')]);
end
end
elseif isempty(infoMODE.frequencyk) == 1
figure
end
end
end

Appendix C Mechanical APDL Code for Simulation
This Mechanical APDL code can be used to predict natural frequencies and mode shapes for a
composite beam.
finish
/clear
/title, 300x20x3.068 mm3 Vf=0.31, 0 degree fibre orientation
!calls the pre-processor
/prep7
!Material properties
MP, EX, 1, 16.97E9
MP, EY, 1, 2.01656E9
MP, EZ, 1, 2.01656E9
MP, GXY, 1, 0.785533E9
MP, GYZ, 1, 0.726451E9
MP, GXZ, 1, 0.785533E9
MP, PRXY, 1, 0.256388
MP, PRYZ, 1, 0.387952
MP, PRXZ, 1, 0.256388
!MP,DENS,1,1058.1
!Density of the sample
MP,DENS,1,1056.06258

!For a 0 degree fibre orientation
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ET,1, SHELL181
SECTYPE,1,SHELL

!Choose SHELL181 element for analysis

SECDATA,0.003068,1,0

!Thickness 3 mm, material 1, layer 0 degree

!Geometry and mesh
RECTNG, 0,0.30,0,0.02 !Size of the sample
ESIZE, 0.0025
!Element size
AMESH,ALL
!Mesh the area
SECOFFSET,MID

!Nodes on the laminate middle thickness

FINISH

!Exit pre-processor module

/SOLU
ANTYPE,MODAL,NEW
modopt,lanb,10
EQSLV,FRONT
mxpand,10,0,1000

!Block Lanczos method, number of modes to be extracted
!Frontal solver
!Number of expanded modes, frequency range:0 to 1000 Hz

DL,4,1,all,0

!Constrain: One end of the beam is clamped

allsel
SOLVE
FINISH
/POST1
SET,LIST
SET,FIRST

!List solutions

/ESHAPE,1
/TYPE,,BASIC
/DEVICE,VECTOR.ON
EPLOT
PLDISP,0
ANMODE,10,.5E-1

!Display first mode shape
!Animation of the mode shape
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